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The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate gender differences in 
mathematics cross culturally (Japan and the United States) , and to find whether 
thac arc grndcr differences in their sex-stereotyped beliefs about mathematics , 
attitudes toward mathematics , learning patterns of mathematics , and problem solving 
strategics/causes of mi~takes and whether there are relationships among these 
variables . 
There were 2 studies . In Study 1. two pnformance variables , efficiency of 
problem solving strategics and seriousness of causes of mistakes , were developed 
through protocol analysis. In Study 2 , 207 10th grade Japanese high school students 
and J 64 9th to 12th grade American high school students participated . Subjects were 
-
d · · d (1) 5 SAT-Math items (2) solution strategy and causes of mistake a mm1stere - ' 
t . a,·re (3) attitude toward mathematics questionnaire , and (4) learning ques 1onn, , , 
patterns questionnaire . 
A 2 (sex) x 2 (nation) analysis of variance and separate within nation 
univariate analysis by gender were performed on the 12 variables , 3 in each of 4 
areas (sex-stereotyped beliefs about math, other attitudes toward math , learning 
pattern of math, and performance) . For Japanese sample , moderate to large gender 
differences were found in the sex-stereotyping and attitude variables. For the U.S. 
sample, gender differences were found in sex-stereotyping and learning variables. 
The direction of the gender differences in sex-stereotyping variables were opposite 
for the Japanese sample and for the American sample. Among the American sample , 
females held more egalitarian views toward mathematics than males . In contrast , in 
the Japanese sample , it is the females who held stronger sex-stereotyped beliefs 
about mathematics than males . Regardless of students ' nationality , there were 
significant relationships between attitude variables and learning variables . 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
During the past two decades , the re have been sig nificant improvements in 
women' s parti c ipation both in higher education and employment in the United 
States. Today , women represent more than half of the students in highe r education , 
and over ha lf o f a ll the work force . However , the proportion o f women in diffe rent 
fie lds o f occupations or diffe rent disciplines in post secondary institutions te ll s us 
quite a diffe rent story . It is we ll known that women a re still s ig nificantl y under-
represented in mathematics-rel ated occupations , such as eng inee ring and physica l 
science . In spite o f the fac t that in othe r male-dominated occupations (e .g ., lawye r , 
physic ian ) fe males have over one third of the positions , only 9 pe rcent of a ll 
eng inee rs we re female and onl y l J<h of ph ysical scientists were fem ale in 1992 
(NS F Science & Eng ineering Indicators , 1993) . These gender diffe rences in 
occupation a rc found in othe r nati o ns as well and a rc more prominent in some 
natio ns . For example , in Japan , one qu arte r of those w ho g raduated medica l school s 
were fe males , w hereas , less than two pe rcent o f eng inee ring degrees we re awa rded 
to female students in 1992 (NSF Science & Eng inee ring Indicators , 1993) . 
Since Maccoby and Jacklin 's (l 974) hook , it is we ll doc umented that the re 
a rc ge nde r diffe rences (favoring males) on some spatia l tests , and on mathematics 
aptitude tests , a lthough many studies have repo rted that the gender diffe rences a rc 
decreasing over time (Hyde & Linn, 1988; Hyde ct al., 1990). Some of the 
differences such as those found for the mathematics part of the Scholastic Aptitude 
Test (SAT) arc consistent over time and large enough to affect admissions to 
selective institutions and to mathematics-related disciplines in many institutions in 
post secondary education . The male-to-female ratio among the students who scored 
higher than 700 on the SAT was 4-to-1; that is , only one girl scored higher than 700 
for every four boys who did so in the mathematics part of the SAT, although the 
verbal part of SAT shows no significant difference in gender proportion at any 
achievement levels ( 1987 College board) . 
What is more disturbing is the fact that these patterns of gender differences 
in mathematics were not only found in the United States but also found in other 
nations as well. According to the Second International Study on Mathematics 
(SIMS) , not a ll , but most countries participating in the study found gender 
differences in many areas of mathematics in both 8th and 12th grades (Robitaille & 
Garden. 1988) . Among the nations participating in the study , Japan was one of five 
nations that have found the largest gender differences in mathematics performance . 
Various approaches such as biological , socio-cultural , motivational , and 
cognitive have been taken to investigate the nature and the sources of the gender 
difference in mathematics. The biological approach examines the relation between 
gender differences in brain physiology and gender differences in mathematics . The 
2 
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socio-cultural approach investigates the effect of social variables such as sex-role 
stereotypes of mathematics performance on male and females in different nations. 
The motivational approach focusses on gender differences in attitudes toward 
mathematics (e .g ., self-concept of math ability , the value of math , etc .) and looks at 
the relation between these variables and gender differences in mathematics 
performance . Finally , there are two types of cognitive approaches . One type 
investigates the differences in the ways males and fem ales study mathematics. The 
other type of cognitive approach studies mathematics problem solving strategies used 
by males and females or errors in mathematics problem solving processes made by 
males and females . 
Although much has been gained by studying variables such as stereotypes and 
strategies separately , very little is known about how the variables emphasized in 
different approaches might relate to each other. Moreover , whereas many studies 
have been done regarding gender differences in mathematics , there is no 
comprehensive theory which can completely explain these gender differences. 
The primary purpose of the present dissertation is to investigate the relation 
among the psycho-motivational (e.g ., attitudes toward math etc .) , learning (e.g. , 
study habits) and performance variables (e.g., problem-solving strategy etc .) with 
respect to gender differences in mathematics. The ultimate goal of this study is to 
acquire sufficient data in order to eventually build a comprehensive theory . In order 
to carry out this investigation , attitudes toward mathematics , learning patterns and 
the problem solving strategies/causes of mistakes of Japanese and U.S . students 
were studied. The lists of the independent and the dependent variables arc provided 
later in this chapte r. 
This dissertation itself includes seven chapters and two studies. The first 
chapter presents an overview of the study as well as the problem statement and the 
purpose of the study. The second chapter presents a review of the different 
approaches toward gender differences in mathematics and concludes with general 
research questions . The third chapter presents a qualitative study (Study 1) that was 
conducted to reveal the performance variables regarding solution strategy and causes 
of mistakes . The fourth chapter describes the methodology for Study 2 , the main 
study of this dissertation . The fifth chapter describes the results of a preliminary 
factor analysis of the data in Study 2. The sixth chapter organizes and presents the 
main results of Study 2 according to the hypotheses. And the seventh chapter and 
final chapter contains a discussion of the results and implications of the findings . 
This remainder of this chapter includes six sections: I) independent and 
dependent variables , 2) definitions of the key terms , 3) assumptions of studies , 4) 
limitations of studies , 5) significance of the study , and 6) the summary of this 
chapter. 
4 
1.1 Independent/Dependent Variables 
The independent variables include such demographic variables as gender and 
nationality (Japan and U.S.). The dependent variables include variables from two 
different approaches: motivational and cognitive. The variables in the cognitive 
approach are divided into two factors , performance and learning. The variables for 
the performance factor include: 1) scores on mathematics problem solving items, 2) 
scores on a measure of problem solving strategics , 3) scores on degree of 
seriousness of the mistakes. The variables for the learning factor include: l) score 
for regularity in studying, 2) score for independence in studying , 3) score for other 
aspects of study habits. The motivational variables are divided into two parts : sex-
ste reotyped beliefs and attitudes other than sex-stereotyped beliefs . The sex-
stereotyping variables include three constructs: 1 )beliefs about math as a male 
domain, 2) utility of math , 3) math-related occupations. The other attitude variables 
include: I) perception of mathematics ability, 2) value of mathematics , and 3) task 
difficulty . The detailed descriptions of these variables are presented in chapter 4 . 
1.2 Definitions of Key Words 
One of the weakness in this area of research is the ambiguity of the 
definitions of terms such as the definitions of ability , performance , achievement , 
etc . Different researchers define the terms differently and use different 
measurements. Lack of consensus regarding the terminology among researchers 
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might result in some inconsistencies of findings in the study of gender differences in 
mathematics. A consensus is particularly important in cross-cultural study . Each 
culture defines the terms based on their cultural beliefs. For exampk , the meaning 
of the term , "ability" , in the United States may or may not be the same as the 
meaning of the term in Japan. In the present study , the author tried to avoid the 
confusions caused by the ambiguity of the definition of terminology by recognizing 
the cultural differences and similarities and by defining critically important terms 
clearly . These terms arc described next. 
Mathematics Ability 
Many researchers such as Halpern (1992) give the term , "ability" , a broader 
meaning than most achievement motivation theorists. Her writing suggests that 
"ability " not only means "innate or biologically determined trait , " but also means 
"acquired skills through one's experiences." However , in many theories , especially 
in attribution theory , "ability" is treated as an innate and biologically determined 
trait that is stable and uncontrollable (e.g ., Weiner , 1979). In order to avoid 
confusion , when the term "ability" implies genetically predisposed traits , it will be 
specifically indicated as "innat<.: ability" . The unmodified term "ability" will refer 
to combination of both genetically predisposed traits and skills acquired through 
on<.;'s expni<.;nce . 
Mathematica l skill s 
Skills are acquired through environmental 
input such as eve ryday classroom 
experiences , studying hard , and practice. 
Mathematics performance and Achievemen
t 
Mathematics Performance (achievement) i
s defined as results on tests which measur
e 
one's acquired skill . Such skills may refl e
ct both what one has learned in 
mathematics classes and one 's ability . 
The relative importance placed on innate a
bility ve rsus acquired skills fo r 
explaining performance becomes a critical
 diffe rence in the fund amental philosophy 
of education between two cultures . 
1.3 Assumptions of the study 
Many resea rchers who study gender differ
ences in cognitive ability endo rse 
an interactioni st view . This view emphasi
zes the effects of both innate ability and 
environment as the causes of gender differ
ences (e .g . , Halpe rn , 1992) . Only a few 
researchers such as Fennema (198 1) have 
emphasized exclusively environmental 
effects such as sex- role stereotypes as the 
primary cause of the gende r diffe rences in
 
mathematics . Undoubtedly , any empirical
 study will inhe rentl y be biased by the 
philosophy and the position that the resear




One hasic assumption of the present stud y is that the nurture v iew of ge nde r 
diffe rences in mathematics is prohahl y close to the truth. This assumption is based 
on the arg um ent that the di stinction be tween "indiv idual difference " and "group 
diffe rence" is the most important issue rega rding the nature and nurture controve rsy . 
T he author believes that any individual diffe rence in a cognitive ahility is probably 
caused hy both innate ahility and environmental inte rac tion . Howeve r , a gende r 
diffe rence is not an individual diffe rence but a g roup diffe rence . The re fore , it is 
possible to assum e that the gende r diffe rence in mathematics is the result of 
diffe renti a l experi ences be tween males and fe males in the ir developmenta l processes . 
C hapte r 2 explores the "nature" v .s . "nurture " view in great de ta il. In the next 
sectio n , the limitations of the present study w ill be discussed. 
1.4 Limitations of the Study 
Because of the complexity of a stud y th at includes multiple pe rspectives , 
the re a rc four major limitations . The first limitation concerns sampling. It would be 
idea l if the sample in each country we re randoml y selec ted in order to represe nt the 
population in each country. Howeve r, the sample in thi s study is limited to he a 
conve nience sample . The genera lizability of the results of the stud y may he 
limited . 
The second limitation involves the lang uage o f the tests . The mathematics 
tests and the questionn aires arc translated by the author. Some meanings m ay have 
been lost when the text was translated from English to Japanese although the author 
put great effort to ensure the accuracy of the translation. 
The third limitation also concerns the difference between the two cultures. 
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The mathematics problem-solving items and most of the attitude questionnaires are 
developed in the United States. Questions that are sensitive enough to detect gender 
differences among the students in the United States may not be adequately sensitive 
to detect differences among Japanese students. 
The fourth limitation relates to the fact that only some variables related to 
gender differences are included. There are so many factors which may relate to the 
gender differences in mathematics . However , as it is impossible to include all 
possible cultural and psychological variables , variables which have been studied by 
previous researchers (Eccles , et. al. , 1983) will be included in this study . 
The fifth and last limitation is the number of items in this study . The time 
allowed to administer tests and questionnaires in each class was very limited . 
Therefore , the number of items and categories of the test instruments is limited in 
each class in each country. 
In spite of these limitations listed above , this study will provide a theoretical 
guideline to the researcher who studies gender difference in mathematics as well as 
practical knowledge to mathematics educators who deal daily with students in 
classrooms . The significance of the study is described in the next section . 
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1.5 Significance of the Study 
This study will make three important contributions to the literature on gender 
difference in mathematics. First, this study will test the replicability of the results 
found in the United States in another culture with respect to gender differences in 
mathematics problem solving strategics (Gallagher & De Lisi , 1994) . Gallagher and 
De Lisi found that males tend to use unconventional strategies that are not taught in 
math class and that require insight or estimation . Females , in contrast , are more 
likely to use conventional strategics that are usually taught in math class. It will be 
interesting if a similar pattern of gender differences in mathematics problem solving 
strategy is found in other nations as well . 
Second , the use of multiple approaches allows us to examine the link 
between mathematics problem solving strategy choice and various aspects of the 
attitude variables . If the correlation were found to be positive , one may infer the 
possible inlluence of the attitude variables on the strategy choice in problem solving . 
The third important contribution is that results of mathematics problem 
solving strategy choice analysis and error analysis will provide us the possibility of 
intervention to reduce the gender gap in mathematics . Teachers may be able to 
teach different types of problem solving strategics and/or point out the possible 
causes of the mistakes . 
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l.~ Summary 
This first chapter has set out the problem and the variables to be studied in 
this n .. :scarch. In spite of the improvrn1ent in female participation in post secondary 
education and a variety of occupat io11s in the past two decades , females are still 
under-represented in mathematics-re]ated fields in post secondary institutions and the 
work force . One important cause or this problem is gender differences in 
mathematics performance in high school students . The reasons why high school 
female students perform poorly in mme of problem solving items will be 
investigated based on the nurture view. The variables included in this study arc 
classified into three categories, socio-cultural , psycho-motivational , and cognitive 
variables . Although there are some limitations to this study, due to the complexity 
of the problems and methodology , this study will provide an important theoretical 
guideline to the researchers who study gender differences in mathematics and may 
open up to the possibility of practi<:al interventions to the mathematics educators in 
everyday classrooms . 
In the next chapter , these variables will be presented in a review of the 




The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate gender differences cross-
cu ltu rally , and to look at how motivational, learning, and performance factors 
inOuence these gender differences. To carry out this investigation, students from 
Japan and the United States will be studied to see whether there are gender 
differences in their attitudes toward mathematics , learning patterns , problem solving 
strategies , and causes of mistakes and to determine relationships among these 
variables . 
There arc two kinds of questions regarding studies of gender differences in 
mathematics . The first question is what is really different between male and female 
students in mathematics performance . This question deals with the nature of the 
gender diffcn:ncc in mathematics and provides us with empirical evidence regarding 
the role of variables such as age , subject area , and sample characteristics . 
The second question concerns the explanation of these gender differences: 
Why are there gender differences in mathematics performance? Especially , why 
arc large gender differences found for particular tasks , particular ages , and particular 
samples? Researchers who attempt to answer the latter question usually take one of 
three approaches : either the genetic/physiological , social /motivational , or cognitive 
approach . 
The "nature versus nurture" dichotomy is an old one in many areas of 
research in psychology. Researchers who emphasize genetic/physiological factors 
as the primary cause of the gender difference in mathematics performance arc 
associated with the nature side of this dichotomy. Although they do not deny the 
effect of environment, they focus on the relationship between genetically 
predisposed physiological differences and gender differences in mathematics 
performances . On the other side of this dichotomy is the nurture view, which 
involves a more social / psychological (motivational) orientation . 
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The third approach is the cognitive approach. This approach could be 
consistent with either the nature or nurture view , depending upon the methods and 
philosophy that each researcher takes . Although this approach does not have a 
clear position in the continuum of the nature - nurture dichotomy, the cognitive 
approach helps us to understand underlying mechanisms in gender differences in 
mathematics performance. 
This chapter is divided into five sections . In the first , the empirical evidence 
for gender differences in mathematics performance is presented. In the second, the 
nature view (genetic/physiological approach) is examined . In the third , the nurture 
view (social/psychological approach) is described . In the fourth, the cognitive 
approach is explained. In the fifth , the overview of this chapter and the problem 
statement as well as research questions arc posed. 
2.1.1. Early Studies 
2.1 Empirical Evidence for Gender Differences 
in Mathematics Performance 
Maccoby and Jacklin's book The psychology of sex differences was a very 
important publication in 1974. The authors looked at previous studies done by 
researchers before 1974 and identified three cognitive abilities for which gender 
differences had been found: verbal ability (favoring females) , spatial ability 
(favoring males) , and mathematical abilities (favoring males). Their work , 
however, has been criticized mainly due to the methodological weaknesses of the 
studies, and Maccoby and Jacklin's interpretation of the data. 
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In a large study conducted after 1974, Armstrong (1981) gave tests of spatial 
visualization , problem-solving, algebra , and computation to 1452 13 year-olds from 
82 schools , and 1788 12th grade students from 71 high schools . The results of his 
analysis indicated that for 13 year-olds, females outperformed males on the 
computational and spatial visualization tasks, and performed equally well as males 
on problem solving tasks. For the 12th grade students , whereas males outperformed 
females on all 4 subtests (spatial visualization , problem solving, algebra , 
computation), only the difference for the problem-solving subtest was statistically 
significant. 
In the middle 80s , Aiken (1986-1987) reviewed the literature on sex 
differences in mathematics ability. He summarized the evidence of gender 
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differences in mathematics by saying that although there were no significant gender 
differences in mathematics performances before high school, boys outperform girls 
in mathematical computation and problem solving tasks in high school. He also 
explored various explanations of gender differences in mathematics performances 
such as biological explanations which emphasize the role of genetically predisposed 
traits and environmental explanations which focus on the systematic differences in 
socialization process between males and females. 
2.1.2 Recent Studies 
The most important work regarding gender differences in mathematics is a 
meta-analysis by Hyde , Fennema, and Lamon (1990). They analyzed studies 
published between 1964 and 1987 , and computed 259 independent effect sizes. 
They identified three important trends in gender differences in mathematics. Based 
on the results of their analysis, the three trends arc depicted in figure Al , A2 and 
A3 in appendix A. 
The first is an age trend. The magnitude of gender differences in 
mathematics performance increases with age. The age trend has a close relationship 
with the complexity of cognitive level of the task , however, because older students 
learn more complex and abstract mathematics than younger students. In early 
elementary school years , females have a slight advantage in computational tasks. 
However , as they enter high school , their tasks are mainly problem solving and 
reasoning, and it was at this time that gender difference emerge with a moderate 
effect size favoring males (see figure Al in appendix A) . 
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The second trend involves sample selectivity. Hyde and her colleagues 
partitioned the samples in each study into five stratifications according to the ability 
level of the sample, from low ability to mathematically precocious. They found 
that "sample selectivity is one of the most powerful predictors of effect size in their 
multiple regression". Although the average effect size of all studies is very small 
(d=0.05), the magnitude of effect size increases as the sample become more 
selective . For example , effect size of the gender difference among average students 
arc 0 .15 , but the effect size among the students who are from highly selective 
schools was 0.54 , a large effect size (sec figure A2 in appendix A) . 
The third trend is a cohort effect. When average effect sizes are compared 
between the studies that were conducted before 1974 and after 1974, the clear 
decline in the effect size is apparent. The average effect size of studies conducted 
before 1974 was 0 .3 , whereas the average effect size of studies conducted after 
1974 was only 0 .1 (see figure A3 in appendix A) . In sum, any theory of gender 
differences must account for why the gender difference gets larger with increasing 
age, complexity of tasks , and sample selectivity , and why it appears to be shrinking 
over time . 
2.1.3 Gender Differences in Variability 
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Most of previous studies including the meta-analysis study done by Hyde, 
Fennema, and Lamon (1990) have compared the means between two groups, male 
and female , with an assumption of homogeneity of variance in two groups. 
However , Feingold (1992) paid special attention to the difference in variability 
between the two genders. He indicated three cases of distribution patterns of males 
and females that might result in male's higher mean . The patterns arc shown in 
figure 4: the case of equal variability , the case of males' greater variability, and the 
case of females' greater variability . He argued that effect sizes are useful only when 
the two groups have homogeneous variabilities . He examined the variabilities of 
male and females on their standardized test batteries. Feingold found that males had 
consistently bigger variances than females in mathematics reasoning , spatial 
visualization , spelling, and general knowledge . This indicates that the equal 
variability assumption does not really reflect the reality and males' greater 
variability, is more likely to fit the reality of the gender differences in mathematics 
performance. He suggested that since variabilities affect values of the mean , it is 
necessary to consider both variability and the central tendency (mean) in order to 
capture accurately the nature of gender differences in cognitive abilities . 
However , Feingold was criticized by Noddings (1992) mainly for two 
reasons. First, Noddings pointed out that among the cognitive abilities , those which 
had gender differences in variability are mostly valued by males . However, there 
are many capacities which do not usually appear in measurement of intellectual 
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abilities, but are valued by females. For example, interpersonal reasoning, oral and 
written interpretation , and so on , are variables females value more and on which 
they perform better. The other reason was that Feingold did not offer an 
explanation of why there are gender difference in variability in certain cognitive 
measures. Noddings suggested her preference in the latter explanation, and argued 
for historical and cu ltu ral differences between the two genders as the possible cause 
of gender differences in variability . 
In spite of Noddings' criticism , Feingold's finding that males have greater 
variability in the performance of some of cognitive tasks is an important fact that 
indicate each researcher must consider the effect of variability as well as central 
tendency (mean) regarding the gender differences in mathematics performance . 
2.1.4 SAT-Math (Mathematics Part of Scholastic Aptitude Test) 
According to a report from College Board , the average difference between 
males and females in SAT-Math scores has been a consistent 46 points since 1972 
(College Board , 1991) . The average SAT-M was 453 for females and 497 for 
males in 1991 , a difference of 44 points . The average SAT-Verbal score was 418 
fo r females and 426 for males , a difference of only 8 points . 
In the meta-analysis by Hyde , Fennema , and Lamon (1990) , SAT-math was 
excluded from their overall analysis of effect sizes and was examined separately . 
The reason why they did not include SAT-Math in their overall analysis was that the 
sample of SAT-math would compose more than 20% of all subjects in the overall 
analysis and would have a disproportionally large effect on the overall analysis. 
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The results of their analysis on SAT-M showed large gender differences in 
effect size (d=0.4) favoring males. Although the effect size for overall analysis 
(including alJ ages, subjects' areas, selectivity of samples) was 0.13 when the effect 
size of SAT-M was excluded, the overall effect size increased to 0.3 when the effect 
size of SAT-M was included. Hyde and her colleagues listed several reasons why 
only the SAT-M produces such a large effect size consistently. First, they believe 
that the sample for SAT-Mis a moderately-selected sample (at least they are college 
bound). Second, more females take the SAT than males. Therefore , they assume 
that males might be from more selected schools than females. Third , the items used 
in SAT-Marc combinations of mathematical problem solving and computational 
tasks. Therefore, they reasoned the cause of large effect size in SAT-math as 
follows; "since problem solving tasks produce moderate effect size favoring males 
even in overall analysis , among those who arc college bound (moderately selected 
sample) , probably produce even bigger gender differences" (Hyde et al. , 1990) . 
2.1.5 Gender Differences in Mathematics Class Grades 
Kimball (1989) examined previous studies which reported females' 
superiority in mathematics class grades , instead of standardized tests such as the 
SAT. Although she could not assess completely accurate features of the gender 
differences in mathematics class grades due to insufficient data availability , she 
reported that the size of the gender differences in mathematics class grade ranges 
from 0.09 to 0.35 favoring females . 
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One of the studies that provided evidence of females' better performance on 
mathematics class grades was that by Benbow and Stanley (1982) . Their sample 
included highly selected , mathematically talented youth. It is a well established fact 
that among those who are highly selected , males outperform females on 
standardized tests especially on the SAT-M. However, Benbow and Stanley also 
reported the important fact that females in their sample significantly outperform 
males on mathematics class grades in high school . 
Some evidence with a less selected sample was provided by Pallas and 
Alexander (1983). They examined 1,842 females and 1,770 male 12th grade 
students who represent all achievement levels from low achievement students to 
college bound students . The average GPAs for mathematics courses taken 
previously were 2 .15 for males and 2 .30 for females. However , when the averages 
of an standardized test , SAT-M scores , were compared the opposite was true. The 
average SAT-M score for males was 425.23 , while , the average was 388 .45 for 
females . These data clearly indicates that males usually outperform females on 
standardized mathematics achievement tests , whereas females achieve higher than 
males on mathematics class grades. 
So far , we have only considered the effect of gender differences in American 
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students. Because the data would be highly relevant to the nature/nurture issue
, it is 
useful to examine cross-cultural work to sec the size of gender differences in ot
her 
countries as well. 
2 .1.6 SIMS (Second International Mathematics Study) 
The second International Mathematics Study was conducted between 1981-
1982 in 20 different nations using 8th and 12th graders. The data from each na
tion 
showed some conflicting results. At the 8th grade , in five out of 19 nations 
(Belgium-Flemish , Belgium-French , Finland , Sweden , and Thailand) , girls 
outperformed boys in all five mathematics subtests (Arithmetic , Algebra , Geom
etry, 
Measurement , and Descriptive statistics) . In the other 14 nations , however , bo
ys 
outperformed girls in most subtests . The results of the analysis of five major 
subtests showed that girls tended to perform better than boys in computational-l
evel 
arithmetic , whole numbers , estimation and approximation , and in algebra. In 
contrast , boys were more likely to be better in geometry , measurement , and in 
proportional thinking (Robitaille , 1989) . Moreover , some of the items which 
measure spatial visualization ability produced a very large gender difference (ov
er 
30 percentage points higher favoring boys) in almost all participating nations . 
For the 12th grade students , the gender difference became more prominent 
in each nation. Only in one nation , Canada (British Columbia) , did girls 
significantly outperform boys in two of the 11 math subtests . However , in eve
ry 
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other nation , boys did better than girls in all of the subtests (Garden, 1989). 
Among those nations , the largest overall gender differences occurred in Belgium 
(French) , Hungary , Hong Kong , Israel , and Japan . Based on the results of the 
study , Garden (1989) suggested that the reason for such large gender differences in 
all participating nations was that " .. it appears that in all systems, disproportionally 
large numbers of girls with high mathematical ability may he electing not to pursue 
studies in mathematics" (p146) . In each of the participating nations , the population 
of 12th grade was those students who elected advanced math courses. Since 
advanced courses arc not required , male students outnumber female students in each 
participating nations . 
? . 1. 7 Cross-Cultural Study Between Japan and USA 
Although there arc many studies that investigate cross-cultural differences in 
mathematics performance between Japan and the United State (e .g. , Stevenson ct 
al. , 1986a , 198b; Mayer and Tajika , 1991 .) , only a few studies have examined 
gender di ffercnces in mathematics performance between Japan and the USA. 
In one study , Evans (1993a) assessed gender differences in mathematics 
achievement and attitudes at the 1st , 5th , and 11th grades longitudinally in 3 
cultures: China(Taiwan) , Japan , and the United States. She found that there is no 
consistent gender difference in mathematics performance in 1st and 5th graders . 
However , by the 11th grade , males outperform females in all countries. The 
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average gender difference in Japan and China was large (a
n effect size of 0.6). In 
contrast , the effect size was moderate in the U.S. compare
d to Asian countries , and 
differed significantly from zero (d =0.3). 
Evans (1993b) also pointed out the importance of the mean
 difference 
between countries. Although males did better than females
 within each countries, 
Asian females outperform both American males and female
s . In other words, the 
difference between countries (effect size of more than 1.0)
 was much greater than 
the difference between genders (effect size of 0 .3 to 0.6). 
2.1 .8 Summary or Empirical Evidence 
The empirical evidence of gender differences in mathemati
cs performances 
can be summarized as follows: 
1) Age and cognitive trends: The effect sizes of gender dif
ferences in 
mathematics performance increase with age and with comp
lexity of 
cognitive tasks . 
2) Sample selectivity : The sizes of gender difference in ma
thematics 
performances arc larger among highly ability samples than
 average ability 
samples . 
3) Cohort effect: The decline of effect size was apparent w
hen average 
effect sizes were compared between studies conducted befo
re and after 
1974 . 
4) Variability: Males tend to have bigger variability than females in many 
subareas of mathematics and some other cognitive abilities . 
5) Males outperform females in standardized mathematics achievement 
tests whereas females tend to be better than males on mathematics 
' 
classroom grades. 
6) SIMS: At the 8th grade , in 14 out of 19 nations , boys outperform girls 
in all five mathematics subtests . However , in the remaining five nations , 
girls slightly outperformed boys on some but not all of the mathematics 
subtests. At the 12th grade , in all 19 nations but one (Canada-British 
Columbia) , boys did better than girls in all of the math subtests. Gender 
differences in mathematics performance were largest in Belgium(French), 
Hungary , Hong Kong , Israel , and Japan . 
7) Studies between Japan and the U.S. : The effect size for gender 
differences in mathematics performance was much larger in Japan than in 
the U.S . . The difference in mathematics performance between nations was 
much greater than the gender differences in math performances within each 
nation. 
Although this empirical evidence is useful for telling us how males and 
females differ in mathematics performance , it does not tell us about the reasons 
for these differences . In the following four sections , various theories of gender 
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differences in mathematics are discussed . 
2.2 Nature View: Genetic/Physiological Approaches 
There is no doubt that males and females differ genetically. 
Researchers who take the genetic/physiological approaches hypothesize that the 
differences in observed behaviors between genders such as gender differences in 
mathematics performances are primarily determined by genetically predisposed 
traits. 
If one defines the physiological approach as that approach which 
investigates the relationship between gender differences in brain physiology and 
gender differences in mathematics performance , then physiological approaches 
could be subdivided into two subtypes. One approach focus on the role of 
genetically preprogrammed factors (e .g. , hormones) in producing differences in 
brain morphology. Thi.: other focuses on the role of different experience in 
producing differences in brain morphology . 
A physiological approach which focuses on the relation between gender 
differences in mathematics performance and genetically predisposed 
physiological differences represents a "nature" view . However , the 
physio logical approach which emphasizes any biological differences caused by 
the differential experiences of males and females as a cause of gender difference 
in cognitive ability should belong to the "nurture " view. In this section , only 
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studies which have taken the gene
tic/physiological approach arc rev
iewed. 
There are three hypotheses which 
derive from the genetic/physiolog
ical 
view as the explanation of gender 
differences in mathematics perform
ance: 1) 
the sex-linked recessive gene hypo
thesis , 2) the brain lateralization h
ypothesis , 
and 3) the physiological correlates
 hypothesis. 
2.2. l Sex-Linked Recessive Gene 
Hypothesis 
Since the early 60s , some research
ers have attempted to find correlat
ions 
between quantitative ability and ph
ysiological traits such as eye color
 (Stafford , 
1970) and height (Stafford , 1963
). Stafford (1972) suggested that 
gender 
differences in quantitative reasonin
g favoring males might be the resu
lt of a 
gene on the X chromosome , as is 
the case in red-green color blindne
ss and 
hemophilia. He hypothesized that
 "if this is the case, one would exp
ect father-
daughter correlations and mother-s
on correlations to be the largest an
d father-
son correlations to be smallest" (b
ecause if the gene for the quantita
tive ability 
is on the X chromosome , then , the
 father could pass it to his daughte
r but not to 
his son). He examined his hypothe
sis based on three studies by Willo
ughby 
(1927), Carter (1932) , and Staffor
d (1963). The average correlation
s of the 
three studies are following: father
-daughter correlation of 0.22, mot
her-son 
correlation of 0.30 , and mother-da
ughter correlation of 0.27 . These
 
correlations were very small and 
did not really support his hypothes
is . 
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Moreover, many researchers disag
ree with his idea that quantitative 
abilities are 
determined by a single gene on a 
X chromosome (Halpern , 1992). 
Therefore , 
his hypothesis is not supported by
 contemporary researchers who ar
e 
sympathetic to the physiological v
iew. 
2 .2.2 . Brain Lateralization Hypot
hesis 
A second group of researchers are
 interested in the relationship betw
een 
cognitive abilities and gender diffe
rences in cerebral lateralization . 
They 
believe that prenatal exposure to m
ale sex hormones affect the develo
pment of 
right hemisphere dominance . The
 right hemisphere processes non-l
inguistic and 
spatial information and this ability
 is believed to relate to quantitativ
e ability . 
Studies that examine lateralization
 hypotheses focuses on scores of 
dichotic 
listening tasks as an indicator of b
rain dominance . 
Lake and Bryden (1976) assessed 
handedness and sex differences in
 
hemispheric asymmetry with 144 
subjects . They found that there w
as a 
significant sex difference: males' 
brains were more clearly lateralize
d than 
females' . 
Witelson (1976) investigated deve
lopmental change in brain 
organization/structure and cognitiv
e functioning . He examined 25 b
oys and 25 
girls using a test comparing objec
t perception in the left and right h
and. He 
found no differences for girls , but
 boys did better with left than righ
t hand . 
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Witelson concluded that for boys, right hemisphere domin
ance for processing 
non-linguistic and spatial information occurs around age si
x. However , for 
girls , the right hemisphere does not dominate processing n
on-linguistic spatial 
information until puberty. This result indicates differential
 information 
processing on non-linguistic information between males an
d females. 
Some evidence of lateral preference using dichotic listenin
g tests was 
provided by Kraft (1982) . He administered two dichotic li
stening tests (digit 
and environmental sound) to 48 second graders and 48 sixt
h graders. He found 
that for non-verbal stimuli, males showed a left-ear advant
age which indicates 
right hemisphere dominance and girls showed a right ear a
dvantage which 
indicates left hemisphere dominance. He also found that th
e sex difference in 
ear preferences (advantage) increased with task difficulty. 
However, there arc 
some studies that found no significant sex difference in rig
ht ear advantage on 
dichotic listening tasks. For example, Hiscock and Macka
y (1985) did not find 
significant sex differences in a series of five consecutive di
chotic listening 
experiments with a large sample of 447 subjects. Hiscock
 and Hiscock (1988) 
not only failed to find a statistically significant sex differen
ce favoring males , 
but surprisingly they found just the opposite : females show
ed a significantly 
greater right ear advantage than males in detecting and loc
alizing dichotic digit 
names. Based on their results , they argued that sex differe
nces depend on tasks 
and arc only found under some circumstances . 
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In order to clarify these inconsistent findings , Lewis, Orsi
ni, & Sats 
(1988) administered three different types of tasks to a larg
e sample of normal 
subjects . The three types of interference cerebral lateraliz
ation tasks were (a) 
input interference (dichotic listening) , and two output inte
rference tasks, (b) 
motor-motor interference task (concurrent finger tapping a
nd verbal fluency) 
and (c) motor-cognitive interference task (concurrent finge
r tapping and silent 
reading). They found sex differences only on the motor-m
otor interference 
task , which supports Hiscock and Hiscock's conclusion (1
988) that the sex 
difference in cerebral lateralization depends on the task . 
Even though there is some evidence showing sex differenc
es in brain 
organization , specifically , (e .g ., male's right brain domina
nce for processing 
non-linguistic information), it is very difficult to explain h
ow the observed 
gender differences in mathematics performance is primaril
y caused by the 
differential hrain lateralization hy males and fem ales. Alt
hough it is a well 
established fact that the right brain processes non-linguisti
c and spatial 
information , this lateralization view fails to explain how sp
atial ability relates to 
mathematics performance . The lateralization hypothesis w
ould be useful only 
if one can establish a relation between mathematics perfor
mance and spatial 
abilities. In the next section the relationship between gen
der difference in 
mathematics performance and spatial abilities is examined
. 
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2.2.3 Relationship Between Mathematics Performance And Spatial Ability 
Linn and Petersen (1986) assessed the relationship between gender 
differences in mathematics performance and spatial abilities based on two 
criteria: (1) the magnitude of the gender deference in mathematics and spatial 
ability , (2) the age at which gender differences first appear in mathematics and 
spatial ability. 
If there is any relation between spatial ability and mathematics ability , 
we expect that the direction and the magnitude of the gender differences would 
be similar . However , according to Linn and Peterson , this is not the case . The 
magnitude of gender difference in spatial and mathematics performance depends 
on the task and the sample . For example , males outperform females by almost 
l standard deviation (SD) in The Vandenberg version of Shepard-Metzler 
mental Rotation task at any achievement level of samples , but no significant 
gender differences were found in other spatial tasks . Regarding mathematics 
performance , males outperform females in SAT-M by a half-standard deviation 
among high ability high school students but the differences are small among 
average ability students and other mathematics tests do not generally produce 
statistically significant differences between genders . 
The second criterion concerned the age at which gender differences in 
mathematics and spatial ability emerge for first time . If there is any relation 
between spatial and mathematics abilities , we would expect that the gender 
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differences in mathematics and spatial performance would appear at a similar 
age . However, this also was not the case. Whereas gender differences in 
spatial ability such as mental rotation were found as soon as they are 
measurable , a large gender difference in mathematics performance (problem 
solving tasks) does not emerge until adolescence . 
Based on above findings, Linn and Petersen (1986) suggested that 
although there is a substantial correlation , the relationship between spatial 
ability and mathematics performance was inconclusive. 
2.2.4 Studies Of Mathematically Precocious Students 
Benbow (1988) summarized the results of studies done over the past two 
decades on sex differences in mathematical reasoning ability in intellectually 
talented preadolescents . In these studies, the SAT-M was used as a measure of 
mathematical reasoning ability for 12- to 13 year-old students. The results of 
studies show consistent and large sex differences favoring males in mathematica
l 
reasoning ability over the years among those who are intellectually talented in 
math . For example , the male/ female ratio for students who scored over 700 
was 13 to 1. Benbow also reviewed studies which examined gender differences
 
in mathematics from various environmental aspects (attitudes toward 
mathematics , parental expectations, sex-role stereotyping , differential course-
taking etc.) and physiological aspects (left-handedness , allergies , prenatal 
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hormonal exposure , and brain lateralization) . Based on h
er analysis of these 
studies , she concluded that " ... physiological correlates , e
specially the 
possibility of prenatal testosterone exposure , lend credence
 to the view that sex 
differences in extremely high mathematical reasoning abili
ty may be , in part , 
physiologically determined" (Benbow & Stanley , 1980 ., B
enbow , 1988). 
However, she has been criticized by many researchers ma
inly for the 
following reasons. First , if the physiological correlates B
enbow presented were 
really causally related to extremely high mathematical reas
oning ability , even 
in part , then these physiological correlates must be relate
d only to 
mathematical ability and should not be related to non-math
ematical ability such 
as verbal ability (Mayer , 1988). However , Benbow's dat
a did not satisfy this 
criterion . Most students who score extremely high in the
 mathematical part of 
the SAT also tended to score high in the verbal part of SA
T. Second, she 
assumed that the SAT-M measures mathematical reasoning
 ability . However , 
According to Hyde et al. (1990) , SAT-M was categorized
 into combinations of 
mathematical computation and reasoning problems. Ther
efore , one can not be 
sure whether gender differences in SAT-Math reflect gend
er differences in 
reasoning ability unless she analyzes the items on the SAT
-M that were found to 
have large sex differences among talented students . 
2 .2 .5 Summary of Nature View 
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The brief summary of genetic/physiological approach is as follows: 
1) Sex-linked gene hypothesis : mathematical ability is a recessive gene
 on 
the X chromosome that produces male superiority since males have onl
y 
one X chromosome. However , this hypothesis is no longer supported 
by 
contemporary researchers because of lack of sufficient data. 
2) Brain lateralization hypothesis: sex hormone-induced brain lateraliza
tion 
might be responsible for the male superiority in spatial abilities that arc
 
believed to relate to mathematics performance. However, the causal 
relationship between spatial abilities and mathematics performance is 
unclear . 
3) Physiological correlates among mathematically talented students : 
physiological correlates such as myopia , left-handedness , and allergies 
more 
frequently appear among the intellectually talented students than averag
e 
students. However , these students who score high in mathematics 
reasoning tasks also tend to score high in verbal or non-mathematical ta
sks. 
Therefore , one may not be able to conclude that these physiological 
correlates arc responsible , even in part , for the gender difference in 
mathematics performance . 
In recent years , only a few researchers appear to believe the extreme n
ature 
view of gender difference in cognitive abilities , such as mathematics a
bilities . 
Most researchers are probably interactionists who believe that genetical
ly 
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predisposed bio logical di ffe rences are partially, but prima
rily responsible fo r the 
observed gender differences in mathematics performances
. Interactionists 
disagree , however, as to what percent of mathematical abi
lities they believe are 
determined by biology and what pe rcent of ability are dete
rmined by 
environment. Some interactionists would say 20 l]f, (biolo
gy) and 80% 
(environment) , while others might say 50% and 50% . Th
e difference between 
nurture theorists and interactionists is that nurture theorists
 believe that the 
gender differences in mathematics performance could be t
otally produced by 
environmental fac tors without influence o f genetically pred
isposed biological 
diffe rences. In the next section , the various variables of 
environmental 
influences arc discussed . 
2.3 The Nurture View : 
Environmental Hypotheses as The Explanations of 
Gender Differences in Mathematics Performances 
In contrast to the biological o r interactionist view , some re
searchers take 
the psycho-socialization approach. They be lieve that gend
er diffe rences in 
mathematics performances are primaril y determined by the
 diffe rent ways that 
males and females are socialized . These diffe rences in soc
ialization in turn 
' ' 
influence their motivation and attitudes toward mathematic
s . They investigate 
effects o f various socialization and motivational variables 
on gender diffe rences 
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in mathematics . Those variables are : (1) parental influen
ce , (2) teache rs' 
treatment , (3) stereotypes of mathematics as a male doma
in , (4) mathematics 
self-concept (or math self-efficacy or math se lf-confidenc
e) , (5) attributions fo r 
success and fa ilure on mathematics , (6) differential mathe
matics course taking , 
and (7) attitude toward mathematics. 
2 .3 .1 Parental Influences 
Parents are the most important sociali zers for children. S
everal studies 
have investigated parental beliefs about their child' s math
ematical ability and 
their influence on the child 's se lf-perception of his/he r ab
ility . A stud y by 
Pa rsons , Adler , and Kaczala (1982) fo und that although p
arents of girls and 
parents o f boys did not differ in their rating the ir daughte
rs' and sons' 
mathematical ability , parents of girls believed that their d
aughte rs had to work 
harde r in mathematics and it was more difficult for them 
than for boys. 
Jacobs (1991) examined how parents' gender ste reotypes 
about 
mathematical ability influence their beliefs about their chi
ld 's mathematica l 
ability and indirectl y re late to the child 's se lf-perception o
f mathematical ability 
and performance . Approximately 400 parents and the ir 6
th and 11th grade 
children were given questionnaires conce rning the ir belief
s about their child 's 
mathematics achievement and their stereotypes about male
s and fe males' 
re lative ability in mathematics. The results of path analys
is showed that 
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parents' gender stereotypes had no direct effect on children's self-perce
ptions of 
their ability. However, parents' stereotypes influence their beliefs abo
ut their 
child 's ability through the sex of their child. In turn , parents' beliefs
 about 
ability of their child directly influence their child's self-perceptions, an
d both 
the parents' stereotypes and the child's self-perceptions influence the ch
ild's 
performance. 
Although these studies are correlational in nature , the impact of parenta
l 
beliefs about stereotype and ability on their children seems to be impor
tant. 
2.3.2 Teachers' Treatment In Mathematics Class 
Teachers also have an especially important impact on children is 
mathematics learning. Several studies indicate that teachers treat boys 
and girls 
differently in mathematics class. Becker (1981) examined teachers' in
teractions 
with male and female students in geometry class . Based on her observ
ation of 
1 0 geometry teachers in 9th grade , she found consistent patterns for te
acher-
initiated contact with male students. She also found that teachers encou
rage 
male students more often than female students in their academic abilitie
s and 
pursuit. Seventy percent of such encouragement was directed toward m
ale 
students compared to only 30 percent of encouragement toward female
 students . 
She also found that females received almost 90 percent of nonencourag
ing or 
discouraging comments from teachers , although the absolute number o
f 
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instances of nonencouragement or discouragemen
t was much less than the 
number of instances of encouragement. 
Another study which investigated teachers' differ
ential treatment was by 
Gore and Roumagoux (1983) . They examined te
acher wait-time ( amount of 
time which a teacher wait a student's response to 
his/her questions) between 
boys and girls in five different mathematics class
rooms including 79 boys and 
76 girls in 4th grade. The results of their analysi
s indicated that teachers 
allowed significantly more wait-time to boys than
 to girls. 
The differential treatment by teachers might have
 a negative effect on 
girls ' perception of their own abilities ( or self-con
fidence or self-efficacy in 
mathematics) and ultimately on their mathematics
 achievement. 
2.3.3 Self-Concept Of Mathematics (Self-Efficac
y Or Confidence) 
The importance of one's perception of one's own
 ability is well 
documented in the achievement motivation literat
ure. Among the psychological 
constructs , self-concept of mathematical ability is
 one of the constructs for 
which large gender differences have been found .
 
Marsh, Parker, and Barnes (1985) examined the s
elf-concept of ability 
901 students in grade 7 through 12. They admini
stered the self-description 
questionnaire II (SDQ II) to boys and girls. They
 found that males had 
significantly higher self-concept than females in m
athematics , physical ability , 
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physical appearance , general stability and general-self. 
A longitudinal study done by Wigfield et. al. (1991) showed a
 similar 
result. They examined the beliefs of 1850 6th and 7th graders
 in four domains 
(math , English , social activities , and sports) . Their results sh
owed that boys 
had significantl y higher math- and sports-ability perceptions th
an did girls , 
whereas gi rls had higher English-ability perceptions than did b
oys. Boys and 
girls did not differ in their perceptions of social ability . 
These findings are consistent with previous findings that males
 have 
higher confidence in their mathematics ability than females do ,
 even though the 
previous achievement for females was almost the same or some
times better than 
males (Fennema & Sherman , 1977 ,1978; Parsons , Kaczala & Me
ece 1982) . 
In a study of mathematics self-efficacy , Randhawa, Beamer, an
d 
Lundberg (1993) constructed a structural model of mathematic
s achievement in 
relation to mathematics self-efficacy . They examined the fit of
 this model with 
117 male and 108 female 12th grade high school students. The
ir measurements 
included two attitude scales , three mathematics self-efficacy sc
ales , and a 
mathematics achievement test. The results of their analysis ind
icated that the 
model identified mathematics self-efficacy as a mediator betwe
en mathematics 
attitudes and mathematics achievement for both male and fema
le students . This 
study suggests an answer to the question : why do females who
 have low self-
efficacy often perform poorly compare to male counterparts wi
th a similar 
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achievement history? 
2 .3 .4 Attributions For Success And Failure 
Causal attribution for success and failure is one of the important 
psychological constructs in achievement motivation because of its predictive 
power for future performances. Many researchers have documented gender 
differences in attributional patterns. For example , Woll eat, Pedro , Beker , and 
Fennema (1980) examined patterns of causal attribution for success and failure 
on mathematics task. They found that males attribute their success experiences 
in mathematics more strongly to ability than do females . In contrast , females 
attribute their success experiences in mathematics more strongly to efforts than 
males . A similar pattern difference was found in the attribution for failure . 
Females are more likely than males to attribute their failure to lack of ability . 
However , an early study done by Eccles et. al. (1982) pointed out the 
methodological difficulty in the study of gender differences in causal attributions 
for success and failure . They examined 330 students from fifth to eleventh 
grade and used two types of questions ( open-ended or rank-order questionnaire) 
to see whether the attributional patterns are consistent regardless of question 
format. The result of their analysis indicated that the attributional patterns 
differed depending on the question format used. The results of an open-ended 
questionnaire showed that girls were more likely than boys to attribute both 
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their success and failure
 to skill , whereas boys w
ere more likely than gir
ls to 
attribute their success an
d failure to effort. In co
ntrast, the result of anal
ysis of 
a rank-order questionna
ire was consistent with o
ther studies. Boys rank
ed 
ability as a more import
ant cause of success than
 did girls , whereas girls
 ranked 
effort as a more importa
nt cause of success than 
did the boys. As a caus
e of 
failure , girls ranked lack
 of ability more importa
nt than did the boys and
 they 
ranked the importance o
f effort higher than did t
he boys. However , wh
ether 
these two forms of ques
tionnaires measure exact
ly the same psychologic
al 
construct , causal attribu
tion for success and fail
ure , is questionable . 
Other researchers have a
lso assessed gender diffe
rences in attribution for
 
success and failure in di
fferent domains (e.g . , m
ath/science and languag
e arts). 
Ryckman and Peckman 
(1987) examined 731 bo
ys and 680 girls in grad
e four 
through eleven . They f
ound that both boys and 
girls had more adaptive
 
attributional patterns (at
tributing success to abili
ty and failure to lack of
 effort) 
in language arts than in 
mathematics/science. H
owever, boys had more 
adaptive attributional pa
tterns in math/science th
an girls. 
Stipek and Gralinski (19
91) administered questio
nnaires which measure 
achievement-related bel
iefs to 194 3rd graders a
nd 279 junior high scho
ol 
students. Girls were les
s likely than boys to attr
ibute success to high ab
ility 
and were more likely th
an boys to attribute succ
ess to luck and failure 
to low 
ability . Girls also tende
d to have less pride in th
eir success and were Jes
s likely 
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to believe that success could be achiev
ed through effort. 
A very recent study on causal attribu
tion in mathematics performance 
examined gifted students . Cramer and
 Oshima (1992) assessed whether patt
erns 
of causal attribution differ between gi
fted males and females and between n
on-
gifted males and females. The Survey
 of Achievement Responsibility Scale
 was 
given to 76 gifted males , 77 gifted fem
ales , and 150 non-gifted students in 
grades 3 , 6 , and 9. They reported tha
t gifted females showed more self-
defeating or maladaptive (Dweck, 198
6) causal attributions (i.e. ,attributing 
success to an unstable external variabl
e such as luck or high efforts and 
attributing failure to a stable and inte
rnal factor such as lack of ability) rela
tive 
to gifted male students in 9th grade. 
For the non-gifted students , the gende
r 
differences were not as clear as those 
for gifted students . 
These studies indicate strong evidence
 of a gender difference in 
attributional patterns between male an
d female students, especially among t
hose 
who are highly talented . One of the v
ariables which might influence these 
gender difference in attributional patte
rns is one's stereotype about mathema
tics 
as a male domain. 
2.3 .5 Ste reotyping Mathematics As A
 Male Domain 
In the recent meta-analysis by Hyde c
t al. (1990) , the largest effect size 
among various attitude variables was 
found in the stereotyping of mathema
tics 
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as a male domain (d=-0.9). They
 also reported that males hold sig
nificantly 
stronger stereotypes regarding ma
thematics as a male domain than 
do females . 
Fennema & Sherman (1977) sugg
ested that for females , perception
 of 
mathematics as a male domain is 
related to lower confidence in ma
thematics 
ability and to lower mathematical 
performances. Another study fou
nd a 
significant relation between stereo
typing mathematics as a male dom
ain and 
future plans for mathematics cour
se taking, but only for males (Pe
dro et al. 
1981). In the next section , eviden
ce of differential course taking wi
ll be 
discussed . 
2.3.6 Mathematics Course Takin
g 
Many researchers argued that gen
der differences in mathematics 
performances were the result of d
ifferential course taking for males
 and for 
females . Fennema and Sherman (
1978) tested 1320 students in the 
six through 
eighth grades. They controlled fo
r the number of mathematics cour
ses students 
have previously taken. The resu
lts of analysis suggested that when
 previous 
mathematics courses are controlle
d , the differences between males 
and females 
arc very small. Therefore , they c
oncluded that "the gender differen
ces in 
mathematics achievement result p
rimarily from the differential num
ber and 
types of mathematics courses take
n" . 
Pallas and Alexander (1983) exam
ined the hypothesis that the gende
r 
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difference in the mathematical par
t of SAT performance may be due
 to 
differential mathematics course- ta
king in high school. They found 
that the 
difference in the average score of
 the SAT-math between males and
 females was 
reduced dramatically when gender
 differences in mathematics course
-work in 
high school were statistically cont
rolled , though it was not eliminate
d . 
However, the question still remain
s as to why males and females dec
ide to take 
or not take advanced mathematics
 courses. 
In order to answer this question, i
t is necessary to have a theory or 
a 
model of achievement-related cho
ice which includes all psychologic
al and socio-
cultural variables that might influe
nce one's decision to take advance
d 
mathematics courses. Among the theories o
f achievement motivation the mo
st 
' 
comprehensive model of achievem
ent related choices which may ans
wer this 
question was espoused by Eccles a
nd her colleagues (1983) . 
2.3. 7 Ecclcs's Model Of Achieve
ment Related Choice 
Eccles and her colleagues (1983) c
onstructed a model which tries to 
explain why female students often
 choose not to take advanced math
ematics 
courses while male students who h
ave similar achievement history ch
oose to 
take advanced mathematics course
s with confidence. Their model is
 based on 
an expectancy-value theory and is
 elaborated into a more concrete a
nd complex 
structure which includes the cultu
ral milieu and various psychologic
al constructs 
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that influence students ' achievement c
hoices. Their conceptual model is sho
wn 
in in appendix B. 
According to Eccles 's model, the cult
ural environment such as gender 
role stereotypes and role models influe
nce the way children perceive and 
interpret reality (past achievement or t
heir own abilities in mathematics). T
he 
cultu ral milieu becomes an important 
reference as they interpret the ir 
experiences. For example, a girl who
 perceived mathematics as a male dom
ain 
might interpre t her experience in math
ematics as more difficult , which migh
t 
lead he r to have a low self-concept in 
mathematics. Such elements directly 
influence aspects of students ' motivati
on such as their goals , expectations , 
task 
values and so on . Ultimately , these fa
c tors determine one's performance an
d 
choice (e .g. , whether one should take 
an advanced mathematics class or whe
ther 
one should major in science or in Eng
lish literature). 
This model was assessed by a path ana
lysis . Most paths that were 
indicated in Figure 4 were significant 
at ().05 level except the path from 
expectancies to intention to take more
 math (p < 0 .3) . The results o f their 
analysis confirmed the importance of 
some psychological constructs - se lf-
concept of ability , attribution for past 
performance , and pe rceptions of 
socializers ' (parents and teachers) - as
 the critical vari ables to dete rmine on
e's 
expectancies , values , and future choic
e of math course taking. Low enrollm
ent 
of female students in advanced mathem
atics classes is likely to be the result o
f 
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females' lack of self-confide
nce which leads them to per
ceive math as a more 
difficult course and less valu
able (Eccles, 1983). 
Ethington (1992) examined 
the validity of Eccles's mod
el (1983) with 
data from the Second Intern
ational Mathematics Study (
SIMS). She found an 
interesting result. Males an
d females differed in terms 
of psychological 
variables which directly and
 indirectly influenced mathe
matics performance . 
She suggested that the mode
l of mathematics achieveme
nt for females might be 
more complex than it is for 
males. 
One important part of Ecc!e
s's model is its emphasis on
 the cultural 
milieu as the origin of psych
ological and motivational ge
nder differences which 
ultimately produce the gend
er differences in mathematic
s performance. Baker 
and Jones (1993) explored t
he relation between gender 
stratification in nations 
and their mathematics perfo
rmance using SIMS data . T
hey examined 
mathematics performance o
f 77000 8th grade students f
rom 19 countries and 
data on gender stratification
 of advanced educational an
d occupational 
opportunities in each countr
y . The results of their analy
sis indicated that 
variation in the magnitude o
f gender differences in math
ematics performance 
among nations was related t
o variation in the gender str
atification in educational 
and occupational opportunit
ies. Their longitudinal com
parison (comparing data 
at 1964 and data at 1982) sh
owed that when a society m
oved toward being more 
egalitarian in the access to h
igher education and occupat
ion , the magnitude of 
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gender di ffe rences in mathe
matics perfo rmance declined
, in every country that 
participated . This study off
ers strong support fo r Eccle
s 's mode l and the 
researchers who endorse the
 nurture view . 
2.3.8 Summary Of The Nu
rture View 
Various social and psycholo
gical variables arc reviewed
 in this section. 
The brief summary of these
 variables are described as f
ollows: 
1) Parental influences: Altho
ugh parents do not believe t
hat the re is a 
gender difference in mathem
atical ability , they believe th
at mathematics is 
more difficult for their daug
hters than sons. These paren
tal beliefs about 
gender stereotypes on mathe
matics indirectl y influence c
hildren 's 
pe rception of their mathema
tical ability . 
2) Teachers ' treatment in m
ath class: Mathematics teac
he rs tend to interact 
with and encourage male stu
dents more than female stud
ents. They are also 
likely to wait longer when m
ale students answer a questi
on than when 
female s tudents do . 
3)Self-concept o f math (con
fidence or effi cacy): The re 
is strong evidence 
that male students have mor
e confidence in mathematics
 skills than female 
students even though males 
and fe males have similar ac
hievement histories . 
4) Attribution for success an
d fa ilure: Males arc more l
ikely than females 
to attribute their success to a
bility and fa ilure to lack of e
ffo rt. This gende r 
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difference in attributional patte
rn is more prominent among th
e 
intellectually talented students 
than average students. 
5) Stereotype of mathematics a
s a male domain: Males hold 
stronger 
stereotypes of mathematics as a
 male domain than do females.
 Only for 
males, the stereotype of mathe




6) Mathematics course taking : 
When mathematics courses pre
viously taken 
are statistically controlled , the 
gender differences in mathema
tics 
achievement are considerably r
educed . 
7) Eccles et al. model of achie
vement related choice: The va
riables 
previously examined individual
ly arc assessed altogether. Sel
f-perception 
of ability, attribution of past pe
rformance , and perception of s
ocializers' 
beliefs are important variables 
that determine one's expectanc
y , values , and 
future mathematics course taki
ng. Females' model for achiev
ement related 
choice was more complex than
 that for males . 
8) Baker and Jones's study : V
ariations in size of gender diffe
rences in 
mathematics performance amo
ng the nations related to variat
ion in gender 
stratification in educational and
 occupational opportunities. A
s nations 
move toward being more egali
tarian in access to higher educa
tion and 
occupational opportunities , the
 gender difference in mathema
tics 
performance is reduced in ever
y country . 
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These findings provide strong evid
ence for the nurture hypothesis. 
However , the foLlowing question h
as not addressed by these research
ers: How 
do these social and psychological 
variables influence actual perform
ance , which 
is a cognitive process? In the nex
t section, some evidence of the di
fferential 
cognitive processes used by male 
and female students in mathematic
s problem 
solving are explored. 
2.4 Cognitive Approach 
How individuals actually process m
athematical problems or how 
individuals utilize strategies they h
ave learned are the questions some
 
researchers from the cognitive per
spective have attempted to answer
. Recent 
trends toward a cognitive approach
 in research on mathematical prob
lem 
solving make it possible to unders
tand underlying mechanisms in in
dividuals' 
mathematical problem solving pro
cesses. There are three types of 
cognitive 
approaches; 1) error analysis , 2) p
roblem solving processes and strat
egy 
analysis , and 3) learning style. 
2.4.1 Error Analysis 
Marshall (1983) analyzed errors th
at were made by 6th grade boys a
nd 
girls in multiple choice problems. 
She found that girls were more lik
ely than 
boys to make mistakes due to the 
misuse of spatial information , the 
use of 
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irrelevant rules, or the choice of in
correct operation . She also found 
that girls 
make more errors on negative tran
sfer and key word association , wh
ereas boys 
were more likely than girls to mak
e mistakes due to lack of persever
ance and 
formula interference. 
Marshall and Smith (1987) in a lon
gitudinal study examined children
's 
errors in mathematics performance
 on assessment tests for third and 
sixth 
graders. Their results of error ana
lysis showed that boys and girls di
ffered 
significantly in two error categorie
s. Whereas boys tend to use incor
rect rules , 
girls were more likely to make mi
stakes in associations. For exampl
e , when the 
question is 1/2 + 2/3 =, boys often answer 
3/5 . They add numerators and add
 
denominators . In a word problem ,
 girls often associate a word "altog
ether" to 
addition regardless of the content o
f the question . These differences 
were found 
in both third and six graders. 
Whereas these researchers focussed
 on errors made by male and fema
le 
students , other researchers have f
ocused on differential strategy use
 or problem 
solving processes which bring corr
ect answers between boys and girl
s . The 
work of these researchers shall be 
examined next. 
2.4.2 Problem Solving Processes 
and Strategy Analysis 
Among the few researchers who h
ave focused on gender differences
 in 
cognitive processes , Kelly-Benjam
in (1990) studied strategy differen
ces using 
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an interview method. She at first 
identified five SAT-math items th
at have the 
largest gender difference among h
igh achieving students (at least a 1
2% 
difference favoring males). Using
 these five items, she observed pr
oblem-
so lving behavior individually. 20
 male and 20 female students wer
e selected as 
the subjects based on their average
 mathematics grade (A or B+ ). She
 gave 
students ample time to solve the fi
ve items. After the subject solved
 the items, 
she interviewed each subject abou
t his or her solution methods for e
ach item . 
She found that gir ls were more lik
ely to use mathematics knowledge
 and 
procedures learned in math class , 
whereas boys were more likely th
an girls to 
use test-taking skills such as exam
ining answers. Even when they 
started out 
using procedures learned in math 
class , they changed it quickly to 
intuitive or 
creative strategies when they foun
d difficult to pursue the procedure
s learned in 
math class . 
Byrnes and Takahira (1993) focuse
d on the process of problem-solvi
ng 
and investigated the effectiveness 
of cognitive operations used by m
ale and 
female students . They examined 4
9 male and 59 female high school
 students 
using five SAT-math items (Kelle
y-Benjamin , 1990), a strategy que
stionnaire , 
and prior knowledge tasks . The r
esult of their analysis indicated th
at since there 
is no statistically significant gende
r difference in prior knowledge an
d strategy 
choice , other cognitive operations
 might be responsible for the obse
rved gender 
difference in performance. The r
esult also showed that 50 <f(i of the
 variance of 
50 
SAT-Math score was explained by
 prior knowledge and strategy ass
embly and 
that gender explained no unique v
ariance. 
Another qualitative study of differ
ential strategy was reported by 
Gallagher and De Lisi (1994) . Th
ey examined SAT-math problem 
solving 
strategics among high school stud
ents who scored 670 or better in S
AT-math . 
At first , they classified the SAT-M
 problems and the strategy used to
 solve the 
problems into two categories: con
ventional or unconventional probl
ems and 
conventional or unconventional st
rategies . The conventional proble
ms are those 
that can be solved by only one typ
e of strategy taught in school, wh
ereas the 
unconventional problems arc those
 that can be solved either by a sch
ool-taught 
procedure or more quickly by usin
g estimation or insight. They use
d a think-
aloud method instead of interview
ing after the problem solving. T
wenty male 
and 20 female students were asked
 to think-aloud while they were so
lving SAT-
math items. They found no gende
r diff ercncc in problem solving st
rategies on 
conventional problems. However
, they found that for unconvention
al problems, 
female students relied more on co
nventional problem solving strate
gies 
(procedures learned in math class)
 whereas male students were mor
e likely to 
use unconventional strategics (stra
tegics that arc not taught in math 
class and 
that require insight or creative thi
nking) . At the same time, they a
lso reported 
that although difference in strateg
y choice between two genders wa
s found , 
there was a large overlap in probl
em solving strategy choice betwee
n males and 
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females. 
The way individuals solve a m
athematics problem was often 
influenced 
by the way the individuals lear
ned the mathematics problems
. In the next 
section some of the evidence f
or a differenti al learning style 
between boys and 
girl s is discussed . 
2 .4 .3 Learning Pattern 
Kimball (1989) examined the e
vidence for a hypothesis that m
ales and 
females study mathematics diff
erently . She found that girls ar
e more likely to 
take the rote learning approach
, whereas boys are more likely
 to take the 
autonomous learning approach
 in mathematics . 
Ito (1989) examined 367 Japan
ese high school students conce
rning 
individual differences in mathe
matics learning patterns throug
h a questionnaire 
which was developed by qualit
ative study • Factor analysis r
evealed three 
categories of learning patterns
. Category 1 dealt with learnin
g patterns of 
coping with mistakes , indepen
dence , advancement , and com
prehension . 
Category 2 indicated precision
. Category 3 was related to h
abits. Ito concluded 
that category 2 and 3 explained
 the gender differences in learn
ing pattern . Girls 
try to be more precise and wer
e often more habitual in their l
earning of 
mathematics than were boys. 
Bohlin (1990) found similar re
sults among high school studen
ts in the 
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United States. She explored
 the relationship among gen
der of subjects, learning 
style, performance in high s
chool math class, and PSAT





II as a measure of mathematic
s learning 
style. She reported a gende
r difference in mathematics 
learning style similar to 
that found by lto (1989) in 
Japanese subjects. Girls we
re more precise and 
habitual than boys in mathem
atics learning. 
Another interesting study wa
s done by Ainley (1993). Al
though she did 
not include gender as a varia
ble, she investigated ways in
 which student beliefs 
and goals distinguish differe
nt styles of engagement with
 learning . She also 
examined how such styles ar
c associated with both the st
rategies students report 
using when they are preparin
g for exams and school achi
evement. The 
Learning Process Questionn
aire (LPQ; Biggs, 1987) was 
used to assess learning 
style. She identified six styl
es of engagement and conclu
ded that these styles of 
engagement were significant
ly related to school achievem
ent. Since she did not 
include gender as a variable
, we can not draw any concl
usions about gender 
differences in learning style.
 However , it is possible lo 
infer that the gender 
differences in mathematics p
erformance might be related
 to gender differences 
in engagement style or learn
ing style . 
2.4.4 Summary of Cognitiv
e Approach 
The summary of the cognitiv
e approach is as following: 
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1) Error Analysis: Girls tende
d to make mistakes because o
f the misuse of spatial 
information , the use of irrele
vant rules , or choice of incor
rect ope ration , while boys 
tended to make mistakes due 
to lack of perseverance and f
ormul a interfe rence. 
2) Problem solving Processes
 and Strategy Analysis: Amon
g the high ability 
students , girl s were more like
ly than boys to use mathemat
ics knowledge and 
procedures learned in mathem
atics class and conventional s
trategics , while hoys 
were more likely than girls to
 use creative or unconvention
al strategies in 
mathematical problem solving
 tasks. 
3) Lea rning Patterns: girls ar
e more likely to use rote lear
ning , while boys are mo re 
likely to use autonomous lear
ning . Girls are also more pre
cise and habitual than 
boys in mathematics learning
. 
These cognitive approaches r
eveal underlying mechanisms
 of mathematical 
pe rformance . When differen
ce in performance were found
, males and females 
differ not only in the scores o
f a test but also in the process
es or ways they solve a 
problem, which might be in1l
uenced by the differences in 
the ways boys and g irl s 
learn mathematics . 
As it was mentioned before , 
the cognitive approach could 
be eithe r a 
nature/ interactioni st view or 
nurture/environmentaliS
t view . Inte ractioni sts arg ue 
that genetically predisposed t
raits might set the tendency fo
r boys and girl s to pre f er 
certain problem so lving stra te
gies or learning styles and tha
t the environment fosters 
the tendency . In contrast, a 
nurture theorist might argue t
hat the differential 
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patterns of learning mat
hematics and problem so
lving strategies between
 males and 
females are the result of
 differenti al attitudes and
 interest toward mathem
atics which 
arc shaped by socio-cult
ural factors. 
The cognitive approach 
could be described as a 
micro-approach toward 
the 
study of gende r differen
ces in mathematics perfo
rmance, since cognition
 or mental 
activities in each item in
 each individual are the 
unit of interest. 
In this chapter, empirica
l evidence of gender dif
ferences in mathematics
 
performance and three d
ifferent approaches to in
vestigate causes of the g
ender 
differences were revi ew
ed. The necessity of the
se different approaches 
and some of 
the inconsistent findings
 rellect the complexity a
nd multi-dimensionality
 of the 
problem . In the next se
ction, an overview of th
e problems and a discus
sion of what 
o ught to be investigated
 in order to contribute in
 the literature of gende r
 diffe rences 
in mathematics perform
ance arc provided -
2.5 Problem Statement
 and Research Question
s 
2.5 . ] Problem Stateme
nt 
As is described in previ
ous sections, researcher
s have been attempting 
to 
identify fac tors which e
xplain gender difference
s in mathematics pe rfor
mance within 
each approach. Howev
er, only a few research
ers have recognized the 
importance 
of the relationships amo
ng the variables from 
the different approaches . 
Especiall y , 
the cognitive approach
 is still in its infancy c




ry little is known abou
t how • bl vana es 
among the cognitive a
pproaches such as cert
ain problem solving st
rategics relate to 
variables in learning p
attern (the ways indivi
duals study mathemati
cs) , or how 
variables from the cog
nitive approach (e.g. , 
mathematics strategy c
hoice) relate lo 
variables in the motiva
tional approach (e.g. , 
perception of one's ow
n math ability). 
The present study is p
rimarily designed to fi
ll this gap in the litera
ture and provide a 
better understanding r
egarding gender differ
ences in mathematics 
performance. 
Another important ele
ment of the present stu
dy is its cross-cultural
 
comparison between J
apan and the USA. It p
rovides us with variati
on in the 
cultural milieu such as
 gender-role stereotype
s. It also provides us
 with stronger 
confirmation of a cogn
itive strategy differenc
e between males and 
females , if any 
such difference is foun
d across nations . Th
e specific research que
stions are stated 
below . 
2.5 .2 Research Quest
ions 
1) Are there gender dif
ferences in problem so
lving performance (e .g
. strategies and 
types of errors) among
 Japanese and America
n high school students
'! 
2) Arc there gender d
ifferences in learning p
atterns among Japanes
e and An1erican 
students? 
3) Are there gender d
ifferences in attitudes 
toward mathematics am




4) Are there gender 
differences in sex-ste
reotyped beliefs abou
t math among 
Japanese and Americ
an students? 
5) How do mathemat
ical problem solving 
strategies (and/or typ
es of errors) relate to
 
the ways students lea
rn mathematics (learn
ing pattern)? 
6) How do the ways 
individuals learn mat
hematics (learning pa
ttern) relate to 
motivational variable
s (attitudes toward m
athematics). 
In Chapter 4 , the res
earch methods used t
o answer these quest
ions and the 
specific hypotheses a
ssociated with each r
esearch question will
 be stated . Chapter 3 
presents Study 1, wh





. Chapter 5 presents t
he results of the pre l
iminar • factor 
ana lyses for att itude 
variables and learning
 variables for Study 2
. In Chapter 6, the 
results of Study 2 , w
hich examined gende
r and national differe
nces on the variables
 
that arc identified thr
ough study 1 and fac





The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate gender differences in 
mathematics achievement cross-culturally, and look at how motivational factors , 
learning factors, and performance factors influence the gender difference To carry out 
this investigation, students from Japan and the United States were studied to see 
whether there are gender differences in their attitudes toward mathematics, learning 
patterns, and problem solving strategies/causes of mistakes and whether there are 
relationships among these factors 
ln Study I, protocol analysis was used to identify the qualitative nature of 
mathematics problem-solving strategies and causes of mistakes. 
If one focuses on the results of any mathematics test , one can only count the 
number of "right" or "wrong" answers . Such a focus would tell us nothing about 
qualitative differences in the processes which produced right answers or wrong 
answers Some strategies are more efficient for reaching a correct answer than are 
other strategies, and also some mistakes are more serious than are other mistakes The 
purpose of Study I is to identify (a) the different strategies which are used to get right 
answers, and (b) the various causes of mistakes in mathematics problem solving The 
strategies and causes of the mistakes which were identified through this study serve as 
the basis for developing test instruments in Study 2 
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The ambiguity in meaning of similar terms often creates confusion among 
researchers in cognitive sciences. In order to avoid such confusions, the definitions of 
the important constructs that were used in this study are stated as follows 
(I) Efficiency of solution strategy 
One of the dimensions which distinguishes the quality of strategies used in 
mathematics problem-solving is the "efficiency" of the strategy. The efficiency 
of the strategy, in this study, is defined in terms of the speed of obtaining a 
correct answer. In most test situations, time is limited and students usually 
have to solve each mathematics item as quickly as possible. A more efficient 
strategy leads to a correct answer more quickly with fewer steps and less 
mental effort than less efficient strategies More efficient strategies are often 
unconventional strategies which were not typically taught in mathematics 
classrooms Instead, they involve some types of estimation or insight 
(Gallagher & De Lisi , 1994). 
(2) Seriousness of cause of mistake 
The "seriousness" of mistakes, in this study, is defined in terms of how close a 
given answer is to a correct answer. A mistake which reflects a fundamental 
misunderstanding of the question is a very serious mistake. In contrast, a 
computational mistake which occurs at the final step in the problem solving 
processes is a less serious mistake. Presumably, if the computation is executed 
correctly, one could get the right answer. 
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Results of previous protocol studies of mathematics problem solving in the U .S 
(e .g ., Kelly-Benjamin, 1989; Byrnes & Takahira, 1994) indicate that there are usually a 
limited number of possible strategies to reach correct answers . Similarly, there are a 
limited number of possible causes of mistakes in each item Therefore, it is likely that 
the protocol analysis of American samples may have identified all possible strategies or 
all possible causes of mistakes in each item. However, due to the different educational 
systems and the different mathematics curriculums in Japan and in the United States, it 
is not clear whether Japanese students may use similar strategies or may make mistakes 
for similar reasons . Therefore, protocol data for a Japanese sample were collected in 
order to confirm or add additional information regarding the problem solving strategies 
and the causes of mistakes to that found in studies of American students. 
3.1 Method 
3. I . I Instruments 
Mathematics problem solving items 
There were five mathematical problem solving items (Appendix C) that were taken 
from the mathematics section of the SAT. These items are those on which Kelley-
Benjamin ( I 989) found a large gender difference in performance among relatively high 
ability students . In particular, they are items in which, on average, males performed 
twelve percent higher than females . For example, when 56% of males answered an item 
correctly, only 44% of females answered it correctly . 
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The items were translated fro
m English to Japanese by the
 researcher. In order 
to avoid loss of meaning in t
ext during the translation, an 
additional person who is 
fluent both in English and in 
Japanese assessed the accura
cy of the translation 
(Appendix D). 
3.1 .2 American Sample And
 The Data Collection 
The protocol data of the 5 m
athematics items for the Ame
rican sample is 
provided from the study don
e by Byrnes and Takahira (19
94). In Study I , these 
protocols were reanalyzed to
 identify the different problem
 solving strategies and the 
different causes of mistakes 
for each item Since the num
ber of strategies and causes 
of mistakes for each item are
 limited ( at most three or fou
r different strategies and 
causes of the mistakes), it se
ems reasonable to conclude t
hat the protocols collected 
from the previous studies inc
lude information that is neces
sary and sufficient to 
represent the strategies and t
he causes of mistakes for eac
h item for average American
 
students 
ln Byrnes and Takahira's stud
y ( I 994 ), twenty male and tw
enty female students 
in the 10th and I I th grades f
rom a parochial high school l
ocated in a suburban 
Maryland participated Thes
e students were randomly sel
ected and asked by their 
mathematics teacher to volun
teer for the study. 
The subjects were tested indi
vidually and each participant
 spent about 20 
minutes with a researcher. E
ach student was asked to solv
e 5 mathematics items with 
a 5-minute time limitation. A
fter the students solved the 5
 items, they were interviewed
 
by the researcher regarding their solution strategies in each item. Each session was 
tape-recorded . 
3 1.3 Japanese Sample 
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Fourteen male and fourteen female students from the I 0th grade were selected 
from a moderately sized public high school in a small town in the south west side of 
Japan . The population of the town is approximately 20,000 and the majority of people 
are working class and middle class families whose income levels range from $ I 5,000 
to $ I 00, 000 ( comparable to the socioeconomic status of the American sample) The 
curriculum of any Japanese high school is highly centralized and set by the Japanese 
Ministry of Education. Therefore, any public high school in Japan has almost exactly 
the same mathematics curriculum, although the levels of a high school vary depending 
on the percentage of the students who usually go on to well-known universities . The 
high school which this study was conducted is a typical countryside high school in 
Japan, in which the achievement level of the students probably falls in the middle 
when it is compared to the national standard . Approximately 99% of the students 
successfully graduate from this high school and more than 85 % of the students go to 
some kind of post secondary educational institution such as universities, junior 
colleges, nursing schools, and so on. 
The students were identified by the mathematics teachers based on their 
mathematics achievement levels About half of the male and female students were 
above average and the other half were below average in mathematics achievement . 
Male and female students were matched in their mathematics achievement levels . 
3 . I . 4 Procedure 
A researcher interviewed each participant individually Each interview was 
recorded on an audio tape recorder by the researcher. 
In the beginning, subjects were given two practice problems for think-aloud . 
The subjects were asked to solve these two items while they thought aloud . During 
this time the subjects were provided with feedback regarding their verbal expression 
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Next, the subjects were asked to solve 5 items (Appendix D) while they were 
thinking aloud the same manner as in the practice session. Each subject was given a 
time constraint of 15 minutes to complete all 5 items In an actual SAT, 60 minutes are 
given to solve 60 items. However, in the current study, 3 times more time was given in 
order to allow students time to verbalize their problem solving processes . Each session 
was tape-recorded . 
3 . I . 5 Protocol Anal sis 
I) Identification of different strategies and different causes 
First , two researchers listened to audio-tapes either for American subjects or for 
Japanese subjects and identified strategies for the correct answers or causes for the 
incorrect answers for each item for each individual for each nation . A list of solution 
strategies and causes of mistakes for the 5 math problems for each individual for each 
nation was created in English . One researcher went through the lists and identified 
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· · 
nd different types of mistakes 
different types of solution strategies for c
orrect answers a 
for the incorrect answers in each item An 
inter-rater reliability check was performed
 
with the other researcher using a random
 sample of 20 subjects The inter-rater 
agreement was 97%. Disagreement were
 resolved by discussion . 
2) Categorization of solution strategies an
d causes of mistake 
The researchers classified different strateg
ies which were identified in the first 
process into three categories, "efficient st
rategy," "intermediate strategy," and 
"inefficient strategy," and different causes
 of mistake into three categories, "serious
 
cause of mistake," "intermediate cause of
 mistake," and "not serious cause of mista
ke" 
according to the definitions of strategy ef
ficiency and seriousness of causes that w
ere 
stated previously 
3) Discussion process 
Then, the researchers met together and di
scussed the classification of the 
different strategies Any conflicts in the c
lassification process between researchers 
were resolved through discussion . The in
ter-rater reliabilities are described in summ
ary 
section . In the next section, the result of
 study I , the different solution strategies a
nd 
the different causes of mistakes were liste
d . 
3.2 Results of Study I 
There were 5 solution strategies for item 
l , 3 for item 2, 3 for item 3, 4 for item 
4, and 5 for item 5 Th l · 
· 
ese so ut1on strategies are described along
 with the description 
of each math problem Then, they are cat
egorized according to efficiency of the 
strategy. 





On the number line a
bove, which of the f
ollowing is the coor
dinate of the m·d 
. 
1 pomt of 
segment PQ? 
( A ) 
X 
2 
( B ) 
X r l 
2 
( C) X r-
2 
( D) 2( x - l ) 
( E) 
x( x .. l ) 
2 
In this item, studen
ts have to find the c
oordinate of the mi
dpoint of a given 
segment. The resu
lts of protocol analy
ses showed that bot
h American and Jap
anese 
students in Study J




 for Correct Answe
r 
There were 5 differ
ent solution strategi
es for correct answe





I used the midpoint formula, adding P and Q together and dividing the sum by 2 
Thus { x + (x + 1)}/2, (2x + 1)/2, 2x/2 + 1/2, and x + 1/2 . 
Strategy 2 
P=x and Q=x + I, I noticed that the distance between P and Q is I The midpoint 
between P and Q must be O 5 from P, and thus, the answer is x + 1/2 . 
Strategy 3 
I substituted x with a number. For example, when x= I, then P= I and Q= I+ I = 
2 . And the midpoint has to be in between I and 2 . ln reviewing the choices, I saw 
that substitution in choice (A) x/2 would put the sum before P The choice (B) 
(x+ l)/2 would bring the sum back to I. Substitution in choice (c) makes I and 
1/2 
Strategy 4 
I substituted x with a number. When x= I, then p= I , and Q=x+ I= I + I =2 The 
midpoint between P and Q is the point which is halfway from P Thus, if x = I, the 
midpoint is I 5 which is (x + 0 5) Thus, x + 1/2 is the answer. 
Strategy 5 
I just guessed 
Strategy 2 was categorized as the most efficient strategy since this strategy has only 
three steps (distance between P and Q is I , 2 midpoint means half way from P, 3 x 
+ I/2)and no mental effort was required to compute a formula . Strategy 5 was 
categ orized as an inefficient strategy ( or no strategy) because of the uncertainty 
regarding the correct answer. Strategies I, 3, and 4 which used the midpoint formula or 
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substitution method t
o solve the problem w
ere categorized as "in
termedi.ate" t . s rateg,es, 
in between the previo
us two categories. 
Cause of Mistake for 
Incorrect Answer 
There were 8 differen
t causes of mistakes fo
r incorrect answers T
hese included : 
Cause I 
I did not really unders
tand the question. 
Cause 2 
I did not understand t
he phrase "the coordin
ate of the midpoint" . 
Cause 3 
1 tried to apply the mid
point formula but was
n't really sure of it I t
hought it was 
x+ I divided by 2. 
Cause 4 
I tried to apply the mi
dpoint formula but wa
sn't sure of it I thoug
ht it was x 
multiply by (x+ I), div
ided by 2. 
Cause 5 
J tried to apply the corr
ect midpoint formula w
hich is x+(x+ I) divide
d by 2, but 1 
could not find the res
ult of my calculations 
in the answer choices 
- I circled the 
closest answer. I did n
ot realize that I had to
 simplify the equation
. 
Cause 6 
1 tried to apply the co
rrect midpoint formula
 and then simplify the
 equation but 
somehow I could not g
et the correct answer. 
Cause 7 
I understood the qu
estion but I couldn't re
ally figure out how 
to do it. 
Cause 8 
I didn't have enough
 time to complete th
e calculations. 
Causes I , 2, and 7 w
ere classified as "ser
ious causes" of mist
akes since the cause
s of 
the mistake were at
tributed to the funda
mental understandin
g of the question an
d no 
strategy to begin wi
th. On the other han
d, a computational m
istake ( cause 6) ) w
as 
classified as a "not s
erious cause" of mis
take. Those students
 could get the corre
ct 
answer if the comp
utation was right . C
auses 3,4, and 7 wer
e caused by applicat
ion of 
the incorrect midpo
int formulas . They w




 the previous two ca
tegories, because th
ey have an idea how
 to do 
it but they were not
 able to recall the rig
ht formula to solve t
he problem Cause 8
 (not 
having enough time
) was also classified 
into the "intermedia
te cause" category 
If the 
problem was only th
e matter of time, Ca
use 8 should be clas
sified into "not serio
us 
cause"; however, if
 students were on th
e right track, they sh











If the least possible multiple




cup so that a whole number of cups of
 both water and oats are 
teaspoon used, how many teasp





( /\ ) -
2 
J 
( 8 ) -
4 
( C) l ( D) 2~ 
4 
(E) J 
Students were asked to find
 how many teaspoons of sa
lt would be required if 
whole cups of both oats an
d water were used in order
 to make oatmeal . For this
 item 
three solution strategies w
hich lead to the correct ans
wer and nine causes of mi
stake 
Were identified . The lists o
f the solution strategies and
 the causes of mistakes are
 
followinu ~ · 
Solution Strateaies for Cor
rect Answer 
::, 
There were three solution 
strategies These included : 
Strategy I 
I 
c d d nomi·n
ator I 2 for both Oats ( 1 /3)
 and water (3/4) I 
ioun a common e 
, ' 
· 
multiplied all three measur
ements by I 2 Thus, 1/3 mu




. d b 1
? 9 
and I /4 multiplied by 12=3 
teaspoons. 
mu tip 1e y _= cups, 
Strategy 2 
. 
(on so I just guessed. It wa
s a lucky guess 





I knew that I had to mul
tiply all three ingredients
 by something. In order 
to get 
the right number to mul
tiply, I tried from 3,4, 5 
.. . ,and 12, finally worked
 out 1 
multiplied 1/4 by 12 to g
et 3 teaspoons. 
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Since there were only th
ree solution strategies, S
trategy l was the straigh
tforward and 
"efficient" strategy to so
lve this problem among 
the three strategies Find
ing the 
common denominator 1
2 is the key to solve this 
item. Strategy 2, guessin
g, was 
actually no strategy and
 classified into "inefficien
t strategy." The students
 who used 
Strategy 3 understood t
he question but did not r
ealize the common deno
minator of 
( 1/3) and (3/4) . Then th
ey used trial and error m
ethod to get the right nu
mber to 
multiply with. Thus, Str
ategy 3 was classified as 
an "intermediate strategy
," in between 
"efficient" and "inefficie
nt" strategies. 
Causes Of Mistake For 
Incorrect Answer 
There were 9 causes of
 mistakes for incorrect an
swers. These included 
Cause I 
1 didn't really understand
 the question. 
Cause 2 
Was neede
d so I figured that l /4 + 3/
4 = I. 1 is a whole 
A "whole number" 




er so 1 multiplied each m
easure by something to g
et the 
1 had to get a w o e num
 
11 11 1 
/" ltiplied by 3 equals
 I, 3/4 multiplied by 4/3 
equals I 
whole number l . -' m
u 
, 
and 1/4 multiplied by 4/l equals 1. 
Cause 4 
l guessed incorrectly . 
Cause 5 
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I understood the question - that I had to multiply each measure by something to 
get a whole number I tried the numbers 2,3,4, etc , but it took me too long so I 
gave up 
Cause 6 
I multiplied each measure by 12 12 multiplied by ( I /4 )=3 Then I multiplied 3 by 
1/4 in order to convert to teaspoons 
Cause 7 
I multiplied each measure by 3 3/4 multiplied by 3=9/4 . 1/4 multiplied by 3=3/4 . 
Cause 8 
I could not really figure out how to do it. 
Cause 9 
I didn't have enough time to complete my calculation. 
There were nine causes of mistake for this item The serious causes that related to the 
fundamental understanding of the question were causes 1,2,3,4,7, and 8 Those 
students who made these mistakes did not really understand the question . Cause 6 
was classified into the "not serious cause" category. The students who made this 
mistake had the correct strategy and the answer but misread the question to convert to 
teaspoon from cups Some students tried to use a trial and error method to get the right 
number that would 
make both oats and 
water "whole numbe
r" and they ran out 
time. 
However, time shou
ld be enough if they
 understand how to 
do it clearly. Thus, t
hese 
students whose maj
or cause of mistake 
was likely attributed
 to the time factor w
ere 
classified in the "int
ermediate cause" ca
tegory in between th
e previous two cate
gories 
( causes 5 and 9) . 
.L2.3 Item 3 (Circle
 Problem) 
The rectangle above
 contains two circles
, tangent to each oth
er and each tangent 
to 
three sides of the re
ctangle Which of th
e following pairs of
 numbers CANNOT
 be the 
length and width, re
spectively, of the rec
tangle? 
(A)2, I (B) 12, 6 
(C) 16, 10 (D)22, 
II (E)32, 16 
Students were asked
 to find a pair of num
bers which cannot b
e the length and 
width of a given rec
tangle. For this item
, three solution strat
egies led to the corr
ect 
answer and five cau
ses of mistake were 
identified The lists o
f solution strategies 
and 
the causes of mistak




The h d .
ffi t t ategi·es for
 the correct answers
. These included : 
re were t ree I ere




l didn't really understand the question . However, when I looked at the answer 
choices, l realized that all the choices were in 2-to- 1 ratio except choice ( c) 
Strategy 2 
The length of the rectangle is 2 diameters and width of the rectangle is I 
diameter So any number which is in a 2-to- l ratio could be a length and width 
of the rectangle. Only (c) isn't in a 2-to- l ratio . 
Strategy 3 
I didn't really understand the question so l just guessed . It was a lucky guess . 
There were not so many ways to solve this problem. Strategy 2 is based on a clear 
understanding of the question, which asked the relationship between a rectangle and 
two inscribed circles Among the three strategies, therefore, Strategy 2 was classified 
into the "efficient" strategy . Strategy 3, guessing, was classified into "inefficient" or no 
strategy since the correct answer depended on a luck. Strategy I, examining the answer 
choices, was classified in between the previous two categories, as an "intermediate 
strategy " lf a student understood the question clearly when he/she read it , he/she 
would choose Strategy I . However, if a student cannot understand the question clearly , 
he/she would use the third strategy 
Causes Of Mistake For Incorrect Answer 
There were five different causes of mistake for incorrect answers . These included 
Cause I 
I didn't really understand the question . 
Cause 2 
I couldn't remember the meaning of the word "tangent" - so I couldn't 
understand the question . 
Cause 3 
I looked at the figure and looked at the answer choice. I incorrectly estimated 
the length and width of the rectangle based on looking at a picture 
Cause 4 
I was trying to get the actual length and width of the rectangle, but I couldn't 
figure it out. 
Cause 5 
I didn't have enough time to complete the calculations. 
There were five causes of mistake for this item. Causes 1,2,3 , and 4 related to a 
problem in fundamental understanding of the question Thus, they were classified into 
"serious cause" of mistake . Cause 5, not having enough time, was classified into "less 
serious cause" of mistake. There was no cause that was classified into "not serious 
causes" categories 
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divided by 2 equals 45 degrees for each . Angle SPR = 180 - (30 + 45) = I 05 
degrees The angle x = 180 - I 05 =75 degrees . 
Strategy 3 
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Angle RST is 90 degrees . 90 divided by 3 equals 30 degrees for each of the 
angles, RSP, PSQ, and QST In triangle PST, angle PST = 30 + 30=60 degrees, 
and angle STP =45 degrees. 60 + 45 = I 05 degrees Each triangle has a total of 
180 degrees so the solution is, x = 180 - I 05 = 75 degrees . 
Strategy 4 
I couldn't really figure out how to do it so I just guessed . It was a lucky guess 
This is a geometry problem which requires knowledge about the characteristics of 
isosceles triangles . Strategy I requires the least steps ( step I • each angle of three 
equally divided right angle was 30 degrees, step 2• triangle SPQ is an isosceles triangle, 
and step 3 angle SPQ and SQP are equal, step 4 ( I 80-30)/2 =75 degrees) compared 
with Strategy 2 or 3. Thus, Strategy I was classified as an "efficient strategy." 
Strategy 4, guessing, was classified into the "inefficient" or no strategy category since 
the correct answer depended on luck. The other strategies (2 and 3) were classified as 
being in between the previous two categories. 
Causes Of Mistake For The Incorrect Answer 
There were four causes of mistakes for incorrect answers These included . 
Cause I 
I understand that I had to find the value of x but I did not know how to do it 
Cause 2 
I couldn't understand the question . 
Cause 3 
I was trying to do the correct strategies, but somehow I made a computational 
mistake and could not get the right answer. 
Cause 4 
I did not have enough time to complete the calculations. 
In this problem, some students expressed that they did not understand what the value x 
was . This indicates that they did not understand what they were asked to do . Thus, 
Cause 2 was classified into the "serious cause" category. Cause 3 was a computational 
mistake, which was classified as a "not serious" cause since the answer could be 
correct if students didn't make a mistake in computation Other students mentioned 
that they had a clear understanding of the question regarding finding the value of x. 
However, they could not recall the theorems (e .g ., isosceles triangles have two equal 
sides and inner angles) that were necessary to solve the problem. Cause I was 
classified as being an "intermediate" cause, in between the previous two categories 
The time factor, Cause 4 was also classified as being in between previous two 
categories 
3 . 2 5 I tern 5 Cake Problem 
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lf a rectangle cake, 9 inches by 13 inches by 2 inches, is cut into x equal rectangle 
pieces 3 inches by 3 ¼ inches by 2 inches, and no cake is left over, then x= 
(A)9 (B) 12 (C) 13 (D) 15 (E)22 
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This problem asked students to find how many rectangular pieces there would 
be if a whole cake was cut into equal size pieces and no cake was left over. There were 
four solution strategies for the correct answer and five causes of mistake . The lists of 
strategies and the causes of mistake were as follows 
Solution Strategies For The Correct Answer 
There were four different solution strategies for correct answers . These included : 
Strate 
l calculated the volume of the whole cake which is 9 x 13 x 2. Then, I 
calculated the volume of a small piece, which is 3 x 3(1 /4) x 2. I divided the 
volume of the whole cake by the volume of the small piece which is 234 divided 
by 19. 5 The subsequent answer is 12 . 
Strate0 2 
I calculated the area of the whole cake, 9 x 13, and the area of the small piece, 
3 x 3( 1/4) Then I divided the area of the whole cake by the area of the small 
piece which is I 17 divided by 9 75 . The answer is 12 . 
Strateo 3 
I didn't know how to do the problem so I just guessed . It was a lucky guess . 
Strategy 4 
I drew a picture. The width of the cake is 9, divided by the width of a piece, 3 
This equals 3 slices. The length of the cake is I 3, divided by the length of the 
piece, 3( I /4) which equals 4 slices . 3 pieces multiplied by 4 pieces yield 12 
pieces total. 
This problem was the last item of 5 math problems Many students reported that they 
did not have enough time to solve this item Strategy 4 used a picture to figure out the 
answer. This strategy did not involve a complex computation so that it was quicker to 
get the answer and less likely to promote computational mistakes during the problem 
solving process. Thus, Strategy 4 was classified into the "efficient" strategy category. 
Strategy 3, guessing, was classified into the "inefficient" or no strategy category. The 
use of the volume formula, Strategy I, and the area formula, Strategy 2, were 
classified as "intermediate" strategies, in between the previous two categories . The 
computations of volume or area of the cake require dealing with larger numbers and , 
therefore, take more time. 
Causes Of Mistake For Incorrect A11swer 
There were five different causes of mistakes. These included 
Cause I 
I tried to divide the area of the whole cake, 9 x 13 , by the area of the small 
piece, 3 x 3( 1/4), but somehow I made mistake in the computational process . 
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Cause 2 
I misunderstood the question and couldn't get the right answer. 
Cause 3 
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l just guessed because l couldn't understand the question and I didn 't know how 
to do it 
Cause 4 
I made a mistake when I computed the fraction 3(1 /4) x 3. 
Cause 5 
I didn't have enough time to complete the calculations 
Time was the crucial factor in this item since this was the last item However for some 
. ' 
students, the mistake was caused by the problem in fundamental understanding of the 
question Cause 2 and 3 were classified as "serious" causes of mistake. The students 
who tried to use the volume or area formula to solve this item often made mistakes in 
the computational processes . Causes I and 4 were classified as "not serious" causes of 
mistake. The time factor, Cause 5, was classified as of "intermediate seriousness" in 
between the previous two categories . 
3.3 Summary 
The purpose of the Study I was, first, to identify as many solution strategies or 
causes of mistake as possible in each item, and second, to classify strategies into three 
categories according to the efficiency of solution strategy or seriousness of the cause of 
mistake. It should be noted that , in this study, neither gender nor national differences 
were analyzed . 
Inter-rater reliability checks were performed two times There was 94% 
agreement for the efficiency classifications and 84% agreement for the seriousness 
classification between the first and second raters . Disagreement was resolved through 
discussion . A second reliability check was performed with a third rater. Agreements 
was 92% for the efficiency classification, and 81 % for the seriousness of cause 
classification Through discussion, three raters reached 97% agreements for the 
efficiency classification and I 00% agreements for the seriousness classification. 
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There were variations among the five mathematics items in terms of the number 
of solution strategies or number of causes of mistake identified in this study . Some 
items could be solved in multiple ways, while other items had only one way to solve 
them. Gallagher and De Lisi ( 1994) classified mathematics problems into two 
categories conventional and unconventional problems They defined the conventional 
problem as, "problems that could be answered only by primary algorithmic methods" 
and unconventional ones as, "problems that either required the use of an atypical 
solution strategy, such as an unusual use of a familiar algorithm, or could be solved 
more quickly using some type of estimation or insight" Items I and 5 might be said to 
fall into unconventional problem category since one of the solution strategies in these 
items require atypical so lution methods such as estimation or insight. In contrast, Items 
2, 3, and 4 might fall into conventional problem category. Although more than one 
solution strategy were identified , these strategies were likely to be taught in school 
using primary algorithmic methods . 
In Study 2, these performance variables, solution strategies and causes of 
mistakes were quantitatively analyzed utilizing descriptive and inferential statistics in 
terms of subjects' gender and nationality . The next chapter presents the methods for 
Study 2 . 
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Chapter 4 
STUDY 2 METHOD 
This dissertation was aimed to investigate cross-cultural aspects of gender 
differences in mathematics regarding motivational, learning, and performance factors . 
Particular questions were (I) whether there are gender differences in their attitudes 
toward mathematics, learning patterns, and problem solving strategies/causes of 
mistakes and (2) whether there are relationships among these factors . 
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In the first study, qualitative aspects of mathematics performance such as 
problem solving strategies and the reasons for mistakes were identified . In this second 
study, the role of the performance factors (problem-solving strategies and causes of 
mistakes), learning factors (learning patterns), and motivational factors (variables for 
mathematics attitudes) on gender differences in mathematics performance were 
examined . In this chapter, I describe I) the subjects, 2)the test instruments, 3) the 
testing procedures, 4) the specific hypotheses for each measurement, and 5) the 
methods of analysis . 
4.1 Subjects 
4 I I Ja anese Sam le 
Ninety nine male and I 08 female I 0th grade Japanese students from a public 
high school participated in Study 2. This high school was the same high school as 
Study I and is in a relatively small town (population less than 20,000)(See chapter 3 
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for a detailed description) The average age for Japanese male subjects was 15 . 7 years 
old and for the Japanese female students was 15 . 8 year old . There were 280 I 0th 
grade students, who came from 7 classes . Each class consisted of 40 students and 
contained approximately 52% female and 48% male students All students in the I 0th 
grade were asked by a mathematics teacher to volunteer for this study. However, one 
class ( 40 students) was dropped from the data analyses because of mistakes in the 
procedure during the administration of the test instruments . Also, fourteen male and 
female students who had already participated in Study I were excluded from the data 
analyses for Study 2. Thus, 207 students participated in Study 2. 
4 . 1.2 United States Sam le 
For the American sample, 67 male and 97 female students from 9th, I 0th, I I th , 
and 12th grades participated. The average ages for male and female subjects in the 
United States were the same ( I 6 . I years) . The proportions of the students in each 
grade, 9th to 12th, were 13%, 9%, 40%, and 38% respectively The proportion of 
male and female students did not differ significantly either by their grade level or by age 
(Chi-square(4)=2 23 , p<0.7) . All 9th graders were honors students who were enrolled 
in "Honors Geometry" class. All students who participated in this study had already 
taken Algebra I Approximately 13% of the students were in Honors Geometry class, 
52% were in the Algebra IVTrigonometry class, 26% were in Pre-Calculus class, and 
9% were in Advanced Calculus class . Males and females did not differ regarding their 
course taking . These students were recruited from a parochial high school in suburban 
Maryland which was the same high school which data for Study I were collected . 
They were asked by a mathematics teacher to volunteer the study 
4.2 Instruments 
Mathematics Problem Solving Items (Appendix C) 
The same five items used in Study I were used in Study 2. 
Strategy And Mistake Questionnaire (Appendix E) 
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For each mathematics problem solving item, the different strategies and the 
different causes of mistakes identified through Study I were listed with the correct 
answer. Students who answered the item correctly were asked to answer part (A) 
which describes various strategies to reach the correct answer. Students who got an 
item wrong were asked to answer part (B), which describes various causes of mistakes 
of the item. 
Learning Pattern Questionnaire (Appendix F) 
The items in the Learning Pattern Questionnaire (Appendix F) developed by Ito ( 1989) 
were used in this study The questionnaire consists of 26 items and had three scales 
Scale I deals with learning patterns of coping with errors (e.g., I try to comprehend the 
cause of mistakes versus I just copy the correct answers) . Scale 2 asks about student's 
learning patterns of precision (e .g ., I write down answers along with my calculation 
processes versus I write down answers only) Scale 3 measures study habits (e g , I 
study according to the schedule versus I study when I feel like it) Ito ( 1989) found the 
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reliability of Scale I to be O 77, Scale 2 to be 0.67, and Scale 3 to be O 78 Although 
this questionnaire was originally developed in Japanese, the researcher obtained only an 
English version . Thus, the learning pattern questionnaire was translated in Japanese by 
the researcher and was assessed by another person who is fluent in both Japanese and 
English 
Mathematics Attitude Questionnaire (Appendix G) 
The mathematics attitude questionnaire (Appendix G) developed by Eccles et al. 
( 1983) was used . It consists of four constructs an ability/expectancy, a perceived task 
value of mathematics, a perceived task difficulty and sex stereotyping constructs . The 
ability/expectancy construct includes I) current expectancy for success in mathematics 
performance, 2) future expectancy for mathematics performance, 3) self-concept of 
mathematics ability, and 4) actual effort expended on mathematics . The perceived task 
value construct includes three aspects I) intrinsic interest value, 2) attainment 
value/ importance, and 3) extrinsic utility value . The perceived task difficulty construct 
includes two scales, 1) task difficulty, and 2) required effort The last construct, sex 
stereotyping scales, includes I) cost of doing well in mathematics, 2) the utility of 
mathematics for women, 3) utility of mathematics for men, and 4) sex stereotyping of 
mathematics ability . 
The attitude questionnaire was translated in Japanese by the researcher and was 
assessed by another person who is fluent in both Japanese and English . 
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4.3 Procedure 
The mathematics problems and questionnaires were given in the following 
order. First, the students were asked to solve 5 mathematics problem solving items 
within 5 minutes . Second, after the answer sheet for the 5 mathematics items had been 
collected, they were given a questionnaire which included different types of strategies 
and causes of mistakes for each item. Finally, the learning pattern questionnaire and 
attitude questionnaire were given to the students. All these tasks were completed 
within one class period . 
In Japan, the home-room teacher in each class administered the test and the 
questionnaires in his/her class. The procedure for the administration of the material was 
explained and written instruction was given to each teacher. 
In the United States, the researcher visited each mathematics class and 
administered the test and the questionnaire with the cooperation of the mathematics 
teachers in each mathematics class 
4.4 Hypotheses 
Given the literature review in Chapter 2, the following hypotheses are posed for 
the samples in each nation . 
Hypotheses Related To Math Problem Solving Performance 
1) Males will outperform females on total score of 5 problem solving items. 
l , 
2) Males will use more efficient strategies than females 
3) Males will make less serious mistakes (e .g , computational mistakes) than 
females ( e.g , mistakes in application of formula) 
Hypotheses Related To Learning Patterns 
I) Males will study math more regularly than females 
2) Males will study math more independently than females . 
3) Females will have more positive study habits in math than males 
(An example of positive study habits is, "I write down answers as well as 
my calculation process," and an example of less positive study habits is, "I 
write down answers only in my notes ") 
Hypotheses Related To Attitudes Toward Mathematics 
I) Males will have a higher confidence in their own math ability than females . 
2) Males will value mathematics more highly than females 
3) Males will believe mathematics is less difficult than females 
4) Males will have stronger stereotyped beliefs than females about math as a 
male domain 
5) Males will have stronger stereotyped beliefs than females about the utility 
of math for men and for women. 
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In the present dissertation, the main interests were to find similarities and 
differences of gender differences in variables between nations . Thus, the hypotheses 
that delt with direct comparisons of variables between nations were not included in 
above hypotheses 
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In the next section, the method of analysis for testing the above hypotheses will 
be presented 
4.5 Analyses 
There are three different analyses in Study 2 . a preliminary factor analysis, 
analyses of variances, and correlational analyses The factor analyses were performed 
to identify and confirm the underlying meaningful structures among the items in each 
nation on the mathematics attitude questionnaire and on the learning patterns 
questionnaire Then, analyses of variances and correlational analyses were performed 
on the attitude and learning variables that were identified through the factor analyses 
and the performance variables that were developed in Study I . The method and results 
of the factor analyses are described in Chapter 5. The following sections describe the 
method of the main analyses of Study 2 : analyses of variances and correlational 
analyses 
The variables from three factors (motivational , learning, and performance 
factor) are presented in Table 4 . I . In each category, 2 (nation) x 2 (gender) ANOV As 
were performed in order to find whether the main effect of nation or gender are 
significant in each category of variables . 
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Analysis of Performance Factor 
Research question I • Are there gender or country differences in math problem 
solving? 
Three 2 (nation) x 2 (gender) ANOY As were performed on (a) the total score on 5 
items ( Appendix C), (b) the average strategy efficiency score ( Appendix E), and ( c) the 
average seriousness of mistake score (Appendix E) The specific hypotheses 
concerning the performance variables were examined by separate univariate analyses . 
Analysis of Learning Factor 
Research Question 2 • Are there gender or country differences in mathematics 
learning patterns? 
Three 2 (nation) x 2 (gender) ANOYAs were performed on (a) study regularity, (b) 
study independence and (c) study habits (Appendix H) The specific hypotheses 
concerning the learning pattern variables were examined by separate univariate 
analyses . 
Analysis of Motivational Factor 
Research Question 3 • Are there gender or country differences in 
attitude toward mathematics? 
Three 2 (nation) x 2 (gender) ANOY As was performed on (a) perception of math 
ability/expectancy, (b) perceived task value of math, and (c) perceived task difficulty 
(Appendix I) The sex-stereotyping factor (Appendix J) was also analyzed separately 
Table 41 Variables Used in Main Analyses of Study 2 
Factor Variables 
Performance (Appendix C & E) 
(I) Total score of 5 math items 
(2) Average strategy efficiency 
(3) Average seriousness of mistake 
Learning Patterns (Appendix H) 
(I) Study regularity 
(2) Study independence/task preference 
(3) Study habits 
Motivational (Attitudes) (Appendix I) 
(I) Perceived math ability/expectancy 
(2) Perceived task value of math 
(3) Perceived task difficulty 
Sex-Stereotyping (one part of attitude variables) (Appendix J) 
(I) Beliefs about math as a male domain 
(2) Beliefs about the utility of math 
(3) Beliefs about math related occupations 
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The specific hypotheses concerning the motivat ional variables were examined by 
separate univariate analyses 
Correlational Analyses 
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Correlations among all variables were computed ( l) for American males, (2) for 
American females , (3) for Japanese males, and ( 4) for Japanese females . Of particular 
interest were : (a) the relation between mathematics problem solving (strategies and 
types of errors) and the ways individuals learn mathematics, (b) the relation between 
problem solving strategies and psychological motivational variables, (c) the relation 
between the ways students learn mathematics and their attitudes toward mathematics, 
and ( d) the relation between attitudes toward mathematics and belief about math as a 
male domain . 
ln this chapter, the designs of Study 2 and the method of analyses were 
described ln the next chapter, the results of factor analyses for the motivation 
variables and learning variables are discussed . 
Chapter 5 
STUDY 2 RESULTS: 
FACTOR ANALYSES AND RELIABILITY ANALYSES 
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In this chapter, the results of the factor analyses on the attitude variables and 
learning pattern variables for the Japanese sample and for the United States sample are 
reported Along with the reliabilities of the scales developed from the factor analyses 
The purpose of the factor analyses and the reliability analyses were to identify 
and to confirm the underlying meaningful structures among the items in each nation . 
Although results of factor analyses on the mathematics attitude questionnaire were 
previously reported by Eccles and Wigfield ( 1995) with a sample from the United 
States, it was necessary to assess whether the factor structure of the Japanese sample is 
the same. Also, the results of a factor analysis on the mathematics learning patterns 
was reported by Ito ( 1988) and there are no data that validate this factor structure in a 
United States sample. Thus, factor analyses were done separately for the Japanese 
sample and American sample. When the structures of the factors were the same for 
both nations, scales were developed and the reliability of the scale was computed . 
When the structure of the factors turned out to be different in Japan and in the United 
States, the reasons for the differences are discussed, the scales consisting of the 
common items between the two nations were developed, and their reliabilities were 
assessed 
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There are three sections in this chapter. The first section presents the results of 
the factor analyses and the reliability analyses of the mathematics attitude questionnaire 
In the second section, the results of these analyses for the learning patterns 
questionnaire are reported Finally, the common variables between the Japanese and 
American data for each construct are described 
For the factor analyses, it was assumed that some factors were correlated with 
each other. Thus, Oblimin rotation was used instead of Varimax rotation . 
5.1 Mathematics Attitude Questionnaire 
The Mathematics Attitude Questionnaire, developed by Eccles et .al. ( 1983 , 
1995), consisted of four main constructs : I) sex-stereotyping items, 2) ability/ 
expectancy items, 3) perceived task value items, and 4) perceived task difficulty items 
Each construct consisted of at least two or more items and some constructs were 
divided into smaller subconstructs . Because of limited computer memory, many of the 
factor analyses were performed within each construct 
5 I I Sex-Stereot in° Items 
There were seven items that measure students' sex-stereotyping toward 
mathematics . The result of the factor analysis showed that there were two factors in 
both the Japanese and the American data . The seven items were classified into two 
factors , utility of math and stereotyping math as a male domain, as shown in Table 5. I 
As can be seen in the table, the factors in the two countries are essentially identical 
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The correlations between factors, utility of math and math as male domain were -0 05 
for the Japanese sample and -0 03 for the United States sample. 
Reliability 
Table 5 .2 presents the internal consistency reliability of scales based on the two 
factors There was a low reliability among the three items that measure math as a male 
domain for the Japanese sample. These three items came from different questionnaires . 
Item 26 was originally included in the mathematics attitude questionnaire (Eccles eta! , 
1983), and the other two items, item numbers 52 and 55, were taken from the 
questionnaire used in the Second International Mathematics Study ( 1986) Although 
the sample in the United States responded to these three items similarly, the Japanese 
sample responded quite differently . It is unlikely that there were translation mistakes 
since the questionnaire in Japanese and in English were confirmed by the author and 
one more person who is fluent in both languages. The exact causes of the differential 
reliability between Japanese and American samples are unknown at this point Table 5 3 
presents the correlation matrix among items measuring math as a male domain Very 
low to no correlations were found between item 26 and both items 52 and 55 in the 
Japanese data and there were low correlations between these items in the American 
data Thus, in order to create a more reliable instrument, item 26 was considered by 
itself The other two items, 52 and 55 , were treated as measuring a slightly different 
concept, stereotyping in math-related occupations The internal consistency reliability 
for these two items was 59 Thus, there were three constructs to measure the 






















Note The factor loading is the result of the Oblimin Rotation . 
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Table 5.2 Internal Consistency Reliability For Sex-Stereotyping Items 
Utility of math 







Note Internal reliability was computed by Cronbach's Alpha 
Table 5.3 Correlation Matrix Among Items Measuring Math As A Male Domain 
Item Number Item 26 
Japan USA 
Item 26 100 1.00 
Item 52 04 .26 
Item 55 .39 









beliefs about sex-stereotyping in mathematics; utility about math, math as a male domain, 
and stereotyping in math-related occupations 
5 1.2 Abi lity/Expectancy and Value Items 
There were 5 items that measured students' belief about their own ability and 
expectations for their mathematics achievement, plus 7 task value items The items for 
these two constructs first were analyzed together As Eccles and Wigfield ( 1995) 
demonstrated in their American sample, it was expected that two factors would be 
identified, one an ability/expectancy factor and the other a perceived task value of 
mathematics . The results of the factor loadings are shown in Table 54. 
For the American data, as expected from the previous report by Eccles and 
Wigfield ( 1995), an abi lity/expectancy factor (5 items) and a perceived task value 
factor (7 items) emerged For the Japanese data, 6 items were clustered in the 
ability/expectancy factor Among them, 5 are the ability/expectancy related items 
reported by Eccles & Wigfield ( 1995) and one is a perceived task value item. The item 
which factored into the ability/expectancy factor measured one of the three 
subconstructs within the construct of the perceived task value, intrinsic interest value. 
Thus, for the Japanese sample, intrinsic interest value might be more related to beliefs 
about their math ability and expectation about their math achievement than to perceived 
task value . Factor 2 represents the perceived task value, which includes three 
subconstructs Perceived task value is described in the next section in detail. 
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Table 54 Factor loadings Of Ability/Expectancy And Value Items 
USA Sample Japanese Sample 
Factor I Factor 2 Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3 
Ability/Exp . Task value Ability/Exp . Task Value 
Item 2 .65 .86 
Item 7 .87 .89 
Item 16 .88 .87 
Item 47 74 44 60 
Item 51 .83 85 
Item .71 .65 
Item 9 .70 .73 
Item 20 .64 .76 
Item 23 .62 .42 .59 
Item 30 .80 .74 
Item 33 42 .48 .83 
Item 38 .65 .74 
Note The factor loadings were the result of the Oblimin rotation . 
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Reliability 
The five common items, item numbers 2, 7, 16, 4 7, and 5 I, from the results of the 
factor analyses of the American data and Japanese data were used as the items that 
measure the perception of one's ability/expectation Cronbach's alpha was computed 
for those 5 items on the Japanese and American data The internal reliability for 
American sample was .89 and the Japanese sample was .87 . 
5 1.3 Perceived Task Value Item 
According to Eccles and Wigfield ( 1995), the perceived task value scale is 
divided into three subconstructs intrinsic interest value, attainment value/importance, 
and extrinsic utility value . Factor analyses were performed on those 7 items, to see if 
these factors emerged Table 5 5 presents the results of the factor loadings for 
perceived task value . 
ln this study, the American data had only one factor and the Japanese data had 
two factors According to Eccles and Wigfield ( 1995), item numbers I and 30 
represent factor one, the intrinsic interest value; item numbers 23 , 33 , and 38 represent 
factor two, the attainment value/importance, and item numbers 9 and 20 represent 
factor three, extrinsic utility value. For the Japanese data, only the intrinsic interest 
value factor and the attainment value/importance factor were identified . Items 9 and 20 
of the extrinsic utility value factor were spread across the previous two factors . The 
reason of the difference in factor structures between the present study and the study by 
Eccles and Wigfield ( I 995) might be the difference in statistical method used in those 
Table 5.5 Factor Loadings of Perceived Task Value 
USA 
Item Number Factor I 
Item 30 .81 
Item I .73 
Item 38 .75 
Item 23 .59 
Item 3 3 .64 
Item 9 .69 
Item 20 .66 
Note Factor Matrix 
Japan 











studies . Eccles and Wigfield ( 1995) got three factors using confirmatory factor 
analyses, which is more powerful than the exploratory factor analysis which the present 
study employed 
The purpose of the factor analyses is to identify the underlying factor structure 
for the Japanese data and to create common variables, in order to use the same items 
that measure the same constructs for the Japanese sample and for the American sample 
T hus, there are two possibilities for creating variables for the Japanese data. The first 
possibility is to create a separate model which consists of 2 value scales for that 
construct for the Japanese data. The advantage of creating two variables is that each 
variable measures more accurately the underlying construct and has a higher internal 
reliability for each variable However, the disadvantage is that it will not be a common 
variable, since the American data had only one factor The other possibility is to create 
only one factor in which two factors would be collapsed into one factor Although the 
Japanese data might not have high internal reliability for that factor, the two nations 
will have in common one factor, perceived task value . 
Reliability 
The internal consistency reliabilities among the items are shown in table 5. 6 
The results of the internal consistency reliability indicated that although two factors 
emerged in the Japanese data, the internal reliability of these two factors was lower 
( 70 and 66) than the reliability for the all items together (. 7 4) Thus, perceived task 
value was treated as one variable which include 7 items for the Japanese and American 
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data. 
5 I 4 Perceived Task Difficulty Item 
Five items measure perceived task difficulty This construct consists of two 
subconstructs, task difficulty and required effort according to Eccles and Wigfield ( J 995) 
The factor analyses were performed on the five items. Both the Japanese and the 
American data had only one factor Thus, the internal consistency reliability was computed 
for one factor for both nations and the two subconstructs were not considered in this 
study. The results o f the factor loadings are shown in Table 5. 7 
Reliabilit 
The internal reliability of all 5 items was .86 for the Japanese data and 89 for 
the American data . 
5 . 1 . 5 Summary of The Variables and The Reliability 
The scales to be analyzed and their internal consistency reliability are presented 
in Table 5.8 
Table 5 .6 The Internal Consistency Reliabi lity for Perceived Task Value Items 
Factor 
Perceived Task Value 
Intrinsic Interest Value 
Importance/ Attainment 







Table 5 7 Factor Loadings for the Perceived Task Difficulty Items 
Factor I 
Item Number USA Japan 
Item 4 .83 .82 
Item I 8 .84 .85 
Item 39 88 .88 
Item 32 .80 .79 
Item 27 .85 .61 
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Table 5.8 The Internal Consistency Reliability For Each Construct 
Factor USA JAPAN 
Sex-stereotyping 
I. Utility of math (2) 77 .99 
2. math as male domain (I) 
3 math related occupation (2) .8 I .5 I 
Ability/expectation 
I . Ability/expectation (5) 89 .87 
Perceived Task Value 
I . Perceived Task Value (7) .83 .74 
Perceived Task Difficulty 
I . Perceived Task difficulty (5) .89 .86 
Note Cronbach's Alpha • Parentheses indicate the number of items for each variable 
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5.2 Learning Patterns Questionnaire 
The Learning Patterns Questionnaire, developed by Ito ( 1989), consists of 26 
items and three main constructs : I) learning patterns (I 2 items), 2) learning precision (7 
items), and 3) study habits (7 items) . Factor analysis was performed on the 26 items to 
investigate whether or not the samples from two nations have a similar factor structure 
5.21 Factor Analyses 
At first , the factor structure of the all 26 items were analyzed for each sample. 
However, the Oblimin Rotation failed to converge for both Japanese and the American 
data. According to Ito ( 1989), the items were classified into three factors , learning 
patterns, learning precision, and study habits. Thus, a factor analysis was run specifying 
three factors With the exception of few double loadings, for the most part, items were 
classified into three factors in both the Japanese and the American data . The factor 
loadings are shown in the Table 5.9. 
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Table 5 . 9 Factor Loadings of the Learning Patterns Variables 
Item Number Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3 
USA Japan USA Japan USA Japan 
Item - .79 .77 
Item 2 .73 
Item 
.., - .74 75 _) 
Item 4 - .74 67 
Item 5 -.43 70 43 
Item 6 -.45 49 - .56 
Item 7 - 73 .59 
item 8 50 
item 9 .47 46 
Item 10 .66 .60 
Item 11 45 .54 
Item 12 48 
Item 13 .62 50 
Item 14 72 - 51 
Item 15 .70 - 48 
continued 
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Item Number Factor 1 
Factor 2 Factor
 3 
USA Japan USA 
















Item 24 -.42 
.42 -.57 




Note The factor loa
dings were the results o
f Oblimin Rotation . 
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5.2 .2 Reliability 
Internal consistency reliabilities were computed among the common items 
between Japan and the United States for each factor. There were 5 items in factor I, 7 
items in factor 2, and 5 items in factor 3. The results are shown in Table 5.9. 
These three scales did not necessarily reflect the three scales developed by Ito ( 1989). 
Thus, each scale was renamed : Scale I as "study regularity", Scale 2 as "study 
independence /task preference" , and Scale 3 as "study habits" . The results are shown in 
Table 5. 10. 
Table 5 IO The Lnternal Consistency Reliabilities For Learning Patterns 
Factor 
Factor I Study Regularity 
Factor 2 Study Independence 
Factor 3 .Study Habits 














In preliminary analyses, common items and the common factors between the 
Japanese data and the data from the United States were identified through factor analyses; 
internal consistency reliabilities were computed for scales based on each factor Three 
variables measuring a student's attitude toward mathematics (ability/expectancy beliefs, 
perceived task value, perceived task difficulty)(Appendix 1), three variables measuring sex-
stereotyped beliefs ( beliefs about math as a male domain, beliefs about utility of math, 
beliefs about math related occupations)(Appendix J), and three variables measuring 
learning patterns in mathematics ( study regularity, study independence, study 
habits)(Appendix H), were identified . In the next sections, these variables are examined 
according to the students' nationality and their sex . 
Chapter 6 
STUDY2 RES UL TS : 
MAIN ANALYSES 
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In the previous sections, 12 vari ables were identified through protocol 
analysis or fac tor anal yses. Effects of nationality and gender on these vari ables 
we re examined through anlyses of vari ances and the relationships between variables 
were examined through pearson ' s correlational analyses. There arc two sections in 
th is chapter, the results of analyses of vari ances and the results of correlational 
analyses. 
6.1 Results of Analyses of Variance by Gender 
T his section presents the results of analyses of variance and follow up 
analyses on three sets of va ri ables ( attitude toward mathematics , lea rning patte rns , 
and performance factors) , and is d ivided into four subsections . In the first 
subsection , I examine gender differences regarding three aspects of sex-stereotyped 
bel iefs about math . In the second , I examine gender differences in three aspects of 
attitude toward math (besides the sex-stereotyped attitudes) . In the third , I examine 
gender diffc rcnccs in three aspects of learning patterns . In the fourth , I examine 
gende r differences in three aspccts of the perform ance fac to r. Hencc there arc four 
major subsections , cach o f w hich is div idcd into three subsections . Each analysis 
was organized around the hypotheses which guided this study . 
6. 1.1 Results of ANOVAs for Scx-Stereotvping Variables 
There arc three constructs that measure students' beliefs about sex-
stereotyping in mathematics: (1) beliefs about math as a male domain , (2) beliefs 
about the utility of mathematics for men and for women , and (3) beliefs about 
mathematics-related occupations . The results of the ANOVA for each dependent 
variable arc presented in three separate tables , 6 . 1 to 6 .3 . 
6.1.1 . 1 Beliefs about Math as Male Domain 
Hypothesis 1. 1: Males will have more stereotyped beliefs about math as a male 
domain than females . 
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The results of the 2 (sex) x 2 (nation) ANOVA for the first dependent 
variable, beliefs about math as a male domain , arc shown in Table 6 .1. In this scale , 
a lower score indicates stronger stereotyped beliefs about math as a male domain ( 
1 = boys arc better than girls in math , 4 = boys and girls arc the same in math , and 
7 = girls arc better than boys in math) . 
There were significant main effects of sex and nation , and as well as a 
significant sex by nation interaction effect. Females (m =3.27) held stronger sex-
stereotyped beliefs about math as a male domain than males (m =3. 75) , 
Table 6 .1 Results of ANOVA on Beliefs about Math as a Male Domain 
Source of Sum of OF Mean F 
Variation Squares Square 
Main Effects 73.48 2 36.74 29.72 
Sex 25.89 1 25.89 20.95 
Nation 52.36 1 52 .36 42.36 
2-Way Interactions 63.56 1 63.56 51.42 
Explained 137 .04 3 45 .68 36.95 
Residual 453.66 367 1.24 
Total 590.69 370 1.59 
Figure 6.1 Sex-Stereotyped Beliefs about Math as a Male Domain 
7 . 
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F(l ,367)=20.95, p<.0001. The Japanese students (m=3.17) held stronger sex-
stereotyped beliefs about math as a male domain than the American students 
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(m=3 .89) , F(l ,367)=42.36, p< .0001. To follow up the interaction , the results of 
separate univariate analyses within nation were done. They revealed that in the 
United States , mak students held stronger stereotyped beliefs than female students 
about math as a male domain (F(l, 162) =8 .15 , p < .005). However , for the Japanese 
sample , female students held stronger stereotyped beliefs than male students about 
math as a male domain (F(l ,205)=53.73 , p < .0001). Thus , the hypothesis was 
supported only for the American sample . The mean score for the beliefs about math 
as a male domain was 3.82 (SD=l.31) for Japanest.: males , 2 .56 (SD = l.17) for 
Japanese females , 3.64 (SD=l.19) for American males , and 4.06 (SD= .69) for 
American females . Among the four groups , Japanese females held the strongest 
stereotyped beliefs about math as a male domain and the American females held the 
most egalitarian view. Male students in both nations held similar beliefs about math 
as male domain . 
6 .1.1. ? Beliefs about the Utilitv of Math for Men and for Women 
Hypothesis 1.2: Males will have stronger stereotyped beliefs about utility of math 
than females . 
The results of the 2 (sex) x 2 (nation) ANOV A for the second dependent 
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Table 6.2 Results Of ANOVA For Beliefs Ahout Utility Of Math 
Source of Sum of OF Mean F p 
Variation Square Square Value 
Main Effects 20.100 2 10 .05 5 .84 .003 
Sex 16.32 1 16.32 9.48 .002 
Nation 2.75 2 .75 1.60 .207 
2-way Interaction 31.19 1 31.19 18 .13 .0001 
Explained 51.29 3 17.10 9.94 .0001 
Residual 631.40 367 1.72 
Total 682 .69 370 1.85 
Figun.: 6 .2 Sex-stereotyped Beliefs about Utility of Math for Men and for Women 
1.5 T --Japan - - - - - - USA 
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variable, utility of math for men and for women , are shown in Table 6.2. The score 
for this scale was computed by subtracting the score on beliefs about utility of math 
for women from the score on beliefs about utility of math for men. Thus , a bigger 
positive score indicates a stronger sex-stereotype favoring males in utility of math. 
Only the main effect of sex (F(l,367)=9.48, p< .002) and interaction effect 
(F(l ,367)= 18.13 , p < .0001) were significant, but not the main effect of nation , 
F(l ,367)=1.60, p< .207 . Females (m=.86) held stronger sex-stereotyped beliefs 
about the utility of math than males (m = .66). The result of separate univariate tests 
within nation revealed that there was a significant gender difference in beliefs about 
the utility of math for the Japanese students (F(l,205)=28.95, p< .0001) , hut not 
for the American students (F(l,162)=1.23 , p< .27). But , since it was the female 
students who held stronger stereotyped beliefs that math is more useful for men than 
for women in Japan, together these results show that Hypothesis 1.2 was not 
supported. 
The mean score for this scale was .17 (SD= 1.13) for Japanese males , 1. 11 
(SD=l.35) for Japanese females, 1.01 (SD=l.44) for American males , and .76 
(SD= 1.35) for American females. Among the four groups , The Japanese males hekl 
the most egalitarian view and the Japanese females and the American males held 
similar but strong sex-stereotyped beliefs that math is more useful for men than it 
was for women . 
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6.1.1.3 Beliefs about Math-Related Occupations 
Hypothesis 1. 3: Males will have stronger stereotyped beliefs than females that 
math-related occupations arc more appropriate for males . 
For this scale , students were asked to mark their degree of agreement with the given 
statements such as "men arc better at being engineers and scientists than 
women" with 1 being strongly disagree and 7 being strongly agree. 
The results of the 2(sex) x 2(nation) ANOVA for the third dependent 
variable , beliefs about math-related occupations, arc shown in Table 6.3. There 
were significant main effects of sex (F(l,367)=22 .5 , p< .0001) and nation 
(F(l ,36 7) = 115. 1, p < . 0001) as well as a significant sex by nation interaction 
(F(l ,367)=40 . l ,p< .0001). Hypothesis 1.3 was partially supported , hut only for 
the American sample . Males (m=3.77) held stronger stereotyped beliefs about 
math-related occupations than females (m=3.04). Japanese students (m=4.0l) held 
stronger stereotyped beliefs than U.S. students (m =2.55). 
Separate univariate tests within nation revealed that whereas for the 
American sample the gender difference in stereotyped beliefs about math-re lated 
occupations was significant, F(l , 162) = 4 7. 97 , p < . 0001 , for the Japanese sample , it 
was not , F(1 ,205)= .48, p < .49. 
The mean score for this scale was 3.95 (SD=l.05) for the Japanese males, 4 .06 
(SD=l.15) for the Japanese females , 3.49 (SD=l .74) for the American males , and 
l. 91 (SD= 1 .17) for the American females. Among the four groups , the 
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Table 6.3 Results Of ANOVA For Beliefs About Math-Related Occupations 
Source of Sum of OF Mean 
Variation Square Square 
Main Effects 229.09 2 114 .54 
Sex 35.43 1 35.43 
Nation 181.38 1 181 .38 
2-way Interaction 63.17 1 63.17 
Explained 292.25 3 97.42 
Residual 578.39 367 1.58 
Total 870 .65 370 2.35 
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American fem ales held the most egalitarian view about math-related occupations and 
both Japanese male and female students held strong stereotypes. 
6. 1. 1.4 Summary 
Based on the ANOY As for the sex-stereotyping factor , four cross-cultural 
gender differences in sex-stereotyped beliefs about mathematics become apparent: 
( l) Japanese females had the strongest sex-stereotyped beliefs regarding mathematics 
among the four groups . 
(2) American females held the most egalitarian view (on two variables out of three) 
regarding mathematics . 
(3) Within the American sample , males held more sex-stereotyped beliefs about 
math than females . 
( 4) Within the Japanese sample, females held more sex-stereotyped beliefs about 
math than males . 
6 . 1.2 Results of ANOYAs for Attitude Toward Mathematics Variables 
There arc three constructs related to students' attitudes toward mathematics: 
(I) ability /expectancy beliefs , (2) perceived task value , and (3) perceived task 
difficulty. The results of the ANOY A for each dependent variable are presented in 
three separate tables , 6.4 to 6.6. 
6. I .? .1 Perception of Ability /Expectancy 
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Hypothesis 1.4 : Males will have higher confidence in their own math ability than 
females . 
The results o f the 2 (sex) x 2 (nation) ANOVA for the first dependent 
vari able , ability/expectancy beliefs , arc shown in Table 6 .4 . For thi s scale , students 
we re asked to rate their perception of own ability or expectancy, for example; 
compared to other students in your class, how well do you expect to do in 
mathematics thi s yea r? (1 = much worse than other students and 7= much bette r than 
othe r students) . 
The re were significant main effects , for both sex and nation . Males 
(m =4 .17) had higher confidence in their own math ability than females (m =3. 78) , 
F(l,367)=13 .94 , p < .0001. The U.S . students (m=4 .16) had higher confidence in 
their own math ability than the Japanese students (m = 4 .30) . There was no 
significant sex by nation interaction, F(l ,367)=2.72 , p <. 10 . The results of 
separa te uni va ri ate analyses within nation revealed that Hypothesis 1.3 was 
supported o nl y for the Japanese sample. Whereas Japanese males had higher 
confidence in the ir own math ability than Japanese females, F( l ,205)= 14 .99 , 
p < .0001 , Ameri can males and fem ales did not differ in perception of their own 
math ability , F(l , I 62) = 1.5 1, p < .221. The significant main effect of nation 
indicates that the American students have signi ficantl y higher confidence than the 
Japanese students in their own math ability, F(l,367) = 15. 60 , p < .000 1. 
Table 6.4 Results Of ANOVA For Perception Of Ability/Expectancy 
Source of sum of DF Mean F 
Variation Square Square 
Main Effects 149.45 2 74.72 51.11 
Sex 20.39 20.39 13 .94 
Nation 135 .66 1 135.66 92 .78 
2-Way Interaction 3.97 1 3.97 2.72 
Explained 153 .42 3 51.14 34 .98 
Residual 563.61 367 1.46 
Total 690.03 370 1.87 
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The mean score for this scale was 3. 77 (SD= 1. 31) for the Japanese males , 
3 .12 (SD= 1.12) for the Japanese females , 4. 76 (SD= 1.24) for the American males, 
and 4.52 (SD= 1.18) for the American females. 
6.1 .2.2 Perception of Task Value/Importance 
Hypotheses 1. 5: Males will tend to value mathematics more than females. 
The results of the 2 (sex) x 2 (nation) ANOVA for the second dependent 
variable, perception of task value/importance , are shown in Table 6.5 . An example 
of a question for this scale is; I feel that , to me, being good at solving problems 
which involves math or reasoning mathematically is . ... (1 =not at all important and 
7=very important). The mean score for this scale was 4 .24 (SD= .91) for the 
Japanese males , 4 .08 (SD= . 96) for the Japanese females, 4.30 (SD= 1.17) for the 
American males , and 4.25 (SD= 1.04) for the American females. None of the 
effects were significant, and so Hypothesis 1.5 was not supported . 
6. 1.? .3 Perceived Task Difficulty 
Hypothesis 1.6 : Females will feel that mathematics is more difficult than males feel 
it is. 
The results of the 2 (sex) x 2 (nation) ANOVA for the third dependent variable , 
- - -- - --- - -- ---------------------
Table 6 .5 Results Of ANOVA For Perception Of Task Value/Importance 
Source or Sum of OF Mean 
Vari atio n Square Square 
Main Effects 3. 85 2 I. 93 
Sex 1.98 1 1.98 
Nation 2. 14 1 2. 14 
2-Way Interaction .03 1 .03 
Explained 3. 88 3 1.29 
Residual 374 .69 367 1.02 
Total 378 .57 370 1.02 
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Table 6.6 Results Of ANOVA For Task Difficulty 
Source or Sum of 
Variation Square 
Main Effects 124 . 99 
Sex 28.80 
Nation 103.17 








DF Mean F 
Square 
2 62.49 47.25 
1 28.80 21.77 
1 103 .17 78 .00 
l .001 .001 
3 41 .66 31.50 
367 1.32 
370 1.65 
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perceived task difficulty , are shown in Table 6.6. Sample question for this scale is: 
"Compared to most others in your class , how hard is math for you?" (1 =much 
easier and 7 = much harder). 
Both the main effects for sex and nation were significant. Hence Hypothesis 
1.6 was supported. Females (m=5.38) scored significantly higher than males 
(m=4.89) in their perception of the difficu lty of mathematics , F(l ,367) =2 1.77 , 
p < .0001. The Japanese students (m=5.61) also perceived mathematics to be more 
difficult than the American students (m=4.59), F(l ,367)=78.00 , p< .0001. 
The results of separate univariate tests within nation revealed that there are 
significant gender differences in perception of the difficulty of mathematics both 
among th<.: Japanes<.: sample (F(l,205)=18.40, p< .0001) and among the United 
Stat<.:s sampk (F(l,162)=6.46 , p< .012) . 
The mean scores for this scale were 5.31 (SD=l.14) for the Japanese males , 
5.87 (SD= .87) for the Japanese females , 4.25 (SD= 1.28) for the American males , 
and 4 .81 (SD= 1.33) for the American females. 
6.1.2.4 Summary 
The following three points describe the characteristics of gender differences 
in attitudes toward mathematics based on the results of the ANOV As . 
(1) The Japanese male sample had a higher confidence in their own math ability than 
the Japan<.:se female sample did . The American male and female sample did not 
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differ in their perception of own math ability. 
(2)No gender differences in the perception of task value were found for either the 
Japanese sample or the United States sample. 
(3) In both nations , the females perceived math to he more difficult than the males. 
6 .1.3 Results of ANOVAs for Learning Pattern Variables 
In this section , there arc three constructs related to students ' learning patterns 
in mathematics : (a) study regularity , (h) study independence and task preference , 
and (c) study habits . The results of the ANOVA for each dependent variable arc 
presented in three separate tables , 6.7 to 6.9. 
6. l.3 . 1 Study Regularity 
Hypothesis 1. 7 : Females will study mathematics more regularly than males . 
The results of the 2 (sex) x 2 (nation) ANOVA for the first dependent 
variable in this group , study regularity, arc shown in Table 6 . 7 . In this scale , 
students wen.: asked to rate their perception of study regularity in mathematics (e .g. , 
I = I study math for regular hours every day and 7 = I study math with no regularity) . 
Both the main effects of sex and nation were significant , but the sex x nation 
interaction was not significant , F(l ,367)= .47, p< .50 . Females (m = 4.51) reported 
that they studied math with more regularity than males (m = 4. 95) did , 
Table 6. 7 Results Of AN OVA For Study Regularity 
Source of Sum of OF Mean F 
Variation Square Square 
Main Efkcts 73.91 2 36.96 23.62 
Sex 13 .72 13.73 8.77 
Nation 55.98 55.98 35 .77 
2- Way Inte raction .73 1 .73 .47 
Explained 74.65 3 24 .88 15 .90 
Residual 574.33 367 1.57 
Total 648 . 98 370 I. 75 
Figure 6. 7 Study Regularity 
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F(l ,367)=8 .77 , p< .003 . The American sample's rating (m=4.25) of their study 
regularity in mathematics was higher than that of the Japanese sample (m=5.06), 
F( 1,367) = 35. 77 , p < .0001 . The results of separate univariate analysis within 
nation revealed that the gender difference in study regularity among the Japanese 
students did not reach significance, F(l,205)=3 .70, p< .06). Among the American 
students , the gender difference in study regularity was significant , with females 
reporting they studied math with more regularity than males, F(1 , 162)=5.13 , p < 
.03 . 
The mean score was 5 .23 (SD= 1.19 )for Japanese males , 4 . 92 (SD= 1. 12) 
for Japanese females , 4 .54 (SD= 1 .40) for the American males , and 4.05 
(SD= 1.33) for the American females. Among the four groups , the Japanese males 
reported studying math with the least regularity . 
6.1.3 .1 Study Independence/Task Preference 
Hypothesis 1.8: Males will study more independently and prefer working at more 
advanced problems than females. 
The results of the 2 (sex) x 2 (nation) ANOVA for the next dependent 
variab le , study independence , arc shown in Table 6 .8. For this scale , students were 
asked to rate their study preference . An example of such question is to rate on a 1 to 
7 scale , where 1 = "when I can't solve a problem , I rely on someone to help me " and 
Table 6.8 Results Of ANOVA For Study Independence/Task Preference 
Source of Sum of DF Mean F 
Variation Square Square 
Main Effects 28.63 2 14.32 15 .52 
Sex 5.68 5.68 6 . 16 
Nation 24.45 1 24.45 26.50 
2-Way Interaction .04 1 .04 .045 
Explained 28.67 3 9.56 10.36 
Residual 338.62 367 .92 
Total 367 .29 370 .99 
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7 = "Even when I have difficulty in solving a problem , I work at it myself." 
Both main effects , sex and nation , were significant , but no interaction effect 
emerged , F(l ,367)= .05 , p < .83. Females (m =3. 60) reported that they tend to rely 
o n others more than males (m =3 .81) do when they stud y mathematics , 
F(l ,367)=6 .1 6 , p < .014. The Japanese students (m =3. 47) also reported that they 
tend to rely on others and to prefer working on basic problems when they stud y 
mathemati cs , while the American students (m =3 . 98) reported that they tend to be 
independent and to prefer working on advanced problems, F(l ,367)=26.50 , 
p < .0001 . The results or separate univariate tests within nation showed that the 
gende r diffe rence was significant only for the Japanese sample (F( l ,205)= 4.43 , P < 
.037, for Japanese ; F( l ,162)=1. 95, p <. 16 , for American) . 
T he mean sco re was 3.61 (SD =. 91 ) for the Japanese males , 3 .35 (SD =. 92) 
for the Japanese fe males , 4. 11 (SD =. 97) for the American males and 3 .88 
(SD = 1. 04) for the American females. 
6. 1.3.3 Stud y Habits 
Hypothesis 1. 9: Females will have more positive stud y habits than males . 
T he results or 2 (sex) x 2 (nation) ANOY A fo r the third dependent va ri able 
in thi s group , stud y habits , arc shown in Table 6. 9. Fo r example , students described 
their behav ior on the followin g scale; l = "I write down answers as well as wi th my 
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Table 6 . 9 Results Of ANOV A For Study Habits 
Source of Sum of OF Mean F p 
Variation Square Square Value 
Main Effects 63.27 2 31 .64 30.63 .0001 
Sex 31.48 1 31.48 30 .48 .0001 
Nation 27.39 1 27.39 26 .52 . 0001 
2-Way Interaction .09 1 .092 .09 .765 
Explained 63 .36 3 2 1.12 20.45 .0001 
Residual 379.08 367 1.03 
Total 442.45 370 1.20 
Figure 6 . 9 Studv Hahits 
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calculation process" and 7 = "I write down answers only in my notes .'' For this 
study , having a lower score indicates "positive study hahits" and having higher 
score indicates "less positive study hahits". 
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There were significant main effects hut no significant interaction , F (1 ,367) 
= .09, p < . 77. Females (m =4.51) reported having more positive study hahits than 
males (m=4 .95) did , F(l ,367)=8.77 , p< .003 . The students in the United States 
sample (m = 4 .25) reported having more positive study habits than the Japanese 
students (m=5.06) did , F(l,367)=35.77, p< .0001. The results of separate 
univariate tests within nation indicates that gender differences in stud y habits were 
significant in both nations , F(l ,205)= 17 .83, p< .0001 , for the Japanese sample , 
F(l , 162)= 12 . 92, p < .0004 , for the American sample. The mean score was 4.20 
(SD=.91) for the Japanese males , 3.64 (SD=.99) for the Japanese females , 3 .69 
(SD= I .17) for the American males , and 3 .07 (SD= 1.04) for the American females . 
6 . 1.3.4 Summary of the Results of ANOV As on the Learning Variahles 
There arc three major findings from the ANOV A on the learning variables: 
(I) Regardless of the nationality of the students , males tend to study math with less 
regularity than females do . 
(2) Among the Japanese sampk , females tend to rely on others more than males do 
when they study math . Among the sample in the United States , no gender 
differences in study independence were found . 
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(3) Regardless of the nationality of the sample, females tend to have more positive 
study habits than males do. 
6 .1.4 Results of ANOVAs for Performance Variables 
There are three performance variables: (a) the total score of 5 math items, 
(b) the average score of the efficiency in solution strategy , and (c) the average score 
of the seriousness of cause of mistake . Three 2 (sex) x 2 (nation) ANOV As for each 
dependent variable were performed. The results of ANOY As for each dependent 
variable arc presented in three tables , 6.10 to 6.12 . 
6. 1.4 . I Total Score of 5 Math Items: 
Hypothesis 1.10: Males will outperform females in the total score of 5 math items . 
The results of the 2 (sex) x 2 (nation) ANOVA arc shown in Table 6 .10. There were 
significant main effects of sex and nation , but a sex x nation interaction was not 
significant , F(l ,367) = .11 , p < . 74. Males (m =2 .69) outperformed females 
(m='.2 .29) in the total score of 5 math items, F(l ,367)=6.91 , P< .009 . The 
Japanese students (m =2. 97) performed better than the American students 
(m= 1.84) , F(l ,367)=80 .94 , p< .0001. The results of separate univariate analyses 
within nation revealed that the gender difference in total score of 5 math items was 
significant only among the American students , F(l , 162)=4 .08 , p < .05 , but not 
Table 6 .10 Results Of ANOVA For The Total Score Of 5 Math Items 
Source or Sum of DF Mean F 
Vari ation Squares Square 
Main Effects 126 .27 2 63 . 14 45 .79 
Sex 9 .53 9 .53 6.91 
Nation 11 1. 60 1 111.60 80 .94 
2-Way Interactions .15 .15 . 11 
Explained 126.43 3 42 .14 30. 56 
Residual 506.03 367 1.38 
Total 632 .45 370 1. 71 
Figure 6 . IO Total Score or 5 Math Items 
Total score 
or 
5 math items 
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among the Japanese students , F(l ,205) =3.01, p < .08. 
The mean score of the total score of 5 math items was 3.12 (SD= 1.21) for 
the Japanese male students, 2 .83 (SD= 1.18) for the Japanese female students, 2. 06 
(SD=l.21) for the American male students, and the 1.69 (SD=l.11) for the 
American female students. 
6.1.4.2 Efficiency of Solution Strategy 
Hypothesis 1. 11 : Males will use more efficient solution strategies than females when 
they solve the 5 math problems . 
The results of a 2 (sex) x 2 (nation) ANOV A are shown in Table 6.11. The 
average score of efficiency in strategy was computed by adding up all efficiency 
scores and dividing the total by the number of correct responses for each person. 
Thus , if a student answered three items correctly , the efficiency scores for those 
three items were added up and divided by three . If a student had no correct item , 
the student was not included in the analysis . The range of the average score of 
strategy efficiency is 1 (when a student used the least efficient strategies for each 
item he/she got correct) to 3 (when a student used the most efficient strategics for 
each item he/she got correct). 
Only the main effect of nation was significant , F(l ,349) =32. 92 , p < .0001. 
Thus , the hypothesis l . 11 was not supported. The mean score for the strategy 
efficiency for American students was 2 .32 and the Japanese students was 2.52. The 
Table 6.11 Results Of ANOVA For The Strategy Efficiency 
Source of Sum of OF Mean F 
Variation Square Square 
Main Effects 6.19 2 3.10 11. 97 
Sex .001 1 .001 .002 
Nation 6.18 1 6 .18 23 .90 
2-way Interaction .20 1 .20 .78 
Explained 6.40 3 2.13 8 .24 
Residual 80.99 313 .26 
Total 87.39 316 .28 
Figure 6.11 Strategy Efficiency 
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mean of the strategy efficiency score was 2.61 (SD= .43) for the Japanese males , 
2.64 (SD= .33) for the Japanese females, 2 .37 (SD= .66) for the American males , 
and 2.29 (SD= .58) for the American females . 
6.1.4.3 Seriousness of Cause Of Mistake 
Hypothesis 1.12: Females will make more serious mistakes than males. 
The resu lts of the 2 (sex) x 2 (nation) ANOY A arc shown in Table 6 .12. The 
average score for seriousness of mistake was computed by adding up all the 
seriousness scores for the incorrect answers and divided this number by the number 
of incorrect answers . For example, if a student had two incorrect answers , the 
seriousness scores for these two items were added up and divided by two . Thus , 
students who answered at least one item incorrectly were included in this analysis. 
Higher scores (maximum of 3) indicate more serious mistakes . 
The main effect of sex was significant but the nation effect and the 
interaction effect were not. However , Hypothesis 1.12 was not supported . Among 
the students who had at least one incorrect answer , males (m =2 .54) made more 
serious mistakes than did the females (m = 2 .44) , F(l ,330)=4 .25 , p< .04 . 
However , the results of separate univariate analyses within nation showed no 
significant gender difference either in the Japanese sample (F(l , 177) =2.32, p< 
. 13) or in the American sample ( F( 1,155) = 1. 93 , p < . I ?)(see Chapter 3 for the 
Table 6.12 Results Of ANOVA For Seriousness Of Cause Of Mistake 
Source of Sum of OF Mean F 
Variation Square Square 
Mail Effects 1.11 2 .55 2.49 
Sex 1.06 1 1.06 4.77 
Nation .07 1 .07 .30 
2-way Interactions .03 1 .03 .15 
Explained 1.14 3 .38 1. 71 
Residual 69.55 313 .22 
Total 90.69 316 .22 
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definition of and the example of serious and less serious mistakes). Apparently, the 
increased N of the overall gender effect (disregarding nation) was the reason why 
the overall effect was significant while the gender effect with each nation was not. 
The mean for the average score of seriousness of cause of mistake was 2.52 
(SD= .46) for the Japanese males , 2.42 (SD= .49) for the Japanese fema les , 2 .56 
(SD=.43) for the American males , and 2.46 (SD= .47) for the American females . 
6 .1.4 .4 Summary of ANOVAs for Performance Variables 
Based on the results of three ANOV As for the three performance variables 
(total score of 5 math items, average score for strategy efficiency , and average score 
for seriousness of mistake) , the following three points emerged. 
( l) For the total score of 5 math items , a gender difference emerged only among 
the American sample (favoring males) . 
(2) Regardless of nation , among the students who had at least one correct answer , 
there was no gender difference in strategy efficiency . 
(3) Regardless of nation , among the students who had at least one wrong answer , 
males tended to make more serious mistakes than females. 
In the next section, the resu lts of the ANOVAs (sex-stereotyping, attitude , 
learning and performance variab les) arc summarized. 
6 . 1.5 Summarv of ANOVAs 
T he results of effect sizes for each variable in the four factors sex-
' 
ste reotyping , attitude, learning , and performance fac to rs, are described in Table 
6. 13 . In thi s paper , "small " effect sizes arc those smalle r than .3 , "moderate" 
e ffect sizes arc in the range of .30 to .69 , and "large " effect sizes a re those large r 
than . 70 . Based on the table 6 .13, the summary of the effect sizes of gender 
d iffe rences in each area are as foll ows: 
Gende r Differences in Sex-stereotyping Vari ables 
(1) T he directi on of the gender differences were opposite for the Japanese sample 
and fo r the American sample. Among the American sample , fem ales hold more 
egalita ri an v iews toward mathematics than males . In contrast , in the Japanese 
sample , it is the fe males who hold stronger sex-stereotyping in mathematics than 
males. 
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(2) Across the three vari ables in the sex-stereotyping fac tor , the largest effect size in 
the Japanese sample was for beliefs about math as a male domain (females held 
stro nger ste reotyped beliefs than males) , whereas in the American samplc ,thc largest 
effect size was for helicfs about math-related occupations (males held stronger 
s te reotyped heli cfs than fe males). 
Gender Diffe rences in Attitude Variables 
( I )A moderate e ffect size (male > females) was found in perception of ability onl y 
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Note: Effect Size 
* r < .05 , 
** p< .01 , 
*** p< .001 
Variables Japan USA 
Male domain -1.08 *** (F>M) .61 ** (M>F) 
Utility - . 70 * * * (F > M) . 18 
Occupation .092 1.35 *** (M > F) 
Ability .58 *** (M > F) .20 
Task value .17 .12 
Task difficulty - .64 *** (F > M) -.43 ** (F > M) 
Regularity -.28 -. 37 ** (F > M) 
Independence .29 * (M > F) .22 
Habits - .57 *** (F>M) - .60 * (F>M) 
Total of 5 .25 .33*(M>F) 
Efficiency - .09 . 13 
Seriousness .22 .22 
(Males ' mean score - Females ' mean score) 
SD for females 
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fo r the Japanese sample . 
(2) The effect sizes in the perception of the task difficulty arc moderate (females > 
males) fo r both Japanese and the American samples . 
Gende r Diffe rences in Learning Pattern Variables 
(1) A moderate effect size (females > males) was found for the American sample in 
study regularity . (2) For both nations , moderate effect sizes were found in study 
habits (females have more positive study habits than males do) . 
Perfo rmance Vari ables 
(1) T he effect size (males > females) for the total score of 5 math items was bigge r 
fo r the Ame rican sample than for the Japanese sample . 
(2) A mong the fo ur g roups of variables that were examined , the effect sizes of the 
perfo rmance va ri ables were the smallest. 
For the Japanese sample , moderate to large gender differences were found in 
the sex-stereotyping variables and the attitude variables . For the U.S . samples , 
gende r differences we re found in the sex-stereotyping vari ables and the learning 
patte rn va ri ables . In the next section, the results of the analyses which examine 
re latio nships among the vari ables fo r each sample arc presented . 
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6.2 Results of Correlational Analyses 
This sectio n presents the results of the corre lational analyses and is div ided 
into two parts . T he first part presents the tables for corrclational analyses and the 
second part present the summary of the analyses. 
T he co rre lational analyses arc o rganized into seven tables according to the 
vari ahles analyzed . Tables 6 . 14 to 6 . 16 present the corre lations between 
pe rformance variab les and (1) sex-stereotyping vari ables , (2) attitude variables , and 
(3) learn ing va ri ables . Tables 6.17 to 6 .19 present correlations between sex-
ste reotyping vari ables and (1) attitude vari ables and (2) learning vari ables . Then , 
Table 6 .20 presents the correlations among attitude vari ables and learning vari ables . 
Each table incl udes correlations for four g roups: the Japanese male students, the 
Japanese fe male students , the male students in the United States , and the female 
students in the United States. The second part of this section includes three 
summary tahles 6.2 1 to 6 .22 as well as a textual inte rpretation o f these summary 
tables . The textual summary is organized according to the groups of subj ects : ( 1) 
re latio ns found in a ll g roups , (2) re lations fo und only fo r fe male subjects , (3) 
re lations fo und o nl y fo r male subj ects , (4) relations found only Japanese subjects , 
(5) re latio ns fo und onl y for the United States' subj ects , (6) re lations found only for 
the Japanese female subj ects, (7) relations found only for the Japanese male subj ects , 
(8) re lati o ns fo und onl y fo r the American fem ale students , (9) re lations fo und onl y 
fo r the American male students , and ( 10) other correlations . 
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Table 6 .14 Correlation Between Total Score Of 5 Math Items And Other Variables 
Variables 
Math as male domain 
Utility of math 
Math related occupation 
Ability / Expectancy 





* p < .05 , 
** r < .01 , 
*** p < .001 











































Table 6.15 Correlations Between Strategy Efficiency And Other Variables 
Variables 
Math as a male domain 
Utility of math 
Math related occupation 
Abi lity / Expectancy 





*r < .05 , 
** p < .01 , 
* * * p < .001 
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- .24 * 
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Table 6.16 Correlations Between Seriousness Of Mistakes And Other Variables 
Average Score for Seriousness of Cause of Mistake 
Variables 
Math as a male domain 
Util ity of math 
Math related occupation 
Ability / Expectancy 






































- .27 ** 
. 14 
.04 
- .22 * 
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Study habits -.12 .25 . 17 .34 * * * 
*p < .os , 
H p < .01, 
Ha- p < .001 
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Table 6.17 Correlation Between Beliefs About Math As A Male Domain And Other 
Variables 
Variables 
Ability / Expectancy 





*p < .05 , 
** p< .01 , 
* * * r < .001 






























. 0 I 
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Tahle 6 .1 8 Correlation Between Score For Utility Of Math And Other Variables 
Score for utility of math for men and for women 
JAPAN USA 
Va ri ahks Male Female Male Female 
Ability / Expectancy .19 -.11 . 13 .09 
Pe rce ived task value .31 ** - .26 * * .16 -. 02 
Task difficulty - .23 * . 12 -. 09 - .06 
S tudy regularity - . 15 - .05 .32 ** .01 
Stud y independence .28 ** -. 00 .10 .01 
S tud y hahits -. 08 -. 02 -. 07 - . 10 
*r < .o5, 
*** r < .001 
Table 6 . 19 Correlations Between Beliefs About Math Related Occupation And 
Other Variables 
Variables 
Abi 1 it y / Expectancy 





*p < .05 , 
** p < .01, 
* * * p < .001 

































Table 6 .20 Correlations Between Learning Variables And Attitude Variables 
JAPAN USA 
Variables Male Female Male Female 
Score for study regularity 
Ability / Expectancy - .26 * * .03 .29 * - .13 
Perceived task value - .23 * -.21 * - .06 -.29 ** 
Task difficulty .01 -.15 - .29 * - .14 
Score of study independence 
Ability / Expectancy .44 * ** .38 *** . 52 * * * .54 * * * 
Perceived task value .38 *** .47 *** .40 *** .52 * * * 
Task difficulty - .25 * - .25 * * -.49 *** - .49 *** 
Score for study habits 
Abi Ii t y / Expectancy - .19 - .19 * -.16 -.21 * 
Perceived task value - .25 * -.29 ** -.47 *** - .43 *** 
Task difficulty .22 * . 11 .02 - .02 
* p < . 0 5 , * * p < . ()1 , * * * p < . 00 1 
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6.2. 1 Summary of Correlational Analyses 
In this section , the correlations between variables from four different fac tors 
were examined separately for four groups: Japanese males , Japanese females, 
American males , and American females. Figures 6 .13 to 6 .16 shows all correlations 
fo und (a) for the Japanese males, (b) for the Japanese females , (c) for the American 
males , and (d) for the American females . 
These results arc organized in the following tables and summarized according 
to the groups of subjects. The results of corre lations between (1) performance 
vari ables and sex-stereotyping vari ables , (2) performance variables and attitude 
variables , and (3) performance vari ables and learning variables are organized in 
Table 6 .21. Table 6 .22 presents the results of correlations between (1) the sex-
ste reotyping variables and the attitude variables and (2) the sex-stereotyping 
va ri ables and the learning variables . Finally , Table 6. 23 summarizes the results of 
the co rrelation between attitude variables and learning vari ables . 
T he signi fi cant correlations ( at least p < .05) between vari ables for the 
parti cul ar sample arc indicated in the tables by the name of subjects such as the 
Japanese male subjects (Jm) , the Japanese female subjects (JO , the American male 
subjects (USm), and the American female subjects (USf) . 
Performance Variables 
Total Score of 5 
Math Items 
Strategy Effic iency 
Seriousness of Mistakes 
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S ummary o f Correlations between Attitude Variables and Learning Vari ables 
Learning Vari ables 
Regularitv Independence Habits 
Ability Jm ,USm Jm ,Jf,USm ,USf H,usr 
Task Value Jm ,Jf Jm,Jf , USm , USf Jm ,Jf ,USm ,USf 
Task Di fficul ty USm Jm ,Jf,USm , USf Jm 
Re lations Found For All Subjects 
(1 ) Students w ho solved more o f the 5 math problems tended to perceive themselves 
as having high math ability and considered math to he less difficult ; students who 
solved fewe r math problems tended to perce ive themselves as having less math 
abi lity and viewed math as being more difficult ; 
(2) Students w ho perce ived themselves as having more math ability and who valued 
math more te nded to stud y independentl y; students who perceived themse lves as 
hav ing less math ability , valued math less, and studied math less independently ; 
(3) S tudents w ho rated math as being difficult tended to re ly on others when they 
study ; independent studiers rated math as being less difficult ; 
( 4) Students w ho valued math more tended to have more positive study habits ; 
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students who valued math less had less positive study habits. 
Relati ons Found Only For Female Suhj ects 
(J) Females who had less positive study habits tended to make more serious mistakes 
and rated their math ahility lower; Females who had more positive stud y hahits 
made less se rious mistakes and rated their math ability higher. 
Relations found only for male suhj ects 
(1) Students w ho rated math as less difficult so lved more of the 5 math problems; 
students w ho ra ted math as being difficult tended to solve fewe r problems; 
(2) For Japanese males, there was a positive correlation hetwcen ahility ratings and 
stud y regularity (higher se lf-perceptions , more regularity); Fo r American males , the 
opposite was fo und (high se lf- ratings o f ability correlated with less regularity). 
Re lations Found Onl y For The U. S . Subjects 
( !)Students w ho reported more positive stud y habits tended to use more efficient 
strategics ; students w ho reported less positive stud y habits tended to use less 
effic ie nt strategics ; 
(2) Students w ho studied independentl y tended to make less se rious mistakes ; 
students w ho re ly on othe rs w hen they study math tended to make more serious 
mistakes . 
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Relations Found Only For The Japanese Subjects 
(1) Higher self-perceptions or math ability correlated with more efficient strategies ; 
(2) Higher valuing of math correlated with more regularity in studying math; 
(3) For Japanese males , studen ts who val ued math more tended to believe that math 
was more useful for men than for women; males who valued math less tended to 
helieve that math is useful both for men and for women; In contrast , Japanese 
females who valued math more tended to believe that math was useful both for men 
and for women ; females who valued math less tended to believe that math was more 
useful for men than for women. 
Relations Found Only For The Japanese Male Subjects 
(1) Students who had more sex-stereotyped beliefs about the utility of math tended to 
(a) rate the value of math higher , (b) rate math to he easier , and (c) prefer studying 
independently ; 
(2) Students who had more sex-stereotyped beliefs ahout math as a male domain 
tended to make less serious mistakes ; 
(3) Students who had more sex-stereotyped beliefs ahout math related occupations 
tended to rate themselves higher in math ability ; 
( 4) Students who perceived math to he easier tended lo have more positive study 
habits. 
Relations Found Only For The Japanese Fema le Subjects 
(1) S tudents who solved more of the 5 math problems tended to have less sex-
ste reotyped beliefs about (a) utility of math and (b) math related occupations; 
(2) S tude nts who studied more regularly tended to (a) have less sex-stereotyped 
be liefs about math as a male domain , and (b) make less serious mistakes; 
(3) S tudents who rated math to be easier tended to use more efficient strategics. 
Re latio ns Found Only For The U. S . Male Subjects 
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(1) Students who had stronger sex-stereotyped beliefs about utility of math tended to 
(a) solve mo re o f the 5 math problems and (b) study math less regularl y; 
(2) Students who studi ed math less regularl y tended to perceive math to be easier; 
(3) Students who studied math more independent ly solved more of the 5 math 
problems ; 
( 4) S tudents w ho rated math easier tended to make less serious mistakes . 
Re lations Found Onlv For The U.S. Female Students 
(1 ) S tudents who placed a high value on math tended to make less serious mistakes; 
(2) Students w ho studied math more independentl y tended to use more effi cient 
strategies . 
Othe r Correlations 
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(1) With the exceptions of the Japanese females , all subj ects who rated math as more 
difficult te nded to use less efficient strategies ; 
In the next chapter, these results are discussed in terms of (1) explanations 
for gende r d ifferences and non-differences, (2) explanations for the cultu ral 




The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate gender differences in 
mathematics cross culturally, and to look at motivational , learning, and performance 
variables influencing the gender differences. To carry out this investigation , 
students from Japan and the United States were studied to see whether there arc 
gender differences in their sex-stereotyped beliefs in math , attitudes toward 
mathematics. learning patterns , and problem solving strategies/causes of mistakes 
and whether there are relationships among these variables . 
This chapter is organized into three sections: (l) discussion of the results , (2) 
limitations of the study , and (3) implications for future research . 
7 .1 Discussion of the Results 
The present study examined four sets of variables: (a) sex-stereotyped beliefs 
about math , (b) other attitudes toward math , (c) learning patterns , and (d) 
performance. At issue were gender differences in the Japanese sample and the U.S. 
sample regarding these variables. Results pertaining to each set of variables arc 
discussed next along with hypotheses in relation to these variables. 
7. 1.1 Gender Differences In Sex-Stereotvping Variables 
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T he re were three sex-stereotyping variables : sex-stereotyped beliefs about 
(1) math as a male domain , (2) utility of math for men and women, and (3) math-
re lated occupations. The hypotheses related to these variables were as follows: 
Hypothesis 1. I : Males w ill have more stereotyped beliefs about math as a male 
domain than females . 
Hypothesis 1.2: Males will have stronger stereotyped beliefs about the utility of 
math than females. 
Hypothesis 1.3: Males will have stronger stereotyped beliefs than females that math 
- re lated occupations are more appropriate for males . 
Hypotheses 1.1 , 1. 2, and 1. 3 were not supported for the Japanese sample . 
For the U.S . sample , only Hypotheses 1.1 and 1.3 were confirmed . It was rather 
unexpected that among the Japanese sample, females held stronger sex-stereotyped 
be liefs than males about math as a male domain and utility of math . Japanese males 
and females did no t differ in their sex-stereotyped belie fs about math related 
occupations . T hi s docs not mean that Japanese males and females held less 
ste reotyped be li efs about math related occupations . For thi s vari able , Japanese 
males held as strong sex-stereotyped beliefs as Japanese females . A previous study 
(N IER, 1982) w ith a nationall y representative sample reported that 12th grade 
Japanese male students tend to hold more sex-stereotyped beliefs than f cm ales about 
math-related occupations. The reasons for the inconsistent results with the present 
study arc not c lear at thi s point. One possible reason might be a cohort effect. T he 
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study was carried out in 1980 as a part of the second international mathematics 
study . A fifteen-year time lag might have an influence on students' sex-stereotyped 
beliefs about math . Today's Japanese male or female students might hold less sex-
stereotyped beliefs than the Japanese males or females held 15 years ago . There is 
no study available which directly examined gender differences in the other two sex-
stereotyping variables in Japan . 
It was expected that among the U .S. sample , males would hold stronger sex-
stereotyped beliefs than females about math (Eccles , 1983). These gender 
differences in sex-stereotyped beliefs about math between Japan and the United 
States might be , in part , explained by cultural differences such as availability of 
role models in the society (Eccles , 1983) and parental beliefs about sex-stereotyping 
about math (Evans , 1993). Almost 60 % of Japanese mothers compared to 25 %, of 
American mothers believe that math is more useful for males and only 38% of 
Japanese mothers compared to 73 % of American mothers th ink that math is useful 
for both male and females. According to the report from the second International 
mathematics study conducted in 1980 , almost half of the high school mathematics 
teachers in the United States were female teachers , whereas less than 10% of the 
high school mathematics teachers were females in Japan (NIER, 1992) . Moreover , a 
significant correlation was found between the achievement levels of classes that 
teachers taught and the teacher's sex-stereotyped beliefs about math . High school 
teachers who taught classes with high math achievers tended to have stronger sex-
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stereotyped beliefs that men are better at being scientists and engineers than women 
than teachers who taught classes which contained low math achievers (NIER, 1987). 
These cultural differences might influence the strong sex-stereotyped beliefs about 
math in Japanese male and fem ale students . 
7. 1.2 Gender Differences In Attitudes Toward Math Variables 
There arc three atti tude variables; (1) ability /expectancy beliefs , (2) 
perceived task value , (3) perceived task difficulty . The hypotheses relating to these 
variab le were: 
Hypothesis 1.4: Males will have higher confidence in their own math ability than 
females . 
Hypothesis 1.5: Males will tend to value mathematics more than females . 
Hypothesis 1.6: Females will feel that mathematics is more difficult than males feel 
it is . 
For the Japanese sample , Hypotheses 1.4 and 1.6 were confirmed. For the 
U.S. sample, only Hypothesis 1.6 was supported. Japanese males had higher 
confidence in their own math ability and felt math was easier than females . Among 
the U.S . sample , males and females had a similar perception of their own math 
abil ity and value about math but females felt math was more difficult than males. 
Many previous studies have reported significant gender differences in 
perceptions of math ability favoring males (e.g., Fennema & Sherman , 1978; 
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Marsh et.al. , 1985; Parsons et. al. , 1982; Wigfield et al. , 1991). Although American 
male students we re slightl y higher than female students in the perception of their 
own math ability in this study, the difference did not reach the .05 significance 
leve l. The lack of significance might be explained by the selection of the American 
sample in this stud y. The American sample consisted of 9th to 12th graders who had 
been taking the same mathematics classes (Honors' Geometry class to Advanced pre-
ca lculus) at the time this study was conducted . Thus, male and female students in 
this study were almost matched in terms of their math courses. Since most math 
classes arc not required for the U. S . students, students who had chosen to take a 
math class might have more confidence in their math ability regardless of gender. In 
contrast, althoug h Japanese students had been taking the same math classes , the math 
classes we n.: required classes so that they did not have a choice. 
With the exception of Wigfield et al. (1991) , most prior studies also 
revea led gende r d iffe rences in pe rceived task va lue (e. g ., Eccles ct al.1983) . The 
lack of no gende r difference in task value among the American sample in this study 
could also be explained by the sample's selectivity. But this explanation docs not 
accoun t for w hy the re was still a gende r diffe rences in the perception of the 
difficulty o f math . 
Unlike the othe r two attitude vari ables , Japanese males and fem ales did not 
diffe r in the ir value of math. This might be explained by the following reason . 
Japanese soc iety as a whole places a high va lue on mathematics (Ito , 1989). Because 
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many Japanese universities require a high math score on entrance examinations in 
most academic areas , high mathematics achievement is one measure of success in 
Japanese society . Approximately 85 %, of the Japanese students in this study planned 
to go to some kind of post-secondary institution . Males and females might differ in 
their perception of their own math ability or perception of math difficulty , but it is 
not surprising that males and females placed a similar high value on math . 
7 .1. 3 Gender Differences In Learning Pattern Variables 
There are three learning pattern variables; (1) study regularity , (2) study 
independence , and (3) study habits. Hypotheses related to these three variables were: 
Hypothesis 1. 7 : Females will study mathematics more regularly than males . 
Hypothesi s 1.8: Males will study more independently and will show a stronger 
preference for working at advanced problems than females . 
Hypothesis 1. 9 : Females will have more positive study habits than males . 
Among the U.S. sample , Hypotheses 1. 7 and 1. 9 were supported . For the 
Japanese males , Hypotheses 1.8 and 1. 9 were supported. Japanese males reported 
that they studied math more independently (and to prefer working on advanced 
problems) but with less positive study habits than females . American males reported 
that they tended to study math with less regularity and less positive study habits 
(e .g ., preserving calculation processes as well as the final answer or listening and 
following along carefully when a classmate is orally responding to a question) than 
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females . 
For the Japanese sample , the results are consistent with Ito's findings (1989) . 
Thc rcsults for study regularity approached significance (p < .06). For the U.S. 
sample , although few studies that directly support gender differences in learning 
patterns in U.S. students (Kimball,1989), the results arc similar with those of Ito 
( 1989) . U .S. males and females did not differ in their study independence . This 
might rclatc to the sample selection in the U.S .. As was mentioned before , the U.S . 
sample in this study were 9th to 12th grade students who had been taking math 
c lasses at the time the study was conducted. Thus , both male and female students 
cou ld he more math-oriented than the students who were not taking the math 
courses . Ito (1989) reported that items for task preference (I like to work on basic 
problems versus I like to work at advanced problems) distinguished students' 
preference of major in university between a science major and arts major among 
Japanese high school s tudents . Regardless of their gender, math and science-oriented 
students tended to prefe r working at more advanced problems than arts-oriented 
s tuden ts. Thc scale in the present study include items from both constructs: study 
indcpcndcncc and task prefe rence . This might be thc reason that the variable did not 
differ by gender among the U.S. sample. 
7 .1.4 Gender Differences In Performance Variables 
Thcrc arc three perfo rmance variables; (1) total score of 5 math items , (2) 
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strategy e ffi ciency score, (3) seriousness of mistake score. The hypotheses related to 
these va ri ables were as follows: 
Hvpothesis 1.10: Males will outperform females in the total score of 5 math items. 
Hypothesis 1. 11 : Males will use more efficient solution strategies than females when 
they solve math problems. 
Hypotheses 1. 12: Females will make more serious mistakes than males . 
For the Japanese sample, none of the hypotheses were confirmed . For the 
U.S. sample , Hypothesis 1. 10 was supported . Among the performance vari ables , a 
signi ficant gender differences were found only in the total score of 5 math items 
among the subjects in the United States . 
It was expected that among the American students, males would outperform 
fem ales in the to tal score of 5 math items, since these 5 items were the ones that 
were fo und to have the largest gender d ifferences among SAT takers (Kell y-
Be njamin , 1989 ; Byrnes & Takahira , 1993). Although the significance level 
(p < .08) for the total score of 5 math items did not reach the .05 level among the 
Japanese students, the mean score for male students (3 .12) was higher than the mean 
sco re fo r female students (2. 83). Since other math items were not examined except 
those 5 math items , we can not determine whether these 5 math items produce 
si milarl y large gender differences betwee n Japanese males and fem ales as was the 
case fo r U.S . students . The effect size fo r the Japanese sample was d = .25 with 
sample size of 207 , whe reas the effect size fo r U.S . sample was d = .33 with sample 
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size of 167. The smalle r effect size with larger sample size fo r the Japanese sample 
g ive us clues that these 5 math items may not produce the largest gender difference 
among Japanese students . The lack of significance in the total of 5 math items fo r 
the Japanese sample might be parti all y explained by homogeneity of math 
background . The Japanese sample is ve ry homogeneous regarding mathematics 
backg round . This homogeneity might minimize the gender difference in the total 
sco re of these 5 math items . 
Another possible reason is that since the Japanese curriculum is more 
demanding , these 5 math items might he too easy to produce a gender difference 
among Japanese students. The content of these 5 math items is most likely to be 
taught in junior high school which includes g rades 7 to 9 . At the 10th g rade , they 
have al ready studied ( a) quadratic functions, (b) probability , and ( c) trigonometry 
which is usuall y taught at the 11th grade in the United States . Thus , homogeneous 
high leve l mathematica l experience might narrow the perform ance gap between 
Japanese males and females . Some items might have significant gender diffe rences 
among the Japanese students as large as that found for the American students . 
Careful item by item investigations will be required in the future to find the gender 
d iffe rences in each item in each nation . 
T he re we re no gende r differences e ither on the ave rage strategy effi c iency 
score o r on the average se riousness of mistake sco re among the Japanese students or 
the students in the United States. Howeve r , average strategy effi c iency had 
significant correlations wit
h perceptions of math abilit
y for the Japanese students 
and with perception of task
 value for the American stu
dents. Thus, the results 
indicate that among the Jap
anese students , regardless o
f gender, students who 
perceived themselves as hav
ing high math ability tende
d lo use more efficient 
solution strategics than the
 students who perceived the
mselves lo have low math 
ability. Among the Americ
an students , regardless of g
ender, students who valued
 
math more highly tended lo 
use more efficient strategie
s than the students who 
valued math Jess. 
A previous study by Gallag
her and De Lisi (1994) sug
gested possible gender 
effect in the use of differen
t types of solution strategie
s. Although the categories 
of 
the types of stra tegy used i
n their study do not exac tly
 correspond to the categorie
s 
used in this study , the use 
of different types of solutio
n strategies might relate to 
some altitude factors more
 strong ly than gender. Fut
ure research should investig
ate 
these re la tions between dif
ferent types of solution stra
tegies and altitude factors . 
7. 1. 5 Gender Differences
 In Relationships Among V
ariables 
Research question 2. 1: How
 do mathematics performan
ce (performance variables) 
rela te lo the ways that stud
ents study mathematics (lea
rning pattern va riables)? 
There were some relations
hips between performance 
variables and learning 
variables for some samples
. But no correlations were 
significant for Japanese ma
les. 
Regardless of gender , for 
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 results might 
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se variables . 
7.2 Limitation
s of the Study 
This study has
 certain limitat
ions. First , the
 subjects were
 taken from on
ly 
one high scho
ol in each nati





udents , g ifted 
students or low
 ability studen
ts were not inc
luded in 
this study . Als
o , the America
n subjects wer
e taken from a
 Parochial high




s families . Thu
s, the generali
zability of 
the results to o
ther g roups m
ight be limited
. 
Second , the ho
mogeneity of s
ubjects was gr
eater in Japan 
than in the Un
ited 
S tates . The Ja
panese student
s we re all 10th
 g raders and h
ad almost exac
tly the same 
mathematics c
urriculum from
 the time they 
were in the fir
st g rade up to 
the semester 
this study was
 conducted . In
 contrast, the 
American con
sisted of stude
nts in the 9th 
g rade honors 




 male and 
fe m ale studen






in each grade level, they were in the different stages of mathematics curriculum. 
This difference in homogeneity in subjects might affect some of the results regarding 
national difference in performance factors. 
Third , in the present study, we used only 5 math items that were previously 
found to have large gender differences in the U.S .. However , simi lar gender 
effects may or may not be found in other items as well. Thus , the discriminant 
validity of the gender difference items were not confirmed in this study among the 
Japanese subjects . More items should be included in future studies . 
Difficulties of Making Cross-Cultural Comparisons 
A critical limitation having important implications in the results of present 
study lies its difficulties in making cross-cultural comparison. Some of the main 
effects of nation which were found to be significant might not reflect the reality of 
national differences in these variables and should be interpreted with careful 
consideration for the following reasons . 
The first reason is that the meaning of the variables/constructs might not be 
the same in both nations. For example , the meaning of "math ability" in the United 
States is usually closely related to predisposed innate ability , and so is not 
changeable. Many Americans believe that mathematics achievement reflect one's 
innate math ability. However , in Japan, the meaning of "math ability" is more 
closely related to the results of mathematics achievement which reflect the amount of 
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effo rts one pu
t into . Thus, m
eanings of the 
some of the co
nstructs migh
t not be the 
same for the J
apanese and U
.S . subjects. 
The second re
ason is that ev
en if the mean






ncy to sec one
self. For exam
ple, in the 
United States ,
 because of the
 cultural value 
in individualis
m , being diffe
rent from 
others , especia
lly , smarter th
an other, is hig
hly valued. Peo
ple tend to see 
themselves acc
ording to cultu
ral norms and 
it is natu ra l to 
express their f
ee ling about 
how smart the
y are. On the o





ant aspect of t
he Japanese Jif




 in either good
 or bad ways a








 as being 
smart , they ne
ver express the









e results of 
the main e ff cc
t of the nation 
in some variab










Many of the v
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 subjects rate t
heir perception
 of their 
study regulari
ty compared to
 w hat they thin
k of the standa




 who study ma




 fee l that they 





almost every day . In contrast, American students who work on math assignment 30 
minutes every day may feel that they study math quite regularly compared to their 
peers. Thus, the national difference in some of the variables do not necessarily 
reflect absolute differences in value between nations . Although U.S. students rated 
themselves significantly higher than did the Japanese students in their math ability 
and self-perception of study regularity , for the above reasons , we must be carefu l in 
making cross-cultural comparisons in these and other variables. 
If the cultural differences in above aspects affect each variable , then , we 
must also consider how the cultural differences might have produced the differences 
in relations among the variables. However , the correlation among variables arc 
within nation analyses. Therefore , even though we compare the correlations 
between two nations , we are not comparing the absolute value of the variables 
between nations but the relative relationship among variables between nations . The 
comparisons of the patterns of relationships among the variables between nations arc 
more meaningful. 
7.3 Practical Applications and Implications for Future Research 
The present study might indicate some of the important variables that 
influence gender difference in mathematics performance in Japan and in the United 
States and the relationships among the variab les . Although the present study was not 
designed to answer directly to the question how we can improve females' math 
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achievement , we
 may be able to 
infer the answer 
based on the resu
lts of this t d s u y. 
The results of th










ns were found on




e positive study 
habits tended to 
make less seriou
s mistakes and 10 
perceive themsel
ves as having hig
her math ability 
than the females 
who have Jess 
positive study ha
bits. Teachers sh




for math in class
, and teach low a
chieving female 




t be the first step
 to change femal
es' attitude 
toward math and
 to obtain ultim
ate goal of impro




le students , prov
iding role model
s such as 
female math teac
hers and female 
professionals in 
math and science
 related fields 
may be importan
t since females h
eld stronger sex-
stereotyped belie
fs about math 
than males. Scho
ol authorities pu
t more effort on 
hiring female ma
th teachers over 
males teachers e
specially , at high
 school level. A
lso , Japanese ma
th teachers shoul
d 
be aware of fem
ales' low confide
nce in math and
 try to encourage
 females to have 
more confidence
 in math by intro
ducing better stu
dy habits or by t
eaching to persis
t 
little bit more on
 problems even 




n students , altho
ugh females in th
e sample showed
 the most 
egalitarian view 
regarding math a
mong the four gr
oups , American 
males still held 
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sex-ste reotyped beliefs about math 
as a male domain. This might 1·nd · 
t th h ica e at t ere 
may be a tendency by males to see 
high achieving females as un femini
ne or 
m asculine . This tendency by males
 might create g reat psycholog ical co
nflict among 
the high achieving fem ales. It is im
portant to educate both male and fe
male students 
no t to associate mathematics with m
asculinity. Teachers should introduc
e male and 
female students that some of the hi
storically important mathematical th
eorems were 
discovered by fem ale mathematician
s such as theo rems of Kowarefscaya
. 
For both Japanese and American fe
m ales , school counselors should a ls
o 
in troduce high achieving female stu
dents possibilities and alternatives o
f the 
selecting math and science related 
fields as their major in universities 
in the early 
periods o f their high school li fe. 
Nature may play a role in creating ce
rtain gender di ffe rences . However, 
the 
present s tudy suggests that the gend
er difference in mathematics is a w
ithin-culture 
phenomenon, so that gender differ
ences may occur fo r different reaso
ns in diffe rent 
societies or similar reasons in s imil
ar societies . Fo r example , sex-stere
otyped beliefs 
abo ut math are common both fo r 
Japanese society and for the United
 States . 
However , the degree of s te reo typin
g is , in fac t, diffe rent. The Japanes
e society 
seems to have implanted a pessimi
s tic view in females in terms of sex
-stereotyped 
be liefs about math in spite of their
 achievement level. However, the r
e lations fo und 
among the sex-ste reotyping variabl
es , lea rning variables , attitude varia
bles and 
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performance factor may indicate the possibilities of interventions in order to improve 
female students' learning patterns , attitude toward math , and therefore ultimately , 
performance in math . The next tasks for researchers arc: (1) establish relationships 
between variables with a larger sample size , (2) develop a theory of gender 
differences , and (3) test the theory of gender difference in mathematics. Finally , 
practical intervention strategies should he developed based on the theory and 
findings about gender difference in mathematics . Among the research in gender 
difference in mathematics , this study is the first to reveal a cross-national aspect to 
gender differences and the relationships among math performance , learning , and 
attitude variables . In order to reduce the gap between male and female students in 
mathematics performance and attain gender equality in science fields , researchers 
must put more effort in the investigations of gender differences and he aware of the 
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Math Problem (I) 
Last 6 digi t of socia l security number 
Age _____ _ 
Gender ( Male or Female), Grade ( 9th, 1
0th, 11th, or 12th ) Please circle one 
Time limit : 5 mi nutes 
Problem C 1) 
p Q 
.r 
· On lhc num ber line J.bovc. wru'c.1 o( the: following is
 
the c::ioniin..Jtc o( the midpoint o( sc;mc.nc PQ? . 
(A) 1 
(B) .T; I 
cq x + i 
(D) :!{.::: + I) 
.:::(,r + I) 
(E) --2-
Pro blem (2) 
02unc:.:il Rdp< 
WJ. lc:: 1 cup 
S.ut ¾ taspooc 
Orn: ·lcup 
J ·. 
ff the /c::1.$ t po1Jib/c multiple: o( the rt"cipc :ibovc iJ 
P~•rcd 10 that• "!/lok number o( cups o(both 
"Otc: i nd oi u: ut used. how c:wJY c.c:u:pooru o( 
s,lt would be: required? 






Tnc n:::-.i,gk 1bovc conuir.J cwo Cl'Cc.. t.tng-::ic to 
cc.1; olhc:- J.nc! oc!,, t:ngc:,t co t.1rc-: sidCl of the 
re::.a.nglc.. Whic.i of the following p1il"l o( nwnbc::-s 
CANNOT be: Ille lc.ogtb ,,c wictb. rapcc~vdy, o( 
the re::.inifc? 
(A) 2.1 
(8) 12. 6 
(0 16. 10 
(D) Z1. II 
(E) ]2. 16 
Nocc: Figure no< dr.iwn to sclc. 
(n the fig-urc: Jbovc. 6.RST iJ 1 riJ,hc tn.lngfc. 
RS - ST 2nd ngn t ing lc RST t >..! bc:n divided 






prot>le.m ( 5) 
If a rccungular eke. 9 inchCJ by IJ inchc:J by 
2 inchc.s , is cue into x cqu.1/ rcc~r.JU l:i r pieces. 
j inc:hc:J by li inchc:J by 2 inchc,, ,nd no eke i, 
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cial security num
ber __ - __
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Age ____






Please mark all 
rhe math courses
 rha l yo u have ta
ken previously a
nd 1ha1 you are r













PA ____ _ 
The fo llowing 5
 pages correspon
d ro rhe 5 prob le
ms yo u jusr solv
ed and poll yo ur
 problem solving
 s trateg ies . On rh
e rop of 
each page . rhe c
orrect answer is 
shown . If yo ur a
nswer was co rre
ct, please se lect
 rhe strategy rha
r yo u used for so
lving rh e 
problem from se
ction (A). If yo u
r answer was inc
orrect . please se
lect yo ur reason(
s) of mistake fro






On the numba line ahow. wh
ich of the following i.~ lhe wo





X L l 
2 2 
{A) Correct Answer - Choice
 "C" 
( D)2(x• l ) 
x(x l ) 
( E) 
2 
I) I used 1he midpoi
nl formula . adding P and Q 1ogc
1her and dividing rhe s um by
 2 . Thus {x + (x + l )} /2: 
(2x + I )/2: 2x /2 + 1/2. and x + 1
/2. 
2) P = x and Q = x + I . I no
liced that the dis rance belwe
en P and Q is I . The midpoinl be
tween P and Q mus l he 
0.5 from P. and thus 1he answ
er is x + 1/2 . 
3/ I s ubs1i1u1cd x wi
rh a number . for example. 
whe n x = I , rhen p = I and Q = 
I + I = 2 . And rhe midpoinl 
has 10 be in berwcen I and 
2. In reviewing lhe choices
. I saw lhal s 11bs1i1u1ion in c
hoice (A/ x /2 would pul lhc
 
sum beJore P. The choice 
(B), (x+ l )/2. would bring l
he s um back 10 I. Subs1i1u1
ion in choice (C) makes J(l /
2/. 
a va lue be1ween P (1/ and Q
 (2) . 
4) I s ubs 1i1111ed x wi1h 
a number . When x = 1. rh en P = 
1. and Q = x + 1 = I + I = 2. Th
e midpoinl 
helwecn P and Q is the poinl wh
ich is hallway from P. Thu
s, if x = t . lhe midpoinl is 1.5 which is 
(X + 0.5) . 
T hus. x + 1/2 is rh c answer . 
5/ I jusl g uessed . 





{B) Incorrect Answer - C hoi
ces o ther than "C" ( Please 
circle all 1ha1 apply/ 
1) I didn ' I really 11nde
rs1and th e question . 
2) 1 didn'I understa
nd 1hc phrase "the coo rdin a
lc of the midpoin1" . 
3) J 1ricd to apply 1
he midpoinl form ula hul wa
s n ' t really su re of i1. I tho 11
gh111 was x + I divided by 2. 
4) J 1ricd 10 apply the
 midpoinl Jormula bur wasn
'1 rea lly s ure o f ii. I 1hough
1 ii was x multiplied by (x + I ) , div
ided 
hy 2. 
5) J 1ried to apply 1
hc correct midpoi nl formula
 which is x + (x + I/ divided by 2. 
bur I could nor find lhe resu
lt ot 
my ca lcula rions in th e answ
er choices - so I ci rcled lhe 
closes! answer. I did 11 01 re
alize 1ha1 I had to simpliJy lh
c 
eq ua ti on . 
6) I 1ried to apply t
he corrcc l midpoi n1 form ula
 and !hen si mplify 1he e4 ua
1ion hul somehow I co uld no
l ge l lhc 
correct answer 
7) I undcrsrood lhe
 queslion bur I co uldn'I rea
ll y ligurt' 011 1 how lo do ii. 
8 ) I didn ' t haw eno
ugh time to complelc 1hc ca
lcula ri ons (Please describe h
ow Jar you go t and lhc s1ra1
cgy yo u 
used) . 
9) O rh cr (Please s p
eci/y in dc1ail) 
186 
187 
Pro blem 2 
Oatmea l Recipe 
3 
Water cup 
If the least possible multiple of the re
cipe above is prepared so th · I 
h l 









both water and oaLs arc used, ho
w many teaspoons of sa lt would






(C) l ( D) 2 l 
4 
( E) 3 
{A) Correct Answer - C hoice "





I /o un_d a commo n denominaro
:, 12. for bo th Oa Ls 0 /3) and Wa
ter (3/4). I mulripli c·d a l/ three
 measurements by 
12 . 1hus. J/3 mul11pl1ed by L = 4 cups, 3
/4 m11l11phed hy 12 = 9 cups. and J/4 multip
lied hy 12 = 3 
teaspoons . 
I didn ' t really unders tand th e 
ques tion so I jus t g uessed . Ir 
was a lucky g uess . 
I knew that I had 10 multiply a
ll three ingredients by some th
ing . In order lo ge t the right n
umber to mulriply , I 
from 3 , 4. e re .... , and 12 fina
lly worked o ur. l mulriplicd 1/4
 by 12 roge r 3 teaspoons . 
4) O ther (Please spec
ify in derail) _______
____________
_________ _ 
{H) Incone<'I Answer· - C hoice.s o
ther than " E " (Please circle a










I co uldn ' r rea lly unders tand th
e qu estio n. 
A "who le number " was neede
d so I fi gured that J /4 + 3/➔ = I . I is a wh
o le number so 3/4 must be th e
 answer 
I had ro ge t a whole number s
o I multiplied each measure b
y something to ge r rh e who le n
umber " I ". 1/3 
mulriplied by 3 = J . 3/4 multiplied by 4/3 =
 J and I /4 mulriplied hy 4/ 1 = I . 
I g uessed inco rrectl y . 
J unders tood the ques tio n - rha
r I had IO mulriply each measu
re by someth ing lo gc r a whole
 number. I tri ed the 
numbers 4 , 5, 6. e tc .... hur ir 
rook me 100 long so I gave up
. 
I mulriplied each meas ure by 
12 . Then I mulriplied 3 hy 1/
4 in order ro convert ro teaspo
ons 
I multipli ed each meas ure by 
3 . 3/4 multiplied by 3 = 9/4 . 
I co uld no r rea lly fig ure o ur h
ow lo do ir. 
I didn ' I have eno ug h time 10 c
omp/ere my cakulario ns (Plea
se describe how Jar yo u go t an
d the s trategy yo u 
used) . 





ow contains two 
circles, tangent lo
 each other and e
ach tangent to thr
ee sides ofrJ1e re
ctangle. Which o
f the following 
pa irs of numbers
 CAN OT be th
e length and widr
J1, respecti vely. 
of the rectangle?
 
(A) 2. I (B) 12
. 6 (C) I 6. 10 (
D) 22. I I (E) 3
2. 16 
{A) Coned Ans
wer - C hoice "C
" 
I) I did
n ' t rea lly under
s tand the ques ti
on. However, 
when I looked a
r rh e answer ch
oices , I rea lized
 iha r a ll th e 
c hoices were in
 a 2-ro- l ra1io ex
cept choice (C) . 
2) The 
leng th of rh e re
ctangle is 2 di am
e ters and th e wi
dth of the recta
ngle is I diame
ter. So any num
ber which is in 
a 2-ro- l ra tio co
uld be a leng th a
nd width of the 
rectangle . Only
 (C) isn' t in a 2-
to-1 ra tio . 
3) I did
n ' t really under
s1and rhe ques1i
on so I jusr g ue
ssed . ii was a lu
cky g uess . 
4) O1he
r (Please specif







wer - Choices 0
1her 1han "C" (P
lease circle a ll 1
har apply) 
I ) I did
n ' r understa nd 
1he ques ti on . 
2) I co
uldn '1 remembe
r 1he meaning o
f lhc word "lang
enl" - so I could
n '1 unders tand l
he ques1ion. 
3) I loo
ked a r 1he fi g ur
e and looked a r
 lhe answer cho
ices . I incorrec1
ly cs1ima1ed rhe
 leng th and wid
lh of 1he 
rectangle based 
on looking al a 
pic ture . 
4) I wa
s 1rying ro ge l a
clual leng1h and
 widlh of lhe re
c1angle . bur I co
uldn ' t fi gure ii o
ur. 
5) / did
n ' t have eno ug
h rime 10 compl
ele th e calc ula1i
ons (Please spe
cify how tar yo u
 go r and lhe slra
rcgy yo u used) .
 
6) O1he
r (Please s pecif




R p Q T 
r-.:01e : Figur~ not drawn to scak 
In the figure ahove. :iRST is a right triangk RS ST and ri ght RST h:L, been di vided into three equal angles. What is the va lue of 
angle x'! 
(i\)65 (8)70 (C)75 (0 )80 (E)R5 
(Al Correct Answer - C hoice " C " 
I) T he right angle RST is 90 degrees. It is d iv ided inlo three equal angles so that each angle is 30 degrees. Each 
tria ngle has a tota l of 180 degrees . 180 minus 30 = 150 degrees remaining. eq uall y di vided betwee n angles SPQ 
a nd SQP . 150 d ivided by 2 = 75 degrees . 
2) Rig hi a ngle RST is 90 deg rees. Each tria ng le has a 101a l o l 180 deg rees . 180 minus 90 degrees = 90 degrees . 
SRT = ST R. 1hcrclorc. 90 di vided hy 2 = 45 degrees tor each . SPR = 180 - (30 + •t ">) = 105 deg ree, . 
The angle x = ( !HO - 105) = 75 deg rees . 
3) RST is 90 degrees . 90 di vided hy 3 = 30 degrees to r each of the angles. RSP. PSQ. and QST . In tri angle 
PST. ang le PST = 30 + 30 = 60 degrees. a nd STP = 45 degrees . 60 + 45 = 105 Each triangle has a to ta l 
o t 180 dl'grces so th e so lution is. x = (180 - 105) = 7", degrees . 
4) I couldn't rea ll y fi g ure out how to do it so 1 just g uessed . It was a lucky g uess 
5) Other (!'leas<· speci fy in de ta il ) _______________ _____________ _ 
(8) Im·onect Answer· - C ho ices o th er th an " C " (Please s pcc il y a ll th al apply) 
I ) I unders tood 1ha1 I had to !ind lhe va lue of x hul I did no t kn ow how to do it. 
2) I co uldn ' t unders ta nd th e ques ti on . 
3) I was tryi ng to do one o t th e above stra tegics { I . 2. 0 1 3} (Please circle one). hut somehow I made a computatio nal 
mistake a nd co ul d no t ge t th e right a nswer . 
-IJ I did no t haw eno ug h t1111c 10 com plete th e calcul at ,ons (P lease dcscrihe how tar yo u got and th (· s tra tegy you 
used) 
5) O ther (!' lease s prcil y in de ta il ) 
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Problem 5 
If a rectangle cake
. 9 inches by 13 i
nches by 2 inche
s. is cut into x equ
al rectangle piec
es. 3 inches by 3
 , , inches by 2 
inches. and no 
cake is left over
. then x= 
(A.)9 (B) 12 (C
) I J (D) 15 (£)
22 
(A) Corred An
swer - C hoice "
B " 
1) I cal
culated rh e volu
me of the whol
e cake which is
 9 X 12 X '.! . T
hen. I ca lculare
d rhe vo lume o
l small piece. 
which is J x J( 1/
4) x 2 . I divided
 rh r vo lume ol 
rhe whole cake 
by the volume o
l rh e small piec
e which is '.!3 4 
d ivided by 19. 5
. The subscque
nr answer is J'.!
. 
'.!) I ca/
cu la red rhe area
 of th e whole c
ake. 9 x 13. and
 !he area of rhe
 small piece. 3 
x 3( 1/4). Then 
J divided th e ar
ea 
of th e whole ca
ke by rhe area 
of th e small pie
ce which is I I 7
 divided by 9 . 7
5 . The answer 
is I 2. 
3) I dr
ew a pic ture an
d fi gured our rh
e answer witho
ut any compurin
g . The 9 inch 
side has J block
s and the 13 in
ch 
side has 4 bloc
ks. D rawing th
is in yi elded a 
ro ta/ of l '.! piece
s . 
4) I did
n ' I know how 
to do th e proble
m so I jus r g ues
sed . It was a luc
ky g uess . 
5) J dre
w a pic rure . T
he width of th e
 cake is 9. divi
ded by rhe widt
h of a piece. J .
 This equals 3 
slices . The Jea
g rh 
of th e cake is IJ
. divided by th e 
lcng rh of rhc pi
ece. 3( 1/4) whi
ch equals 4 slic
es . 3 pieces mu
ltiplied by 4 pie
ces 
yield 12 pieces 
to tal . 
6) O rh
cr (Please spec








s o rh cr than " B
 " (Please ci rcl
e a ll thar apply)
 
l ) I rrie
d 10 d ivide rhc 
area of rh e who
le cake , 9 x 13.
 by rhe area of 
rhe small piece.
 3 x 3( 1/4). bur
 somehow I ma
de 
mis ta kes in rh e
 computa tional
 process . 
'.!) I mi
s undersrood the
 ques tion and c
ouldn't gel th e 
righr answer. 
3) J j us
t g uessed beca u
se I co uldn ' t un
ders tand rhe qu
es rion and I did
n ' t kn ow how r
o do ir 
4) J ma
de a mis rake w
hen I computed
 th e fra crion 3( 
1/4) x 3 . (Pleas
e describe th e s
rra tegy yo u use
d) 
5) I di
dn 'r ha ve enou




e how far yo u 
go t and rh c s tra












T he following questi o ns (items 1 to 26) ask aho ut yo ur s tud y s trategics for mathemati cs . Please c ircle th e numher that is 
closest to yo ur idea lro m I . 2. 3. 4(neither o ne ). 5. 6. o , 7 . 
I. 1 s tud y to r reg ul ar ho urs eve ry day . 2 3 4 .'i 6 7 I s tud y with no reg ula rit y . 
' I s tud y littl e by little every day . 2 3 4 5 6 7 I s tud y in o ne leng th y sessio n. 
3 . I alwa ys review class lessens . 2 3 4 .'i 6 7 I never revirw class lesso ns 
4 . I s tud y at ho me every da y . 2 3 4 5 6 7 I s tud y lessons o nl y in schoo l. 
5 . I a lways prepare to r class . 2 3 4 5 6 7 I never prepare !o r class . 
6 . I a lways prepare to r exa ms . 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 never prepare lo r ex ams . 
7 . I s tud y acco rding to a schedule . 2 3 4 5 6 7 I s tud y w hen I k e l lik(• i1. 
8. I prepare !o r exa ms ,ntensive ly . 2 3 4 5 6 7 I prepare tor exams graduall y 
at one tinu.· . eve ry day . 
9 . I lea rn o nl y the tundamrntals . 2 3 4 5 6 7 I learn by so lv ing man y pro hlems . 
I() _ I like to wo rk a t has ic problems . 2 3 4 5 6 7 I like to wo rk at advanced pro hl cms . 
11 I try to merno riz,, fo rmulas . 2 3 4 .) 6 7 I try to co mprehend formu las . 
I 2 . I co rrect my e rro rs in problems . 2 3 -I 5 6 7 I try prohlems again to unders tand 
causes o t errors. 
13 . Whe n I can ' I so lve a problem 2 3 4 5 6 7 Eve n w hen I have d,lli culty in so lving a 
I re ly o n someone to help me . prohlem . I wo rk at it myse lt. 
14 . I throw away the papers (class 2 3 4 5 6 7 I preserve th e papers (class no tes or exams) 
no tes or exa ms) wlud t demo nstrates which de mo nstrates the so lutio n processes 
th e so lut ion prot:essc:-. 
15 . While a classmate is o rnll y 2 3 -I 5 6 7 While a classma te is ora ll y respo ndin g 
res po ndin g to a ques ti o n. to a questio n. I to llow alo ng carelull y . 
I think o l so mething e lse . 
16 . Whe n I ge t my g raded test paper 2 3 4 ) 6 7 When I ge t my graded tes t paper bac k. I try 
hac k. I jus t write down th e· co rrec t a nswer . to undrrsu,nd the causes o l my e rro rs . 
17 . I like to wo rk a t bas ic prob lems . ' 3 -I 5 6 7 I like to wo rk a t adva nced problents 
18 . I re ly o n answers so lved hy 2 3 4 ) 6 7 I try to so lve problems myse ll . independent 
peers o n till' h lackhoa rd . o l my pce ,s' answers . 
19 . I rev iew 111 y schoo l te x tboo ks 2 3 -I 6 7 I rev iew using a refe ren ce hoo k 
o r my no tcl>oo ks . o r by doing ex tra pro blems 
20 . I do n ' t care abo ut l' rrors in 2 3 -I 5 6 7 I co rrect errors in a graded paper 
a graded paper 
2 1. I try to take no tes du ri ng lesso ns . 2 3 4 5 6 7 I try to lis ten durin g lessons 
,, 
I co py every thing my teacher 2 3 -I 5 6 7 I w rite down certa m po in t, o l that 
writes o n th e b lackboa rd my teacher says or w rites in class 
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23. I write down answers as well as
 ~ 3 4 5 6 
7 I wrile down answers onl y in my no
les . 
wirh my calcula tion process . 
24 . I a lways so lve problems with rh
e 2 '.l 4 5 6 
7 When I so lve pro blems. I do nor pu
l rhe same 
sa me cfforl as I do on exams . 
effort as I do o n exams . 
25 . I g ive precedence 10 homewo
rk . 2 3 -I 5 
6 7 My own inreresrs take precedence 
over !11 e 
homework . 
26. I spend much rime wriring 0111 
2 '.l 4 5 6 7 I spend mu
ch time looking over malerials 
problems in prepararion for exams .
 
in prepararion for exams . 
27. I us ually s rudy in quicl s urroun
dings . 2 :l 4
 ~ 6 7 I us uall y s rud y in nois
y cnv ironmenrs . 
Appendix G 
Q ues rionnairc ( II ) 
Srudenr 's ID Number --------------
Age 
Ge nder ( Male o r Fema
le ). Grade (!Orh. Jlrh , 
121h ) 
1. How much educa tio n do
 yo u wan! 10 pursue ? 
l ) I do no r plan 10 go colle
ge o r univers ity . 
2) Technical school. comm
unity co llege. or junior co
llege 
3) Fo ur yea r Universi ty 
Please c ircle o ne 
4) Gradu are schoo l (masre
r progra m). business schoo
l. medica l school. o r law s
choo l 
5) Grad uate schoo l (Doc to
ral progra m) 
2 . Whal is yo ur area o f in
1cres1 (major) in educa ti on
 beyond high school?? 
l) No n-ma1hema1ics relare
d area (such as An s. Lircr
arurc. Journ alism . Educa ti
o n. His tory, e tc) 
2) marhemalics and scienc
e related area (Physics. Co
mputer science. Eng ineerin
g, e tc) 
3) undecided 
3 . /low many ho urs per w
eek do yo u s tudy marhem
a rics beyond yo ur reg ular
 mathema tics class lessons 
and ho meworks 
(s uc/1 as wirh math ruror)?
 
Las r week ____ ho urs
 In average. ___
_ ho ur(s) per week 
4 . Docs yo ur mo th er (o r s
rep mo th er) who lives wirh
 yo u ha ve a job o uL~ide rh
e home'' 
J) S he does no r have a jo
b o ut~idc ho me . 
2) S he has a part-rime job
. 
3) S he has a Jull- rime job .
 
5 . If yo u c ircle cho ices 2) o r
 3) in ques tion 4, whar kin
d of job does she have? I
s she a . 
1) compa ny or gove rnmen
t employee 
2) company president. exe
cutive, or manager 
3) agricultural or o ther far
m worker 
4) s tore or o ther business 
owner 
5) reacher. eng ineer. artis
t . doctor. lawyer. or other
 occupa ti on requiring spec
ia l skills 
6) part- lime worker (s uch
 as s tore clerk. child ca re.
 etc) 
7) o ther (please describe 
rh e occupatio n) _____
___________
_______ _ 
The fo llowing questions o
r sta tements as k a rrirud es
 toward marh cma ri cs and s
tudy s rrareg ics toward marh
emarics . Please 
c ircle th e number which i
s closes t to yo ur idea from
 1. 2. 3. 4(nei rh er). 5. 6. or
 7 . 
1. In general. 1 find working
 on math assignments 
ve ry boring 1 2 3 
➔ 5 6 7 very 
inrcres ring 
2. How good a r math are yo u
? no r a l a ll good I 2 
3 4 5 6 7 very g
ood 
3 . How hard do yo u rry roge r
 good grades in marh ? 
a lirrl e 1 2 3 4 
5 6 7 a lor 
4 . In ge nera l, how hard is m
a th fo r yo u'/ very easy 
2 3 4 5 6 
7 ve ry hard 
5 . Whar is rhe lowest g rad
e or eva luatio n mark yo u 
would he sa tis fied with in 
your present math co urse''
 
6 . How sma rt docs o ne ha
ve robe ro do well in adva
nced high schoo l math (lik
e Algebra 11. Trigonometr
y , or C'a lculusJ? 
average in brightness J 
2 3 ➔ 5 6 7 
extremely bright 
7 . Compared to o ther s tud
ents in yo ur class . how we
ll do you expect to do in m
arhema ries rhis year? 
much worse rh an o ther s tu
dents J ~ 3 4 
5 6 7 much berrer rh
an o rher s rudenrs 
8 . How s uccessful do yo u
 th ink yo u 'd be in a ca ree
r which req uired marh cma
rics ability '? 
no r ve ry s uccess ful J 2
 3 4 5 6 7 ve
ry s uccessfu l 
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9 . How useful is whar yo u w
o uld lea rn in high school ma
lh (like Algebra II T · · n gonomelry or Calculus)
 for h 1 
10 do w hen yo u fini sh schoo
l and go ro work? 
· w a yo u w
anr 
nol very useful l 2 3 4
 5 6 7 very useful 
JO. How useful do you lhink w
omen find adva nced high sch
oo l malh (like Algebra II T 
· . 
rh e ir jobs '' 
· n go no merry. o r Calculus)
 ,n 
110 1 al all useful ..,_l_--"'2--'3"-
_-1:._~5:.___,,6:._-'-7 very usefu
l 
l l . I low usefu l do yo u lhink
 wo men find advanced hig b 
school malh Jo r rhe ir everyd
ay li ves? 
no r a l all use lul I 2 J 
4 5 6 7 very useJ ul 
12 . In ge neral. I find working
 on number puzzles and ga m
es 
very boring I 2 3 4 
5 6 7 very inrercsting 
I 3 . How good al marh does 
yo ur morhcr 1hink you are? 
no r al a ll good I 2 J 4
 5 6 7 very good 
14 . llow useful do yo u lhink
 men find advanced high sch
oo l malh (like Algebra II. Tr
igonomerry . or Calculus) tor
 rh eir 
everyda y li ves? 
no r a l a ll use lul I 2 3 
4 5 6 7 ve ry useful 
15 . llow upsc l do yo u 1hink 
yo ur mother would be ii yo u
 gor a low mark in marh '.' 
nor very much J ~ 3 
4 5 6 7 very much 
16 . If you were 10 o rder a ll lhe s
tuden rs in yo ur malh class lro
m 1hc wo rs l 10 rhe besr in ma
rh . where would yo u pur 
yo urse lf? 
lhe worsr _,_1_~2 __ 3~_4_~5-
~6 __ 7 rh e besr 
17 . liow hard do yo u rry in 
malh '' a linle ~'---~~--3~_4 _
_ 5__ 6__ 7 a lo r 
JS . Compared 10 mos l 01her
s in yo ur class . bow hard is 
marh for you ? 
much easier l 2 J 4 
5 6 7 much harder 
l 9 . How good a l ma lh does 
yo ur reacher think yo u arc? 
no l al all good l 2 3 
-1 5 6 7 ve ry goo
d 
20. How use lul is whar yo u w
ou ld lea rn in adva nced hig h 
school marh (like Algebra 11 . 
Trigo nomerry. or Ca lculus) f
o r yo ur 
daily li te o uL~ide o f school? 
11 01 ar all useful J 2 3 -
1 5 6 7 very use ful 
21 . I low s niarr docs o ne hav
e 10 be 10 do well in basic hi
gh school ma1h ? 
"verage in s marrness I 2 
3 4 5 6 7 very sm
an 
I low good a r malh does yo u
r Jarher 1hink yo u arc? 
nor al all good I 2 3 4
 5 6 7 very g
ood 
23 . I fee l 1ha1 . 10 me . being 
good a l so lving problems wh
ich in vo lve malh or reasonin
g ma1he111a1ically is: 
no r a l all impo rlanl l 2 
3 4 5 6 7 very im
portanl 
2-1 . llow upsc r do yo u rhink
 yo ur tarher would be ii you go r
 a low mark in marh ? 
no r wry much J 2 3 4
 5 6 7 very much 
25 . llow much rime do yo u 
s pend o n yo ur malh homewo
rk '' In ave rage . _ __ hou
r(s) a day. and ____ ho
urs a week 
Bclore a n exam . how much 
rime do yo u spend lor prcrar
arion o l ma lh exam ? In aver
age . ___ ho ur(sJ a day . 
_ _ __ ho ur(s) a week 
26 . In ge ne ral, I think boys are . 
I ) __ much be lier than g irls at math 
2)_ so mewha t he ller tha n g irls al math 
3)_ a Ii Ille heller than gir ls al math 
4)_ th e same as g irls al math 
5)_ a li11lc worse than g irls at math 
6)_ somewha t wo rse than g irls a t math 
7)_ much wo rse than g irls a l math 
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27 . To do we ll in math . I ha ve 10 wo rk . 
I ) _ much harde r in math than I do in o ther subjeclS 
2) _ somewhat harde r in math than I do in othe r suhj ecLs 
3) _ a lilllc harder in math than I do in o ther s uhj ecLs 
4) _ th e same as in oth er s ubjeclS 
.'i ) _ a lillle harder in o ther s ubjec ts than I do in math 
6) _ somewha t harde r in o th e r subjecLs than I do in ma th 
7) _ much harder in o ther s ubjeclS than I do in math 
28. Compared 10 mos! o th e r s1udcn1S yo u kn ow . how much time do yo u have lo spend working o n yo ur math ass ig nme nt"' 
much less time than a lo! mo r<· timt th an 
o th e r s!lldcnls 
29 . Compa red 10 mos! other schoo l subjecLs 1ha1 yo u have taken or are taking . how hard 1s math lor yo u·' 
m y eas ies t co urse I 2 3 4 5 6 7 my hardes t time 
30 . How much do yo u like do ing math '' 
no t very muc h .,_1_--=2 _ __,_3 __ 4~~5~ _ 6~_ 7 ve ry much 
3 1 . In ma th . mos! o t th e time . how we ll do yo u do in each o f th e lo llowing things'' 
a) Whe n the teache r calls o n yo u for an answer in c lass 
ve ry poo rl y I 2 3 4 .'i 6 7 ve ry we ll 
h ) When taking a test yo u have s tudied to r 
ve ry poo rl y I 
, 
3 4 .'i 6 7 ve ry we ll 
c) Whe n do ing math ho mnvork problems 
very poo rl y I 2 3 4 5 6 7 ve ry we ll 
32 ! lo\\' ha rd d o yo u ha ve 10 s tud y for math 1es1 10 ge l a good grade '' 
a li11le I 2 3 4 .'i 6 7 a lo t 
33 . ! low impo rtant is ii 10 yo u 10 get a good g rade in math '' 
no t a l a ll impo rtant I 2 3 4 5 6 7 ve ry impo rtant 
34 . How usc tul d o yo u think me n in advanced hi g h schoo l math (like Al geb ra I! . T ri go no metry. o r Calculus) in !he ir jobs'> 
no t a l a ll useful I 2 3 4 5 6 7 ve ry use tul 
35 In compa r ison 10 mos l o t yo ur o the r academic s ubj ecLs. how good are you a l math '' 
much wo rs l' I 2 3 4 .'i 6 7 much he lle r 
36 . ! lo w upset would yo u ht· ii yo u go t a low mark in math '' 
no t a l a ll upse t I 3 4 5 6 7 ve ry much upse t 
3 7 ! low much does yo ur mo th e r like math '' 
no t ve ry muc h I 2 3 4 5 6 7 ve ry much 
38. ls th ,· amo unt o t dto n 11 w ill take lo do we ll in yo ur math course this yea , wo rthwhil e lo yo u'' 
not very wortll\vhilt l 2 > 4 5 6 7 very \VOrthwhilc 
39 . In co mpa rison lo yo ur o the r acade mic suhjn:Ls . how ha rd is math to r yo u'' 
my t·as i,·s l co urst· I , 3 4 5 6 7 my ha rdest co urse 
40 . I low hard do,·s yo ur mo lhn think math is to r you ·> 
ve ry t'asy I 2 3 4 'i (, 7 ve ry hard 
41 . ! low we ll do yo u think yo ur teacher ex pecL, yo u 10 do in ma th this yea r? 
no ! ve ry Wl' II I , 3 4 .'i 6 7 ve ry we ll 
42 . ! low muc h do yo u think yo ur teache r enjoys leachin g math '' 
11 0 1 ve ry muc h I 2 3 4 5 (, 7 Vl' ry much 
43 . ! low ha rd dol's yo ur ta lhl'r think math is to r yo u' 
Vl'ry easy I 2 3 4 5 6 7 ve ry we ll 
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44 . llow well do yo u think your father expect~ yo u to do in math this year? 
no t very well I 2 3 4 5 6 7 ve ry well 
45 . llow well are yo u do ing in schoo l in ge nera l'' 
no t so well I '2 3 4 5 6 7 ve ry wel l 
46 . llow hard docs yo ur teacher think math is to r yo u·> 
ve ry easy I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very hard 
47 . How wel l do yo u ex peel 10 do on yo ur next math test'' 
no ta1allwelll 2 3 4 5 6 7verywell 
48. How much do you like yo ur ma1h 1cacher' ' 
11 01 ve ry much I '2 3 4 5 6 7 ve ry much 
49 . llow muc h docs your mo lhcr use malh '1 
no t very much l '2 3 ➔ 5 6 7 wry muc h 
50 . llow much docs th e amounl o l lime you spend o n math kee p you lrom do ing 01hcr 1hings yo u wo uld like to do '> 
takes away no lime I 2 3 4 5 6 7 lakes away 101 o f lime 
51 . I low have yo u bee n doing in math 1his yea r'1 
very poorly I '2 3 4 5 6 7 ve ry well 
52 . Men need 10 have mo re malh kn owledge tha n women . 
s tro ng ly di sagree I ~ 3 -+ 5 C, 7 slrongly ag ree 
53 . 1301h men and women sho uld have caree rs which require special s kills . 
s1ro ng ly di sagree I '2 3 ➔ 5 6 7 s lrongly agree 
54 . In order 10 ge t a hi gh sa lary job , one needs to kn ow ma1hema1ics . 
s tron g ly disagree I '2 3 -+ 5 6 7 Slrong ly agree 
55 . Men a rc be tter as scienlis ls o r eng ineers lhan women . 
s lro ng ly disagree I 2 3 4 5 6 7 s lrong ly agree 
56 . II yo u 1ried as much as yo u co uld . how well do yo u lhi nk yo u co uld do in an advanced high schoo l ma1h co urse'' 
nol very well I 2 3 4 5 6 7 ve ry well 
Appendix H 
LEARNING FACTOR ITEMS 
(I ) Study Regularity : 5 Items 
I s wd y tor reg ular hours eve ry da y . -------~-~~---'-2 3 4 5 6 7 I s tudy with no reg ularit y . 
3. I always rev iew class lessens . 2 3 4 5 6 7 I neve r rev iew class lesso ns . 
4. I s tud y al ho me every day. 2 3 4 5 6 7 I s tud y lesso ns o nl y in schoo l. 
5 . I a lways prepare to r class. 2 3 4 5 6 7 I neve r prepare for class. 
7 . I s tud y acco rdin g 10 a schedule . 0 3 4 5 6 7 I smd y w hen I feel like it. 
(2) Study Independence/Task P1·eference: 7 Hems 
9 . I lea rn o nl y th e tundamental s. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 I lea rn by so lv ing man y problems . 
Ill . I like 10 work al bas ic problems . 
11 . I try 10 me mo ri ze formu las . 
___ 2__ 3 __ 4 __ 5 __ 6 _ _ 7 I like lo work at adva nced problems . 
___ 2 __ 3 __ 4 __ 5 __ 6__ 7 I try lo co mprehend formulas . 
13. Whe n I can't solve a prob lem ~-=2-~--------3 4 5 6 7 
1 re ly o n so meo ne to he lp me . 
18. I re ly on answers so lved by 
peers o n the blackboard . 
l 'J . I review my schoo l textboo ks 
o r my no teboo ks . 
21. I try 10 ta ke notes durin g lesso ns . 




4 5 6 7 
3 4 5 6 
3 4 5 6 
Eve n when I have diffi culty in so lving a 
prob lem . I work a l it myse ll 
I try to so lve problems myse lf. independ ent 
of my peers ' answers . 
7 I review using a reference hook 
or by doi ng ex tra problems. 
7 I try to listen during lesso ns. 
14 . I throw away the papers (class 2 3 4 5 6 71 prese rve the papers (class no tes or exa ms) 
no tes o r ex ams) w hich demonstrates (Reverse codin g item) w hi ch demonstrates the so lutio n processes . 
th e so lutio n processes. 
~-=2 ___ '--1__ 4_~5~~6'--) --'-7 Whil e a class mate is ora ll y respondin g 15. Whi le a classmate is ora ll y 
respondin g 10 a ques ti o n . (Reve rse codin g item) 10 a ques tion . I to ll ow a lo ng ca relull y . 
I think o l some thin g e lse. 
23. I write down answers as well as 
with m y ca lculati on process . 
___ 2__ 3 __ 4 __ 5 __ 6 __ 7 I write down answers o nl y in my notes 
24 .I always so lve prob lems wit h .:__:.2 __ 3'---4-'--~5-'--~6,__---'-7 When I so lve problems do no t put the sa me 
the sa me e ffo rt as I do on exa ms . e fl o n as I do on exams 
25. I g ive pre<.0cdcnct· lo ho mework . -'--=2 __ 3,___4-'--~ 5-~6~---'-7 My own in te rcsL, take precedence over th e 
ho mework . 
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Appendix I 
A'l7TrUDE TOW ARD M AT! I FACTOR S 
(1) Perceiwd Ability / Expt·ctanc~· : 5 Itm1s 
2. llow good at math arc you? not at all good I 2 J 4 5 6 7 very good 
7. Compared to other students in your class. how wd l do you expect to do in mathematics this year? 
much worse than other students I 2 3 4 5 6 7 much hctta than other student, 
16 . If you were to order a ll the students in your math class from the worst to the best in math , where would you put yourself'' 
the worst I 2 3 -I 5 6 7 the best · 
47 I low wel l do you expect to do on your nc:-.1 malh test'> 1101 al all well 2 J -I 5 6 7 verv well 
5 1. I low haw you been doing in math th is year' ' very poorl y I 2 3 4 5 6 7 vary wd I 
(2) PeneiVl'd Task \ 'aJu,· Items : 7 Items 
Intrinsic, lnh.: ri:st value 
I In genera l. I find working on math assignment, .. w ry boring 2 3 4 5 6 7 vcrv interesting 
JO. Ho\\ much do ~ou like doing math '' nol w ry much I 2 J -I 5 6 7 very mud1 
Anaimncnl Impm1ancc Value 
23 . I foci that. to rne. being good at solving prohkms which invo lve math or reasoning mathematicall y is : 
nol a l all impor1,u1t I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very impor1anl 
J3 . I low impo11an1 is it to you 10 get a good grade in math '' 
not at a ll important I 2 3 -I 5 6 7 ve~ · impo11ant 
38 . Is the amount of cno n it will taJ.. c to do well in your malh course I his year wonhwhilc to you·> 
not w ~ • wonhwhilc I 2 J -I 5 6 7 very \\ Or1hwhilc 
Ex1rins ic valu~ 
9 . llow usdi.il is whal you would lea rn in hi gh school math ( liJ.. c Al ge bra II. Trigonomct~·- or Calculus) for what you want to do 
when vou fini sh schoo l and go to worJ.. ., 
not verv usdiil I 2 3 4 5 6 7 vcrv useful 
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20. llow useful is what you \\ ould learn in advanced hi gh school math (like Algchra II. Trigonometry. or Ca lculus) for vour dai ly li
fe 
outside of school'.' 
not at all usdiil I 
(3) Pt•rct'iVl'd Task Ditli,·ult~· : 5 lh'ms 
Task Difficulty 
2 J -I 5 6 7 vc~ • uscliil 
4 . In general. how hard is math fo r you'' vc~ · caS\· 2 3 4 5 6 7 vc~• hard 
I 8. Cllmparcd to mosl olhcrs in your dass. ho\\ hard is malh for you·> 
111ud1 casr cr I 2 3 -I 5 6 7 much harder 
39. In comparison to your oth..:r a1.:acl c.:mic subj l!cls. how hard is math for you'' 
2 3 -I 5 6 7 mv hardc,1 course 
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Required Effort 
27. To do well in math, I have to work ...... . (
Reverse coding) 
I ) _ much harder in math than I do in other
 subjccLs 
2) _ somewhat harder in math than I do i11 
ot/1er subjecLs 
3) _ a littl i, harder in math t/1an I do in oth
a suhjecLs 
4) _ the same a., in other subjects 
5) a linlc harder in ot/1er suhjem than I d
o in math 
6) _ somewhat harder in other suhjecls tha
n I do in mat/1 
7) _ much harder in ot/1cr subjccL, t/1an I do
 in math 
32. How hard do you have to study for math 
test 10 get a good grade? 
a little I 2 3 4 5 6 7 a lot 
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Appendix J 
SEX -STEREOTYPING FACTORS 
( I ) BeUefs about Math as a Male Domain : I Item 
26. In genera l. I think boys are .. 
) ) much bener than girl s at math 
2) somewhat better than girls at math 
3 ) _ a I itt le hett cr than girl s at math 
4) the same a., girls at math 
5)- a litt le worse than girls at math 
6) - _ somewhat worse than girl s at math 
7) _ much worse than girls at math 
(2) Bt'licfs about I ltilit~· of l\lath for Ml'll and for Women: -' lit-ms ori,:inal 
2 Items (item 14- item 11) & (item J_j - item 10) 
JO. I low useful do you think women find advanced hi gh school math (like Algebra II. Trigonometry. or Ca lculu
s) in their jobs'/ 
not at all usdili I 2 3 4 5 6 7 vcrv usdul 
) J. How usefu l do you thin!- women fi nd advanced high school math fo r their everyday li ves·/ 
not at all useful I 2 3 4 5 6 7 very useful 
J .J . I low useful do , ·ou thin!- men find advanced hi gh school math (lil- c Algebra II. Tri gonometry. or Ca lculus) 
for tl1eir everyci,1y 
livl.!s'.' 
not at all usdili I 2 3 4 5 6 7 verv usefu l 
34 . How usclili do you think men in advanced hi gh school math (li ke Algebra II. Trigonometry. or Ca lculus) in
 their jobs'! 
not at a ll usefu l I 2 3 4 5 6 7 ver\' usefu l 
(3) IJeUefs about Math Related 01'1'upation : 2 Items 
52 . Men need to have more math knowledge than women. 
stronglv disagree I 2 3 4 5 6 7 strongly agree 
55. Ml.!n ar\.! hi.:t11.!r a.._ sci(!nt isls or l!ngint..':t! rs than \\01111.!n. 
strongly disagree I 2 3 4 5 6 7 strong)~· agree 
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